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The purpose of this grant was to support NASA in modeling efforts to 
predict the transient dynamic and thennodynamic response of the space station 
solar dynamic power generation system. In order to meet the initial schedule 
requirement of providing results in time to support installation of the system as 

part of the initial phase of space station, early efforts were executed with alacrity 

and often in parallel. Initially, methods to predict the transient response of a 
Rankine as well as a Brayton cycle were developed. Review of preliminary 
design concepts led NASA to select a regenerative gas-turbine cycle using a 
Helium-Xenon mixture as the working fluid and, from that point forward, the 

modeling effort focused exclusively on that system. Although initial project 
planning called for a three year period of perfonnance, revised NASA schedules 

moved system installation to later and later phases of station deployment. 
Eventually NASA elected to halt development of the solar dynamic power 
generation system for space station and to reduce support for this project t" two
thirds of the original level. The research in-progress was pursued to reasonable 
conclusions and culminated in the three Magisterial theses attached as 
appendices to this report. 

During the first two years there was a concerted effort to use EASY -5 (as 
directed by NASA), a commercial software package for predicting the dynamic 
response of multi-component systems. Compressible-flow turbomachinery-cycle 

calculations require numerous iterations to converge to an operating condition 
for steady-state as well as transient operation. The development cycle was to 
write component models using standard FORTRAN 77 and then convert the 
code into EASY -5 macros. After the expenditure of considerable effort, it 

became apparent that the EASY -5 modeling paradigm would not support the 

iterative computations required by the demands of this study. The component 
models were reassembled into a subroutine structure controlled by a FORTRAN 
77 executive (main) program. 

A review of existing literature on modeling of transient turbomachinery 
performance revealed a surprising dearth of component-level models for 

compressible flow machinery. Various published component-level models used 
incompressible-flow assumptions, no-density-variation assumptions, no-mass
storage through the transient assumptions, and other similar simplifications 
without significant mathematical or theoretical justification. At the other 
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extreme, transient fully-compressible three-dimensional CFD tools have been 
used to study flow in turbomachinery blade passages. These tools require 
significant execution times on today's fastest supercomputers to model only a 
part of the turbomachine and therefore are not suitable for the present study. 

A detailed presentation of all the models developed, simulations 
performed, and conclusions reached, is available in the three Magisterial theses 
produced by students supported by this research effort. These theses, in their 

entirety, are included as appendices to this report. The following paragraphs 

present a brief summary of the contents of these theses. 

Iqbal (1990) modeled the heat exchangers and radial turbomachinery 

components using multi-segmented EASY-5 macros. The heat exchangers were 
discretized using length-wise elements for which the transient conservation-laws 
were enforced using fully-implicit finite-difference schemes. The models 
employed typic:".l compressor and turbine performance maps and assumed 
instantaneous response of turbomachinery to inlet transients. The resulting 

system model was used to examine transient performance during several 
transients of interest maximum and minimum insolation orbits; radiator panel 
loss; and coolant-pump loss. 

Ali (1990) developed several radial turbomachinery models employing 
nodes at the inlet, middle, and outlet of the impeller. The models enforced the 
fully-compressible transient conservation-laws to predict the transient response 
of these components. The models were implemented as FORTRAN 77 
subroutines and tested to identify the most stable algorithm. This model was 

then used to predict the transient thermodynamic response of radial impellers to 
step, ramp and sinusoidal variations of properties at impeller inlet. Sample 

computations for a constant-speed variable rate-of-work machine, and for a 

constant-work variable-speed machine, are included in the thesis. 

Zou (1991) improved the transient thermodynamic models for the heat 
exchangers, the ducts, and the radial turbomachines. He assembled the various 
models into a FORTRAN 77 program for modeling the transient thennodynamic 
response of the complete power generation system. Transient conservation-law 
equations were enforced for each component. The mass-flow rate at a critical 
point in the cycle (between recuperator outlet and receiver inlet) was iteratively 
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adjusted during the solution for each time step until the transient conservation 

laws were satisfied in each component as well as for the system as a whole, 

(conservation of mass, matching of mass-flow rate, pressure and temperature at 

each thermodynamic point throughout the transients). Transient simulations 

were executed to compare predictions from different system models: an all 

instantaneous-response components system model; a transient heat exchanger 

with instantaneous-response turbo machinery system model; and a fully 

transient model. It was concluded that, although the instantaneous-response 

turbomachinery transient-he at-exchanger models were sufficiently accurate for 

most transients, the predictions might become suspect for the very high-speed 

transients associated control signals required maintain synchronous speed in the 

alternator. 

A fourth appendix has been attached to this report which contains copies 

of the view-foils used during the final oral presentation to NASA personnel. 

Review of this appendix will provide an intermediate level introduction to the 

history and accomplishments of this study. In particular, it should highlight 

for the reader the most significant results and conclusions generated by the 

study. 
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TRANSIENT MODEL OF SPACE STATION SOLAR DYNAMIC POWER GENERATING SYSTEM 

1. INTRODUCTION 

NASA has selected a Solar Dynamic Power Generating System (SDPGS) 

based on the Closed Brayton Cycle (CBC) to provide electrical power for 

the plvposed Space Station's power requirements. The SDPGS, along with 

the photovoltaic power conversion systems, will produce the 75 kW 

necessary for Space Station Phase I operationl . The development of a 

transient model of the SDPGS thermal system is the focus of the research 

effort documented by this thesis. 

The SDPGS thermal systems transient model is a part of the overall 

NASA plan to combine a thermal performance model with an electrical 

system model, developed by the Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell 

International Corporation, to produce a complete system simulation. 

This tool will be used to demonstrate the reliable and safe operation, 

not simply at design point, but at all points in the entire operating 

envelope. Specifically, these models separately or combined will be 

used to: 

• investigate transient behavior during orbital fluctuations; 

• investigate worst-case scenarios; 

• verify the control system architecture; 
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• identify potential problem areas; 

• evaluate design solutions; and 

• optimize system performance. 

To facilitate NASA's objective of model integration and to provide 

a framework for the various groups modelling the system, NASA specified 

that all model components be written and connected using EASYS2, a 

dynamic analysis code produced by Boeing Computer Services, a division 

of the Boeing Company. EASYS is a general purpose computer code which 

provides extensive standard simulation and analysis capabilities as well 

as the option to write unique component models as FORTRAN blocks. 

The objectives of the thermal system simulation are to: 

• produce detailed models of the system components suitable for 

studying their time-dependent thermodynamics in response to 

various inputs; 

• integrate these component models into EASYS; and 

• investigate the response of the system to specified inputs 

representative of real conditions the system might encounter. 

The methodology used in writing the CBC thermal model has been the 

following: 

• produce a system fabric that defines each component, its 

function, and rules for nomenclature and passing of variables 

around the system loop; 

• prepare a model of the component based on first-principles 

applied to a finite size control volume (standard FORTRAN was 

used for the initial model.); 
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• test the model using various inputs such as step, double step 

or sinusoidal functions, and verify realistic response; 

• install the FORTRAN model of each component in the system 

fabric with appropriate transformations to adapt to EASYS; 

• study the response of the system; 

• convert the FORTRAN model to an EASYS Macro (or model that can 

be used repeatedly) and install it in the system; 

continue the building-block approach until the system model is 

complete; and 

• run transients to study system performance. 

The remainder of this document discusses in detail the steps 

followed in building a full thermodynamic systems model and in analyzing 

various system transients. 

1.1 LITERATURE SEARCH 

An extensive literature search produced little information on 

dynamic system modelling of power conversion systems. A few papers 

focused more on components 3 ,4,S than on systems and were tied directly 

to the computational hardware of the time, such as analog computers. 

The Electrical Power Research Institute funded Babcock and Wilcox to 

model large power generation plants, but their research was tailored to 

very large machines, and unfortunately access to this research was 

restricted. The literature search concluded that there was no open 

literature available on modelling the dynamics of a thermodynamic power 

system starting from first principles and employing zero-dimensional or 

one-dimensional component models. 
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Altough formulation of the heat transfer equations for the 

different components could be easily derived from the various papers, 

solutions to these relations were not found 3 ,4,S. Solutions of 

equations using nonlinear terms like the fourth order radiation term 

were not found. 

1.2 SPACE STATION 

The peak power requirement for the proposed NASA Space Station is 

estimated at 7S kW for the Initial Operating Capability. This 

requirement is expected to grow as the Station expands. These design 

parameters forced a new look at power generating options. 

1.2.1 Design and Power Requirements 

A key design requirement of the Space Station is the Initial 

Operating Capability requirement of 7S kW for peak demand, which is 

expected to grow to 300 kW as the Station evolves. Traditional 

photovoltaic power generating systems are at a substantial disadvantage 

at these power levels. As Figure 1 indicates, photovoltaic systems 

operate at roughly one-third the efficiency of a solar dynamic power 

conversion system6 . 

For vehicles in Low Earth Orbit, solar dynamic systems offer the 

additional advantage of a low frontal area. Since solar dynamic systems 

use concentrators as an energy source for the cycle, they have a lower 

energy collection or frontal area and consequently lower propellant 

penalties for reboosting to compensate for drag-induced orbital decay. 

This is graphically shown in Figure 2 comparing the frontal areas of 
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photovoltaic and SDPGS systems. As a compromise between efficiency and 

the risk of unproven technology, NASA chose a hybrid power generating 

system for Initial Operating Capability consisting of a photovoltaic 

subsystem and a solar dynamic subsystem. The photovoltaic subsystem 

consists of: 

• four solar arrays providing a net average power of 25 kW; 

• nickel-hydrogen batteries for energy storage; and 

• thermal control of batteries and Power Management and Delivery 

equipment using a capillary-pumped cooling system with a heat

pipe radiator. 

The solar dynamic subsystem, the subject of this project, will consist 

of two 25 kW modules. The details of the solar dynamic subsystem are 

described below. 

1.2.2 Solar Dynamic Power Generating System 

The solar dynamic subsystem uses solar radiation as its energy 

source, and space for an energy sink, to run a power conversion system 

based on the Closed Brayton Cycle (CBC)7. The cycle working fluid is a 

helium/xenon mixture. Heat is rejected via a cooling loop using liquid 

FC-75 as the coolant. Each module consists of three major assemblies 

(Figure 3): concentrator and receiver (with phase change salt), Power 

Conversion Unit, and radiator. Figure 4 depicts the energy conversions 

in each of these major assemblies and their interfaces. 
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1.2.2.1 Concentrator and Receiver 

The concentrator is a concave reflective system that collects and 

focuses the solar flux into the receiver cavity. As the Station passes 

behind the Earth during its orbit, the solar flux is periodically 

interrupted by the Earth's shadow. The receiver's function is to 

convert this intermittent energy into a steady energy flux to drive the 

CBC engine. This is achieved using a phase changing lithium flouride 

calcium diflouiride eutectic salt sealed in canisters lining the 

receiver walls. When the concentrator is in direct sunlight, these 

salts absorb part of the incident flux and change to liquid phase. The 

remainder of the incoming energy is used to heat the cycle working 

fluid. When the Station is in the Earth's shadow, the eutectic salts 

return from the liquid to a solid state and release energy into the 

helium/xenon flowing through the receiver. 

The control scheme for these assemblies involves various tracking 

and pointing devices that can change the receiver temperature and hence 

the thermodynamic conditions in the Closed Brayton Cycle. 

1.2.2.2 Power Conversion Unit 

This unit is designed to convert the thermal energy collected by 

the receiver into electrical energy. High pressure helium/xenon gas 

enters the receiver and is heated. On the T-S diagramS in Figure 5, 

this is represented by path 3-4. Expansion through the turbine drives 

the shaft which produces useful power in the alternator and also runs 

the compressor. The thermodynamic process in the turbine is shown as 

path 4-5. The low temperature, low pressure gas leaving the turbine is 
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Heat Addition 
(Receiver) 

Heat Rejection 
(Radiator) 

Compressor Work 

S, Entropy 

Figure 5. CBC Temperature-Entropy Diagram. 
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further cooled by passage through the recuperator (5-6) and the gas 

cooler (6-1). Path 1-2 represents the compressor, powered by part of 

the turbine work, which compresses the gas in preparation for the 

receiver. The Power Coversion Unit performance is controlled by the 

accumulator, the alternator load. and the receiver and gas cooler 

conditions. 

1.2.2.3 Radiator 

The purpose of this assembly is to reject energy from the system 

to space. This energy flow is accomplished using large surface area 

radiators through which FC-75 liquid coolant is pumped. FC-75 

transports energy extracted from the helium/xenon gas in the gas cooler 

to the Radiator. The control scheme for this loop uses the FC-75 

inventory control valves and electric pumps. 

1.2.3 Control Schemes 

A number of control schemes have been designed for various 

conditions likely to be encountered during the operating life of the 

energy conversion system. All of these involve a few control 

mechanisms. 

• The concentrator tracking and pointing mechanism -

this system controls the flow of energy into the working fluid. 

and can be used as a switch to shut the system down. 

• The accumulator and inventory control valves -
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the valves in the helium/xenon loop regulate the mass of gas in 

the loop and hence the mass flow rate. This in turn controls 

the performance of the turbine and the compressor. 

• The parasitic load controller -

this control system passes unused alternator energy through 

resistors. This energy is then radiated to space, thus 

maintaining the shaft at a constant speed. 

For steady-state operation the inventory control mechanism 

coupled with the parasitic load controller is sufficient. The objective 

is to keep the shaft at a constant 1067 Hz. The parasitic load 

controller maintains a steady load on the alternator. Small control 

inputs required to correct for orbital fluctuations can be managed using 

the solenoid control valves on the accumulator. 

Start up and shut down transients also require control of 

concentrator tracking and focusing. In start up, for example, the 

concentrator is focused on the receiver. The alternator is used as a 

motor to turn the Power Coversion Unit shaft until the helium/xenon has 

accumulated enough energy for steady state operation. All through this 

process the parasitic load controller maintains constant shaft speed 

once 32,000 rpm has been reached. 

Shut down is accomplished in approximately the same manner but the 

sequence is reversed. The concentrator is first off-pointed, then the 

alternator load is decreased gradually to zero. At this point half 

routine power is drawn by the parasitic load controller and the rotor 

brought to a quick halt. 
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1.2.4 Orbital Control Characteristics 

The thermodynamic transients of the SDPGS are a function of the 

orbital characteristics of the Space Station (Figures 6-7). The Space 

Statin's orbit varies from a minimum insolation orbit to a maximum 

insolation orbit. Insolation is defined as the time spent by the 

Freedom Space Station in direct sunlight. The eclipse phase, on the 

other hand is the time spent in the Earth's shadow. The conversion 

system's performance depends on variables such as eclipse time, 

insolation time, orbital period, and sink temperature. The orbital 

altitu~a varies from 250 nautical miles to 180 nmi. The lower altitude 

orbit (180 nmi) is the minimum insolation orbit while the higher 250 nmi 

orbit is the maximum insolation orbit. The orbit inclination is fixed 

at 28.5°. The rate of precession is -7.3 deg/day which produces a 

period of 49.3 days. The eclipse periods are 36.4 and 28.2 minutes 

for the maximum and minimum insolation orbits respectively. These 

conditions are used to bound the normal operating environment for the 

SDPGS. 
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z 

Orbit 

Equltorlal plane & orbit plane with 
orbit elements and parameters 

r Orbit Radius 
I Orbit Inclination 
n Longitude of Ascending Node 
u Argument of latitude 
V Velocity Vector 
A Normal to Orbit Plane 

ustor 

(Staiger, P.J., Space power and Propulsion System Analyses, January, 
1988, Rocketdyne Division) 

Figure 6. Space Station Orbit Parameters. 
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ORBIT CHARACTERISTICS: 

• Orbit Inclination: 
• Orbit Altitude 
• Orbit Precession 

Rate: 
Period: 

MINIMUM INSOLATION ORBIT 

28.5 deg 
180-250 nmi. 

-7.3 deg/day 
49.3 days 

• Orbital period = 91.06 minutes (180 nmi) 
• Insolation = 1.323 kW/m 2 
• Concentration Reflectivity = 0.9 
• Eclipse Period = 36.36 min 

MAXIMUM INSOLATION ORBIT 

• Orbital period = 93.71 minutes (250 nmi) 
• Insolation = 1.419 kW/m 2 
• Concentration Reflectivity = 0.93 
• EClipse Period = 28.15 min 

Figure 7. Space Station Orbit Characteristics. 
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2. EASYS 

"The EASYS Engineering Analysis SYstem from Boeing is a computer 

program used to model, analyze, and design large, complex, dynamic 

systems,,2. This proprietary simulation and control language can be 

used to simulate dynamic responses and to perform control system 

analyses on systems described by non-linear differential or difference 

equations. 

The program uses English-like language to define commands. It has 

FORTRAN comp~tibility, allowing any user or system library to be 

accessed. It has the capability to integrate component modules in 

FORTRAN and permits the user to define new components. Output from 

EASYS can be requested in the form of system schematics, time histories, 

and Bode or Nyquist plots, among other options. EASYS was installed on 

a VAXstation 2000. This machine uses the VMS operating system. 

2.1 EASYS MODEL 

Two input files are required for an EASYS simulation. The first 

is the model file containing the component models with their respective 

descriptive differential equations, as well as specification of 

intercomponent connectivity. The second is the analysis file which 

provides parameters required by the component models as well as 

information for output format. The executable file is at least 740 

blocks in size since it must provide all the EASYS utilities which a 

user may select. 
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EASYS post-processing can be in a batch or interactive mode. 

Output spans a wide range of plotting and printing possibilities 

including time history plots, Nyquist and Bode plots, eigenvalue lists, 

and data tables. 

2.1.1 Model File 

Component description can be accomplished in several ways in the 

model file. Standard blocks residing in the EASYS component library can 

be used. Special components (Macro or FORTRAN components) can be 

created to suit the user's needs. 

The standard blocks model many common dynamic input-output 

relationships and can be grouped together to represent a set of 

differential equations. Included in the library are transfer functions, 

function generators, tabular functions and integrators. The inlet and 

outlet port definations facilitate interconnections between components. 

The user-defined components are of two types, FORTRAN or Macro, and are 

used to model special components or processes which are not amenable to 

assembly from standard blocks. 

2.1.1.1 FORTRAN Blocks 

FORTRAN blocks are components that contain FORTRAN statements. 

These components cannot be stored and must be redefined each time they 

are used. The advantages of FORTRAN components are that they are 

relatively easy to build, use the versatility of the FORTRAN language, 

and can be easily debugged in the VAX environment. 
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All inputs and outputs must be clearly specified for a particular 

block. If the same FORTRAN block is to be used in another part of the 

system model, its inputs and outputs must be redefined and the code 

modified. This can prove cumbersome and time-consuming for components 

used more than once. In such a case, a Macro component is desirable. 

2.1.1.2 Macro Components 

Macro components are user defined and can be stored in the user's 

permanent file for subsequent use. The user defines the Macro's inputs, 

outputs, and logic using a FORTRAN-like code. Thus, without too much 

difficulty, FORTRAN components can be converted into Macro components 

using the Macro guidelines. These components then become generic and 

can have mUltiple occurrences in the system model without redefinition. 

2.1.2 Analysis File 

The control of model execution resides in the analysis file. 

Every component (standard, FORTRAN, or Macro) may have parameters 

associated with it. This provides an easy way of executing multiple 

analyses without having to create another executable file. The analysis 

file also contains simulation and output controls. Variables such as 

integration time step, maximum simulation time, and print frequency are 

all defined in this file. Options such as time history output and 

Nyquist or Bode plots may be specified. EASYS output facilities are 

very extensive and versatile. 
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2.1.3 EASYS Output 

EASYS output can be processed in a batch or interactive mode. The 

output can consist of print files or plot files containing the output of 

the analysis performed. For instance, a time history of certain 

variables at various time steps or a plot of different variables with 

respect to time can be requested. In the interactive mode, these plots 

can be modified; they can be rescaled, the subtitles can be changed, and 

the plots can be displayed in different formats. 
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3. COMPONENT MODELLING 

The modeling methodology was the following: 

• study the physics of the component; 

• write differential equations to describe the transient response 

of the component; 

• write FORTRAN code to approximate and solve the equations; and 

• test the component model with various inputs and study the 

response. 

The development of each component in the SDPGS will be described using 

the above sequence. 

3.1 HEAT EXCHANGER 

The heat exchanger component model describes a number of heat 

exchangers in the CBC-PGS that share approximately the same physical 

description. Each heat exchanger is denoted by HXnn in EASYS, where nn 

is a two digit number identifying the particular heat exchanger unit. 

3.1.1 Closed Brayton Cycle Gas Cooler, Bleed Cooler, Recuperator 

The gas cooler, bleed cooler and recuperator share the same 

physics of heat transfer in that they are all counter-flow heat 

exchangers described by surface areas, heat transfer coefficients, fluid 

densities and thermal masses. 

The gas cooler (Figure 8) is an eight pass, cross-counter-flow, 

plate-fin heat exchanger. It is a redundant alternating sandwich design 
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that connects to independent fluid loops and results in double sandwich 

gas side passages. The helium/xenon gas mixture enters the cooler after 

passing through the recuperator. The cold-side fluid, FC-7S, transports 

energy to the radiator. 

The recuperator (Figure 8) is a pure counter-flow plate-fin unit 

designed for 94% thermal effectiveness. The two fluids are high and low 

pressure helium/xenon gas. The high pressure gas comes from the 

compressor while the low pressure, hotter gas enters after expansion 

through the turbine. All fins in the recuperator are 0.006 inches thick 

and constructed from CRES 304L, a stainless steel. The tube plate 

thickness is 0.01 inches, and the unit is designed for a maximum 

temperature of 1017 of. 

The bleed cooler (Figure 9) is a small counter-flow, plate-fin 

heat exchanger similar to the gas cooler. The fin sandwiches are 0.077 

inches high on the gas side and 0.1 inch high on the liquid side. The 

bleed cooler serves to cool the gas used in the turboalternator gas 

bearing. This unit is made entirely of 304L stainless steel. 

3.1.2 Analytical Model 

The idealized heat exchanger for developing the analysis is 

presumed to be a single-pass pure counter-flow heat exchanger with an 

- . 
equivalent heat transfer surface and wall mass. Boundary conditions 

between the component and the surroundings are assumed to be adiabatic. 

An energy balance is used to develop the differential equations, and 

temperatures are calculated for an n-segment model using a fully 

implicit backward differencing in time and central difference in space 
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(BOT-CDS) finite difference scheme. 9 A Gaussian elimination method with 

scaling and partial pivoting is used to solve the system of 3n 

simultaneous equations. 

The heat exchanger is represented by dividing the control volume 

into n sections as shown in Figure 10. Each section consists of three 

elements. Consider the i-th section that has been cross-hatched. 

Element (i) is fluid A flowing in the indicated direction. Element (ii) 

is a wall element in contact with fluid A on one side and fluid B on the 

other. Element (iii) is the counter-flowing fluid B. No energy flow is 

assumed between adjoining wall elements although adjoining fluid 

elements have a net energy transfer. 

For the i-th section, an energy balance can be performed on each 

section: 

[

RATE OF CHANGE] 
OF ENERGY IN 

C.V. [

NET CONVECTION] 
INTO C.V. 

[

NET DIFFUSION] 
+ INTO C.V. 

Conduction in the fluid was assumed to be negligible. Subsequent 

calculations showed the magnitude of conduction to be approximately 

0.03% of convection and diffusion, validating the initial assumption. 

Radiation heat transfer between adjacent walls of the heat exchanger is 

also assumed negligible since an alternating sandwich type construction 

would maintain the walls at approximately the same temperature. 

Assuming the temperatures in each element are given by an 

average temperature Txi' where x is the fluid A, fluid B or wall wand i 

is the i-th section of the heat exchanger, then for an infinitesimal 

volume in element (i), 
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aT 
- (hA) (T -T ) + (me ) ---! dx 

a w a p a ax 

It is assumed that there is no temperature gradient along the wall of 

element (ii). so the equation may be written as: 

a(meT) 
w 

at 
- (hA) (T -T ) + (hA)b(Tb-T ) a a w w 

And similar to (1), the energy balanee for element (ii) yields 

a(meT)b 

at 

Using the subscript i for the node location, the above three equations 

may be written as: 

(me) i[aTa] - (hA) .(T .-T.) + (me) [T (. l)-T (.1)1 v a at i a1 W1 a1 p a a 1- a 1+ 

(me) .[aT
w

] _ (hA) .(T .-T.) + (hA)b·[Tbi-T i1 W1 a. a1 a1 W1 1 W 
t 1 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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Applying the simple Euler method of integration to the control 

volume for the time derivative produces the following equations. 

are written with an n superscript representing the time step 

[

Tn _Tn-l] 
(mc ). ai ai 

v al. t.t 

(mc) , wi wi 
[

Tn _Tn-I] 

Wl. tit 

n n-l 

[
Tbi -Tbi 1 

(mc)b' 
1. t.t 

- (hA) .(Tn.-T
n

i ) + (mc ) [T
n

(. l)-T
n

(, 1)] 
al. Wl. a p a a l.- a l.+ 

n n n n] - (hA) . (T . -T .) + (hA) b' [Tb . -T . 
al. a1. W1. 1. 1. Wl. 

These 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

In this fully implicit scheme, all temperatures at time step n are 

unknowns. The above equations are rearranged to give a system of 

equations of the form 

[A] {Tl - {Bl (10) 

where A is an (n x n) matrix of coefficients, T is a (1 x n) vector of 

unknowns and B is a (1 x n) vector of known quantities. Equation 7, for 

example, can be rearranged following form. 
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+ [(mC ) ) Tn(. 1)+ [( -hA) .J Tn. p a a 1+ a1 W1 

[
(mc )'J 1 v a1 Tn: 

lit a1 
( 11) 

The right hand side constitutes one element of the B matrix, while the 

left hand side coefficients appear as elements in the the A matrix. The 

temperatures at time step n are the unknowns in the T-vector. 

Several other steps were taken to simplify the solution. It is 

assumed that 

Tan - (Ta )out1et (12) 

(13) 

Tal - Inlet Temperature for A (14) 

Tbn - Inlet Temperature for B (15) 

The end sections have been modified to provide an accurate answer 

using few nodes. Sections 1 and n represent 1% each of the volume of 

the heat exchanger while the remaining 98% is divided among the rest of 

the n-2 sections. Therefore the minimum number of nodes used in a model 

is 3. Heat transfer coefficients were computed for each component and 

f1uid 10 ,11 and are specified in the analysis file. The film 

coefficients are assumed constant through a transient since they change 

by less than 3% over 100 K. 
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The set of simultaneous equations (10) is solved using a Gaussian 

elimination method with scaling and partial pivoting. This solution 

method is written as a subroutine. A flowchart showing the programming 

logic used in implementing the finite difference scheme is presented in 

Figure 11. 

3.1.3 Component Tests and Results 

The following sections describe the tests performed on the 

component model to verify the code and the mathematical logic. 

3.1.3.1 Transient Performance 

The typical response of the gas cooler to a step change in inlet 

temperature of fluid A is shown in Figure 12. The corresponding 

response for fluid B is shown in Figure 13. Several curves for 

different integration time steps illustrate the effect of varying time

step size. The model size was set at 5 nodes as optimum for maximum 

accuracy without exorbitant run times. This choice will be explained in 

succeeding tests. At time zero, a step in the inlet temperature of 

fluid A of 100 K was introduced, producing a change in outlet 

temperatures in fluid A and fluid B until both achieved a steady state 

after approximately 200 seconds. The transients indicate that a time 

step of 10 seconds provides a reasonable compromise between accuracy and 

CPU usage. The final steady-state temperatures are close to those found 

in the DR02 steady state calculations. 
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3.1.3.2 Number of Segments Convergence Study 

The dependence of fluid outlet temperature on the number of 

segments used in the model of the gas cooler is shown in Figure 14. 

This plot shows the increasing accuracy of the model as more and more 

segments are used in a simulation. However, past a certain point, a 

marginal increase in accuracy requires a much larger number of segments 

and correspondingly more CPU time. 

The analysis was produced by running the response to a step input 

of 100 K in fluid A of the gas cooler while the fluid B inlet 

temperature is held constant at 300 K. By varying the number of 

segments and recording the corresponding steady state outlet 

temperatures, the plot shown in Figure 14 was produced. It indicates 

that using five segments for such models should be adequate for most 

analyses. Further transients were run using 5 and 10 segment heat 

exchangers using both 10 and 20 second time steps as shown in Figure 15. 

It is clear from these results that a 10 second step is sufficiently 

small for the present study. Further, a 5 segment model was judged to 

provide sufficient accuracy for the purposes of this investigation. 

3.1.3.3 Time and Spatial Variation with Temperature 

Figure 16 shows the spatial temperature profile in the heat 

exchanger at different times during a transient. For these computations 

a 5 segment model was used. This figure shows the segment temperatures 

at various times during the transient. The transient is the response to 

a 100 K step in fluid A while the fluid B inlet temperature is held 

constant at 300 K. An integration time step of 10 seconds was chosen to 
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provide adequate accuracy while conserving CPU time (as demonstrated in 

section 3.1.3.1). Since the segments are not of the same size, the 

spatial variation is the distance along the length of the heat 

exchanger. 

3.2 RADIATOR 

The energy sink for the CBC is deep space. The coolant loop 

carries thermal energy from the heat exchangers (gas cooler, bleed 

cooler, alternator cooler) to the radiator where it is radiated to space 

using large panels. 

3.2.1 Closed Brayton Cycle Radiator 

The CBC radiator is of the pumped-fluid loop type. Two redundant 

fluid loops are passed through aluminum panels. These deployable hinged 

panels (see Figure 17) contain aluminum coolant channels which are 

attached to aluminum face-sheets which act as heat transfer fins. 

Aluminum honeycomb is used to stiffen the panels. 

The six radiator panels are constructed by bonding the extruded 

aluminum channels to the honeycomb which is sandwiched between aluminum 

face-sheets. The adhesive is Hysol EA 9649. Tube inner diameter is 2 mm 

with a 0.5 mm wall. The primary and secondary lines alternate through 

the panel and are connected to the primary and secondary manifolds 

respectively. The scissors deployment mechanism extends the panels from 

stowed to operational position. Flexible metal hoses are used to 

transport fluid across the rotating joints. The primary and secondary 

loops are connected to separate pumps capable of providing a full backup 
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in case one of the systems fails. Since the two loops are completely 

independent and sealed from one another for redundancy, only one loop is 

operational at one time. 

3.2.2 Analytical Model 

The idealized radiator is considered to be a tube attached to a 

radiating skin. The energy transfer from the tube to the skin is assumed 

to be uniform across the length and breadth of the panel. Coolant flow 

and temperature is considered uniform across the cross-section of the 

tube. The panel size is considered to be one-fourth the total radiator 

size since four radiator components are used in parallel to simulate the 

entire radiator. The sink temperature is a function of the power

generating-system orientation and the orbit, and is thus considered a 

known variable in the algorithm. An energy balance is used to develop 

the governing differential equations, and temperatures are calculated 

for an n-section model using a fully-implicit backward-differencing 

finite difference scheme similar to the one used in the heat exchanger. 

The same Gaussian elimination method that was used for the heat 

exchanger is also used to solve the system of 2n simultaneous equations. 

The radiator is represented by dividing the control volume into n 

sections as shown in Figure 18. Each section consists of two elements. 

The sink temperature is assumed to be a function of time but spatially 

constant across the panel. Consider the generalized section that has 

been crosshatched. Element (i) is the fluid A flowing in the direction 

indicated. Element (ii) is the wall element in contact with fluid A on 

one side and radiating to space on the other. No energy 
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flow is assumed between adjoining wall elements, unlike the fluid 

elements. 

For each element an energy balance 1s enforced: 

[

RATE OF 1 [ NET 1 [ NET 1 [ NET 1 CHANGE OF - CONVECTION + RADIATION + DIFFUSION 
ENERGY IN INTO C.V. INTO C.V. INTO C.V. 

C.V. 

If the temperatures in each element are given by Ta or Tw, representing 

fluid A and the wall respectively, then for an infinitesimal volume in 

element (i), 

a(mcT) 
a 

at 

aT 
- (hA) (T -T ) + (mc ) __ a dx 

a w a p a ax (16) 

For element (ii), assuming no temperature gradient, the equation may be 

written as: 

a(mcT) 
___ w _ (hA) (T -T ) + aA(T4

i 
k- T4 ) 

at a a w s n w 
(17) 

Using the i subscript for the node location, the above equations may be 

written as 

(18) 
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(19) 

Since equation (19) is non-linear, and a linear equation solver is 

to be used, the equation was linearized by substituting for the TWi4 

term with (Twi)(Twi 3). The set of equations was solved for Twi while 

the previous value of wall temperature was used for TWi 3 . If these new 

and old values did not match within an acceptable tolerance after 

solving the linear algebra problem, the procedure was repeated using a 

modified relaxation method where: 

(20) 

This method provided a stable solution for this finite difference 

scheme. Applying the simple Euler method of integration for the time 

term produces the following equations: 

( hA) ( Tn Tn) ( . ) [ Tn Tn ] 
- ai wi- ai + mcp a a(i-l)- a(i+l) (21) 

(22) 

where Twi is derived using the relaxation scheme described above. 

The end-sections are modified in a manner similar to the heat 

exchanger model. Each end-section represents 1% of the volume of the 

component while the remaining 98% is shared amongst the rest of the n-2 
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sections. The flowchart for this scheme is shown in Figure 19. Heat 

transfer coefficient calculations are shown in the appendix. 10 ,11,12 

3.2.3 Component Tests and Results 

The radiator model was tested to determine the response to typical 

inputs such as steps, and to determine the sensitivity of the result to 

parameters such as time-step size and the number of segments in the 

model. 

3.2.3.1 Number of Nodes Convergence Study 

The effect of time step size on the outlet temperature response is 

shown in Figure 20. The response is to a step of magnitude 100 K in the 

inlet temperature, from 300 K to 400 K. The initial conditions for the 

radiator wall, liquid, and sink temperatures are 300 K for the initial 

condition. This plot shows the radiator achieving steady state after 

approximately 150 seconds. It also demonstrates that, given the 

coarseness of the model, a time step of 10 seconds is adequate. 

3.2.3.2 Spatial Temperature Variation with Time 

The temperature profile in the radiator at various times in 

response to a step is shown in Figure 21. The usual 100 K step input in 

inlet temperature was chosen to excite the system. An integration time 

step of 10 seconds was used based on the previous test. This test helps 

expose any gross inconsistencies in the finite-difference scheme or the 

implementation. The results show the model to be functioning correctly. 
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Figure 19. ladiator Model Flowchart. 
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3.2.3.3 Transient Performance 

A sequence of analyses were performed using the same boundary 

conditions but with different numbers of segments in the radiator model. 

The functional dependence revealed by these analyses is shown in Figure 

22. As seen in the heat exchanger model, accuracy is improved as more 

segments are used, but by a smaller and smaller margin with each 

additional segment. 

3.3 RECEIVER 

The energy source for the Closed Brayton Cycle is solar energy 

which is channelled through the receiver. 

3.3.1 Closed Brayton Cycle Receiver 

The CBC receiver consists of a cylindrical cavity which is lined 

with tubes carrying helium-xenon gas (Figure 23). The tubes themselves 

are encased by salt canisters through which the solar energy must pass. 

The tubes are brazed to the canisters to provide good thermal contact. 

The salts provide the mechanism for achieving near constant energy 

flux into the CBC working fluid. The salts melt during insolation, 

absorbing some of the incident energy flux, and solidify during eclipse, 

releasing the stored energy to the helium-xenon. The melting point of 

the LiF-CaF2 mixture is 1042 K. 

The gas tubes that run the length of the cavity are connected to 

manifolds at either end. There are 82 tubes, each being 0.875 inches in 
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diameter. Each tube has a length of 9.8 feet. The tubes, and phase-

change material containment, are made of Haynes +188, a cobalt-based 

alloy known for its high strength and resistance to creep rupture. 

3.3.2 Analytical Model 

The receiver is modelled as a tube with a uniform temperature wall 

boundary representing the salt. It is assumed that the salt temperature 

is specified, and is uniform along the length of the tube. The salt 

temperature is specified in EASY5 as a function of time to drive the 

transient analyses. 

Aside from the uniform boundary temperature, the receiver model 

uses the same governing equations as the other heat exchangers. It is 

represented by dividing the control volume into n segments (Figure 24). 

Each segment consists of three elements: (i) containing the fluid A, 

(ii) representing the wall of the tube and canister, and (iii) 

representing the salt. Element (iii) uses the same temperature 

throughout the length of the receiver. 

An energy balance is performed on each element: 

[
RATE OF CHANGE] 

OF ENERGY [
NET CONVECTION] [NET DIFFUSION] 

IN + IN 

For element (i), equation (1) holds true and equation (2) is modified to 

reflect the salt temperature TS' 

a(mcT) - (hA) (T -T ) + (hA)S(TS-T ) ______ w a a w w 
(23) 

aT 
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Applying the Euler method of integration and using the subscript i 

for the node location as before. equation (23) becomes: 

(24) 

where TS is a known variable. As with the heat exchanger. equations 

(12) and (14) hold true for the receiver. The set of simultaneous 

equations is solved in a manner similar to that used for the heat 

exchanger model. 

3.4 PIPES 

3.4.1 Pipes - Hardware 

Fluid transfer between components is accomplished using pipes or 

ducts. The ducts are fabricated using two different stainless steel 

alloys, Haste110y X for high temperature applications and 347 stainless 

steel for lower temperature applications. Multi-ply bellows are used 

throughout the ducting system. 

3.4.2 Pipes - Analytical Model 

Assuming a constant thermal energy loss from the pipe, and a 

pressure loss due to friction, an outlet pressure and temperature are 

calculated. The temperature drop is simply calculated: 

q - mc(T. -T ) ln out (25) 

where q is the energy loss in the pipe. 
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The pressure drop is calculated assuming incompressible fu11y-

developed flow: 

(26) 

where hL is the head loss. which can be determined from the Darcy-

Weisbach equation: 

(27) 

where f is the Darcy friction factor. a function of the Reynolds number. 

R. and £/D for the pipe. For laminar flow where R<2100 then 

64 
f - -R-' (28) 

and for turbulent flow (assuming a smooth pipe). 

f - O.3l6R- l/4 
(29) 

from the Nikuradse equation13 . 

3.5 MANIFOLDS 

3.5.1 Manifolds - Hardware and Analytical Model 

Flow through the gas and liquid loop is split and rejoined at a 

number of places. It is assumed that the splitting of flow is in a 

fixed ratio as indicated in the DR02 document. Splitting manifolds 

divide the mass flow in the dictated ratios. keeping the temperatures 

and pressures unchanged. Merging manifolds compute an exit temperature 
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based on a simple energy balance using the mass fraction, specific heat, 

and temperature of each stream entering the manifold component. 

3.6 PUMP 

3.6.1 Pump - Hardware and Analytical Kodel 

The coolant flow is maintained by the CBC coolant pump/accumulator 

package. Since the cooling system has two redundant loops, two 

independent pump/accumulator combinations are provided, each capable of 

providing for the head/flow needs of the energy-rejection system. The 

pump/accumulator is assumed to deliver fluid at a constant pressure and 

mass flow rate. The mass flow can be varied as function of time to 

observe the dynamics of loss of coolant flow. 

3.7 COMBINED ROTATING UNIT 

The largest part of the Power Conversion Unit is the combined 

rotating unit. This assembly consists of a single-stage, radial-outflow 

compressor, a single-stage radial-inflow turbine and a straddle-mounted 

Rice alternator. 

3.7.1 Turboalternator 

The assembly features radial aerodynamic components integrated 

with a high-speed, solid-rotor Rice alternator supported by foil gas 

bearing as shown in Figure 25. Cooling is provided to the alternator 

stator by FC-75 coolant and to the alternator rotor and gas bearing by 

cooled bleed helium-xenon gas. At design point, the rotating speed is 
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maintained at 32,000 rpm. The compressor and turbine diameters are 6.42 

and 7.66 inches respectively. 

3.7.2 Turboalternator - Analytical model 

The turboalternator can be modelled using two separate control 

schemes. The first is a constant-speed machine, which would represent 

the design point of the combined rotating unit, and the second is a 

constant-work machine, which is more representative of the combined 

rotating unit in the startup and shut-down modes. 

3.7.2.1 Constant Speed Machine 

The constant-speed model of the compressor and turbine assumes 

instantaneous response and a constant shaft speed. The instantaneous 

response has been shown by M. Samad Ali14 to be a good assumption for 

studying the cooling system performance since response times for the 

alternator and compressor are many orders of magnitude smaller than the 

heat exchangers. 

Compressor and turbine response is based on the performance maps 

for similar machines as actual data for the SDPGS turbomachinery is not 

availible15 . Isentropic efficiencies were converted to polytropic 

efficiencies using 

RIC 
In(P t/Pi) P ou n 

for the compressor and 

(30) 
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~ p,e (31) 

for the Turbine16 . Since the shaft speed is constant, the 

turbomachinery is essentially locked into one operating point with a 

given ~tur' ~com and pressure ratio. 

The turbine model uses the following polytropic relations to 

calculate the outlet temperature: 

(32) 

and for the compressor 

(33) 

The rate of turbine and compressor work output is calculated using 

W _ mc (T~otal _Ttotal) 
tur p ln out (34) 

and similarly, the rate of compressor work required is calculated using 

the results of equation 33. Alternator work available is then given by: 

w - W + W (35) alt tur com 
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EASY5 solves the system model by tracing a path around the system 

using the system schematic. The initial component chosen for a solution 

is arbitrary. Once the outlet conditions of the component are 

calculated, EASY5 marches to the next component in the system flowchart 

for a solution. Once around the loop constitutes a single call to the 

model for that particular time. This process is repeated at the next 

time level. 

3.7.2.2 Variable Speed Machine 

The variable speed model of the turbine and compressor assumes 

constant alternator work and calculates the new operating point of the 

turbomachinery using performance maps. 

The objective of the variable speed model was to simulate 

situations where the constant speed assumption is not valid, for example 

in startup or shutdown conditions, as well as conditions close to the 

boundary of the operating envelope. The turbine and compressor 

operation is modelled using performance maps shown in Appendix B. These 

non-dimensional maps were adapted for this model since actual 

performance data is not available. Given the speed, efficiency, and 

mass flow rate, the pressure ratio across the turbine or compressor can 

be calculated using this data. 

The turbine and compressor model flowcharts are shown in Figure 26 

and 27 respectively. The turbine model uses the inlet mass flow rate, 

pressure and temperature, as well as the shaft speed calculated from the 

compressor model to determine the turbine's operating point using 

performance maps. Since both pressure ratio and the efficiency are 
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functions of two variables, namely speed and mass flow rate, linear 

interpolation is used to determine the operating point. The model 

outputs are the turbine output power, the outlet pressure, temperature 

and pressure ratio. 

The compressor model shown in Figure 27 uses as input the inlet 

mass flow rate, the temperature and pressure. The model assumes the 

same pressure ratio as the turbine, and a desired compressor work. The 

desired work is calculated by subtracting the constant alternator work 

from the energy provided by the turbine. 

The model iteration is started by assuming a mass flow rate 

through the compressor. This quantity is adjusted until the calculated 

compressor work equals the desired compressor work. A bisection method 

is used to converge to the correct mass flow rate, which results in a 

correct energy balance for the entire system. 

In the gas loop, the turbine, compressor and other models work in 

a sequential fashion, where the output of one component is taken as the 

input to the next. Thus at each time step, EASY5 marches once around 

the gas loop and thus computes the state of each component at that time. 

For a variable speed machine several passes around the system loop are 

required to converge to the correct mass flow rate. This capability of 

repeated calls }o the system model at one time step is not available in 

EASY5. Therefore, a fully functioning variable speed model could not be 

implemented. 
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4. TRANSIENT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

Individual component models were originally written in FORTRAN. 

They were subsequently transferred to EASY5 as FORTRAN blocks and then 

converted to EASY5 Macros if appropriate. These building blocks were 

then combined to simulate the two subsystems of the Closed Brayton 

Cycle: the gas loop and the liquid loop. Finally the subsystems were 

integrated to assemble the full system. 

After assembly, each subsystem was subject to a number of tests to 

verify the transient response and to debug the model. These tests 

included a step input, a double step input where the second step 

returned the system to its initial state, and a sinusoidal input. 

The response of the fully integrated system to several possible 

scenarios culminated the study of transients in the power generating 

system. These included an orbital fluctuation transient for a maximum 

insolation orbit, a loss of radiator panel transient, and a loss of 

coolant pump transient. 

4.1 COOLANT LOOP 

The coolant loop schematic is shown in Figure 28. This subsystem 

consists of two heat exchangers (the gas cooler and the bleed cooler), 

four radiator panels connected in parallel, a pump, several pipe 

components, and four manifolds. The naming convention used for 

components and variables is given in Table 1 and is used throughout the 

rest of the analysis. 
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Table 1. Coolant Loop Convention 

Variable Name (Example) - P2 !mOl ':i ,.. ., 

" "-Variable ID Component ID 

IDENTIFICATION COMPONENT 

MNnn Manifold 

RDnn Radiator 

PPnn Pipe 

HXOl Heat Exchanger (Gas Cooler) 

HX02 Heat Exchanger (Bleed Cooler) 

FOPU Pump 

IDENTIFICATION VARIABLE 

S3 TB02 Inlet Gas Pressure 

S2 TB02 Inlet Gas Temperature 

S2 TB07 Inlet Gas Mass Flow Rate 

PI, MI, Tl Inlet Pressure, Mass Flow and Temp. 

LPl, LMl, LTI Inlet Liquid Pressure, Mass Flow, Temp. 

GPI, GMI. GTI Inlet Gas Pressure, Mass Flow, Temp. 

TSK Sink Temperature 

• Odd-numbered variables are inlet variables 

• Even-numbered variables are outlet variables 

• FOxx denotes FORTRAN component 
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The gas cooler (HX01) is the primary driver in the Coolant Loop 

transients, since it carries the majority of the FC-75 massflow, while 

the bleed cooler carries the remainder of the flow. The manifolds, HN03 

and HN04,' control the fraction of flow into each heat exchanger and 

combine those flows at their exit. Manifolds HNOl and HN02 split and 

combine the flow four ways for the four radiator panels. Each radiator 

panel (RD--) represents 1/4 of the total radiator area. 

The input used to test the coolant loop is the gas cooler gas 

inlet temperature. This input (S2 TB02) is table driven. Another user

specified variable is the Sink Temperature (S2 TB01) , but it is held 

constant at 200 K for all subsystem tests. 

4.1.1 Response to a Step 

A step of 100 K in the gas inlet temperature of the gas cooler 

produces the response shown in Figures 29-32. These figures show the 

temperature in various parts of the coolant loop. Notably, the 

transient shows a time constant of approximately 200 seconds, which is 

much greater than the time constants for the individual components, 30 

seconds for the Radiator and 70 seconds for the Heat Exchanger. These 

numbers can be compared to time constants in the compressor and 

turbine9 , almost 5 orders of magnitude less, as shown by M.Samad Ali14. 

It can then be concluded that for investigating the thermodynamic 

transients of the system, an instantaneous-response turbine and 

compressor model is adequate. On the other hand, development of the 

control schemes for the Power Conversion Unit requires a transient model 
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of the turboalternator, since times for the electronics to respond to 

changes in turbine or compressor operation may become important. 

The influence of the larger gas cooler (compared to the bleed 

cooler) on the FC-75 temperature is shown in Figure 31. The temperature 

of the fluid after mixing of the gas cooler and bleed cooler streams is 

slightly higher than that of the gas cooler (LT2HXOl). This shows that 

the influence of hot bleed gas (which cools the alternator bearings) on 

coolant temperatures is relatively small due to the small mass of gas 

involved. 

4.1.2 Response to a Double Step 

This test resembled the previous one, except that the gas inlet 

temperature was stepped down to the original 300 K after 400 seconds. 

The response to this double step is shown in Figures 33-35. All 

temperatures return to their initial condition as the system approaches 

steady state. The double step input is plotted in Figure 33, as well as 

the gas and coolant exit temperatures for the gas cooler. 

This test was important in proving the validity of the logic and 

software used in the model. If the system had not returned to its 

original state, either a coding error was present or a serious flaw in 

model formulation would be exposed. Review of the predicted response 

demonstrates correct functioning of the model. 
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4.1.3 Response to a Sinusoid 

A sinusoidal temperature input for the gas inlet temperature 

(HX01) produced the plots shown in Figure 36-39. The sinusoidal 

amplitude was 50 K and the period was 1000 seconds. This transient 

shows response phase lag for the various components. Figure 36 shows 

the gas cooler gas inlet (52 AF02) , gas outlet (GT4HXOI) and coolant 

outlet (LT2HX01) temperatures as a function of time. All exit 

temperatures lag the inlet temperatures as expected. 

4.2 GAS LOOP 

The gas loop subsystem schematic is shown in Figure 40, and the 

loop naming convention is presented in Table 2. The loop consists of a 

receiver (RX01) , turbine (FOTR), recuperator (HXOl), gas cooler (HX02) , 

compressor (FOCR), and an alternator (FOAL). No ducts were included in 

this model. A constant energy loss model or pressure drop duct model 

would only shift the transient but not alter its trend. The primary 

time-dependent inputs to the subsystem are the receiver salt temperature 

and the coolant inlet temperature for the gas cooler. For these series 

of transients, the coolant inlet temperature was held constant at 300 K 

(steady state), while the salt temperature was changed. The 

turboa1ternator is assumed to be a constant-speed machine with design

point operation as its initial condition. 
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Table 2. Gas Loop Convention 

Variable Name (Example) - GT4HX01 
.... rI 

IPENIIFICATION 
FOCR 
FOTR 
FOAL 
RXnn 
TBnn 
AFnn 
HXOl 
HX02 

IDENTIFICATION 
53 TB01 
52 TB02 
52 TB02 
PI, M1, Tl 
LPI, LM1, LTI 
GPI, GM1. GTI 
TRPROUT 
TRTPOUT 
TRMFOUT 
CRPROUT 
CRT POUT 
CRMFOUT 
WCOMP 
\o1TURB 

/' ., 
Variable ID Component ID 

COMPONENT 
Compressor 
Turbine 
Alternator 
Receiver 
Look-up Table 
Analytical Function 
Heat Exchanger (Recuperator) 
Heat Exchanger (Gas Cooler) 

VARIABLE 
Inlet Coolant Pressure 
Inlet Coolant Temperature 
Inlet Coolant Mass Flow Rate 
Inlet Pressure, Mass Flow and Temp. 
Inlet Liquid Pressure, Mass Flow, Temp. 
Inlet Gas Pressure, Mass Flow, Temp. 
Turbine Outlet Pressure 
Turbine Outlet Temperature 
Turbine Outlet Mass Flow 
Compressor Outlet Pressure 
Compressor Outlet Temperature 
Compressor Outlet Mass Flow 
Compressor Work 
Turbine Work 

• Odd-numbered variables are inlet variables 

• Even-numbered variables are outlet variables 

• FOxx denotes FORTRAN component 
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4.2.1 Response to a Step 

When receiver salt temperature was stepped from 1000 K to 1200 K, 

the gas loop subsystem responded as shown in Figures 41-43. The turbine 

outlet temperature (TRTPOUT - Figure 41) responds almost instantly to 

the step (GT4RXOl - Figure 41). Since the recuperator and the gas 

cooler separate the flow from the turbine to the compressor, the 

compressor outlet temperature transient (CRTPOUT - Figure 42) does not 

reach steady state until 500 seconds, since that is the time it takes 

the heat exchanger transients to reach steady state. The power output 

from the alternator (Figure 43) shows an initial overshoot. This is due 

to the Turbine response being much faster to a change in Receiver 

temperature than the Compressor. 

4.2.2 Response to a Double Step 

The double step in salt temperature consists of an initial step of 

200 K from 1000 K to 1200 K, and a second step back to the initial 

condition of 1000 K. The response to this input is shown in Figures 44-

46. All component variables return to the initial condition after SOO 

seconds. 
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4.2.3 Response to a Sinusoid 

A sinusoidal variation of receiver salt temperature produces the 

transients shown in Figures 47-49. The amplitude of the variation is 

1000 K and the period is 400 seconds. Recuperator exit temperature 

(GT4HXOl - Figure 47) lags the Receiver exit temperature (GT4RXOl -

Figure 47) which in turn lags the salt temperature (52 AF02 - Figure 

47). This result gives added confidence in the validity of the model. 

4.3 SYSTEM TRANSIENTS 

The gas loop and the coolant loop subsystems were integrated into 

a full system model by connecting them at the gas cooler. The 

integrated system is capable of modelling a number of the transients of 

interest to NASA. These include orbital transients and component-loss 

scenarios for the coolant pump and a radiator panel. 

The schematic for the integrated system is shown in Figures 50-51, 

where Figure 50 shows the coolant loop while Figure 51 shows the gas 

loop with the interfaces indicated. 

4.3.1 Maximum Insolation Orbit 

The 250 nautical mile orbit or the maximum insolation orbit 

defines one end of the operating envelope of the Space Station. Using 

data published in DR02 for receiver outlet temperature and the sink 

temperature (which varies due to the affect of the Earth on the view 

factor), an analysis file was constructed. The transient for a complete 

orbit with fixed gas inventory is plotted in Figures 52-53. 
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Table 3. System Convention 

Variable Name (Example) - GT4HX01 ... ., 

IDENTIFICATION 
FOCR 
FOTR 
FOAL 
RXnn 
TBnn 
AFnn 
HXOl 
HX02 
MNnn 
ROnn 
PPnn 
FOPU 

IDENTIFICATION 
S2 TB01 
S2 AF02 
Pl. Ml. Tl 
LP1, LMl. LTl 
GP1. GMl. GTl 
TRPROUI 
TRTPOUI 
TRMFOUI 
CRPROUI 
CRTPOUI 
CRMFOUI 
WCOMP 
WTURB 
TSK 
BTl 

""" ., 
Variable 10 Component 10 

COMPONENT 
Compressor 
Turbine 
Alternator 
Receiver 
Look-up Table 
Analytical Function 
Heat Exchanger (Gas Cooler) 
Heat Exchanger (Recuperator) 
Manifold 
Radiator 
Pipe 
Pump 

VARIABLE 
Sink Temperature Variation 
Receiver Salt Temp. Variation 
Inlet Pressure. Mass Flow and Temp. 
Inlet Liquid Pressure. Mass Flow. Temp. 
Inlet Gas Pressure. Mass Flow. Temp. 
Turbine Outlet Pressure 
Turbine Outlet Temperature 
Turbine Outlet Mass Flow 
Compressor Outlet Pressure 
Compressor Outlet Temperature 
Compressor Outlet Mass Flow 
Compressor Work 
Turbine Work 
Sink Temperature 
Receiver Salt Temperature 

• Odd-numbered variables are inlet variables 

• Even-numbered variables are outlet variables 

• FOxx denotes FORTRAN component 
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The results show a qualitative similarity of power (Figure 52) 

with alternator power computed by NASA for a maximum insolation orbit 

shown in Appendix 8.3. This increases confidence in using this model to 

predict system dynamic performance. 

4.3.2 Minimum Insolation Orbit 

The minimum insolation or 180 nautical mile orbit system transient 

is shown in Figure 54. NASA supplied data was used to vary the sink and 

receiver temperature during the orbit. This and other orbital data 

might have been abridged in the DR02. since the sink temperature does 

not return to original value at the start of the orbit. Consequently 

all system variables do not return to their initial value. A fixed gas 

inventory was assumed with the mass flow rate at 0.8528 Kg/s. The power 

fluctuations are similar to the maximum insolation orbit and can easily 

be compensated for by using the parasitic load resistor. 

4.3.3 Minimum Insolation Peaking Orbit 

This system transient models a situation of maximum power demand 

during a minimum insolation (180 nmi) orbit. The system inputs. the 

sink temperature, the receiver temperature and the power output are 

shown in Figure 55. A peaking orbit is one in which the electrical 

power system is called upon to provide 15% more power than the nominal 

for a continious period of 7 and a half minutes. By decreasing the gas 

inventory from 1.19 Kg/s to 0.79 Kg/s after 7.5 minutes into the orbit. 

the alternator power is decreased to adjust to normal power 
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requirements. At 85.5 minutes into the orbit, the mass flow rate is 

increased to 1.19 kg/s, and the power output once more increased. 

4.3.4 Loss of One Radiator Panel 

This scenario presumes the loss of one radiator panel due to 

manifold blockage or damage, and predicts the effect on system 

performance. The transient analysis is shown in Figures 56-59. These 

results indicate that the system will achieve a new steady state with a 

lower power output than before but still within the limits of 

turbomachinery performance. Figure 56 shows temperature in panel 1 (T2 

R001) dropping as flow is choked off, while panel 3 temperature rises to 

compensate. Figure 58 shows a 13 % drop in power after the system again 

achieves steady state in approximately 42 minutes. 

4.3.5 Loss of Pump 

The catastrophic scenario of losing a coolant pump is presented in 

Figures 60-63. These transients show that as the CBC engine loses the 

ability to reject heat, it quickly reaches a state where power output is 

zero, accompanied with an uncontrolled rise in all component 

temperatures. The time to reach zero power output (Figure 62) is about 

5 minutes. The CBC power generating system is equipped with a redundant 

coolant loop, but the results indicate that response to such a 

catastrophic loss will have to be within 5 minutes if damage is to be 

controlled. 
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Since a constant speed machine was assumed for this case, it is 

difficult to predict machine behavior when operation has moved 

substantially from design point. For this purpose the machine's 

behavior over a wide operating condition would have to be charted. In 

addition, for a real situation, the ideal constant speed would have to 

be sacrificed once temperature conditions are substantially outside 

normal operating temperatures. 
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Heat exchanger, radiator, and one fluid heat exchanger transient 

models were written in FORTRAN using a backward-difference finite

difference scheme to represent components proposed for use in the Solar 

Dynamic Power Generation System for Space Station Freedom. These models 

were later translated into EASY5, a dynamic analysis code, as EASY5 

Macro components. The alternator, turbine and compressor were modelled 

as fixed-speed machines. Time-dependent models of other small 

components, such as manifolds, pipes, and pumps which make up the 

remainder of the CSC Power Generating System were also modelled. A 

model of a variable-speed, constant-work machine was attempted, but was 

recognised to be beyond the EASY5 operating environment. 

Transient analyses were performed using the component models to 

examine the effect of the number of segments and integration time-step 

size on the transient response predicted by the model. 

Tests were run on EASY5 models of the gas and liquid subsystems 

separately in EASY5 to verify model performance. Subsequently the 

subsystems were integrated into the complete SDPGS. 

System simulations showed the response time of the power system to 

be greater than 30 minutes. This provided evidence to support the 

instantaneous-thermodynamic-response turbomachinery model used in this 

analysis, since the response time of the combined rotating unit was many 

orders of magnitude less than that of the remainder of the system. The 

steady-state temperatures provided by the DR02 7 were in close agreement 
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with the EASYS model used. increasing confidence in the accuracy of the 

model. 

Orbital simulation of a maximum insolation orbit. the minimum 

insolation orbit and the minimum insolation peaking orbit showed 

qualitatively similar results as NASA studies using HOT TUBE. which 

calculated temperatures in the system on various stages of the orbit. 

Failure scenarios indicate that in some situations. such as the 

loss of a coolant pump and backup with a simultaneous loss of 

concentrator off pointing ability. total loss of power will occur in 

under five minutes. This provides a design goal for the emergency 

system response time. 
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6. RECOMMENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDY 

This research can be continued by focusing on two areas: greater 

model refinement and expanded system description. Model refinement 

refers to inclusion of component details as they become known in the 

course of designing and building actual hardware. Expanded system 

description would entail including some components that hitherto were 

not considered in the present model. 

Future refinement can be made in the turbomachinery, heat 

exchangers, and receiver models. Actual performance maps can be 

incorporated into the compressor/turbine model to more accurately 

represent the machines. Similarly, as more details of the receiver 

become known, and the behavior of the phase change material is 

quantified, the model should be altered to include these refinements. 

Heat exchanger models could also be improved as details of interior 

construction are available. 

The system can be expanded by including the accumulator and hence 

the effect of variable mass flow in the gas loop. This would serve to 

verify shaft speed control using this technique. This expansion is not 

possible using EASYS since it does not permit iteration inside the 

system loop at a single time level. It therefore may be neccessary to 

build the variable speed model in FORTRAN. 

Finally the electrical model should be integrated into the 

existing thermodynamic model to produce a complete model of the CBC 

power generating system. This model could then also be used to simulate 

control system response. 
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APPENDIX 8. 1 

EASYS cae System Model File 

.++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

.++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
• CQHSYS i. the ~l file for the cae ca.pl.t •• y.t ... 
• It utiliz •• Macro'. for •••• r.l c~n.nt. tncludin9 th. 
• Heat Exchan9.r, th. r.c.i .. r and the ,.diator. loth the 
• ,.diator, and ax incorporate ... 11 end ..... Dt. to pro.ide 
• a .or. accurat. r •• ult. 
• Author: A. Iqbal · --------------------------------------------------------------• DATE I YU.SIOti I PRCIGJWOCER I ACTION · --------------------------------------------------------------• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

2/03190 
11/14/11 

11/20/19 

1.2 
1.3 

1.4 

Iqbal 
Iqbal 

Iqbal 

Ori91n111y writt.n 
OaDged ,.diator and H •• t 
bchan~r to include ... 11 
.~nt •• 
Cbaft9ed coapre •• or and turbine 
~1. to tnc1ude perfo~nc. 
bounda. 

.+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ •••••••••• +++++++++++++ 

.++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

._--_ ............ _------.. . ..... '------------=--,--------------
• R A D I A TOR , AN E 1. " A C R 0 
-._---_._ ....... _----_ .... _-----------------------------------, 
DEFINE MACRO • RD , SYKBOL-200 
DESCRIPTION • RADIATOR 'ANEL 
MACRO INPUTS -'1 T1 "1 TSIt, RIG, SSC, 1>1'C, CPl., MLQ, 
HLQ, ALQ, KWL, aw, 801. 
MACRO OUT'UTS -'2 T2 M2 
MACRO CODE 
STO' SORT e ___________________________________________________________ _ 

- Dlfinin9 of State., Variabl •• , and 'ar ... t.r.. Stat •• ha.e 
- t~ d.ri.ati ••• , Variabl •• ar. any quantity that .. y be 
• plotted or u.ed a. an input to anotb.r c~nent, and 
• 'arameters are .alues th.t C.D be •• t in the analy.i. file 
• to s.ve compilation. 
e ____________________________________________________________ _ 

- All FORTRAN .t.t ... nt. bav. to follow the -FORTRAN STATEMENTS· 
• command. Any FORTRAN atatenent i •• a1id .xcept SUBROUTINE, 
• 'ROGRAM, ENTRY, RETUJUI, STOP or END. Stat_nt. h .... to be 
• bet ••• n column. '-'2. 
e _______________________________________________________________ _ 

- All non-.x.cutabl. FORTRAN atat ... nts ba.e to be pr.c.ded by 
• the -DECLARATION,· co.and. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------C23456'.t0123456'.'0123456'.'0123456'.'0123456'.'0123456"'0123456"'0 
DECLARATION, REAL-' ~--(","', 1M'tRD--("', ~--('.', 

$ TLORIl--(50l, ftC)RIl--(50l, ftnD--(50l, MCWRD--, 
$ ICWRD--, MC~--, IC~--, ~--, IK~--, 
$ IDTRD--, PC~--, nJ.RIl--, SIZRIl--, LITRD--, 
$ CONRD--, MD~--, TLQRIl-- (501, TWlJU)-- (50) 

DECLARATION, INTEGER WLBRD--, WlZRD--, LQIRD--, LQ£RD--, 
$ SEGRD--,I RIl--, ~ RD--, 1. RD--, N RD--, 
$ SIZRIl--,I>IMRD--, COORD--, I~--

c----------------------------------------------------------------C ~ist of constants and .ariabl •• u •• d in the proqram: 
C AKT· A Matrix in finite differ.nce .ch ... . 
C IKT·. Matrix in finite diff.rence .cb ... . 
C TEK. Solution matrix to Ax-•• 
C TLO· Old liquid t.-perature .. trix. 
C TWO. Old Wall Tamperature .. trix. 
C TVN. Ne. Wall T.-per.ture .. tria. 
C IDT· Derivative of Liquid temperature. (Dummy I 
C ~IT. ~iquid Inlet Temperature at .ach tt.e atep. 
C CON· Converqence parameter (in .,. 
C ~~. "Assflow for liquid. 
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e CPL· Cp for li~id. 
e TLQ· Liquid Temperature Matria. 
C TWL· Wall temperature .. tria. 
C MeW· CMa •• ,aCCp) for the vall. 
e sew· s ... a. MCW but for &mall .e;ment. 
C MeL· CMa •• )aCCp) for the liquid. 
e SCL· S ... a. MeL,but for s .. ll .egment. 
e HAL· Ch)zCArea, for tbe liquid. 
e SHL· S ... a. HAL but for ... 11 sevment. 
C FCL· (Massflov,z(Cp) for tbe liquid. 
C ITZ· CStefan-Boltzmann constant)aCSurface Area) 
C SIZ· S... as ITZ but for ... 11 .e;.ent 
e SEG· NUmber of node. u.ed for co.putation in Radiator. 
C TS~· Sink Temperature (In-Drbit Shade) 
C WLI· lefinnin; el ... nt • for Wall t.-perature. in TEH 
C WLE· Indin; el ... nt • for .all temperatures in TEM 
C LOI· ";innin; el ... nt • for Li~id te.perature. in TEH 
C LOE· Indin; el ... nt • for Liquid temperatures in TEH 
e SIZ·' of el ... nt used in TEH .. tria. 
C DIM· Dimension of ANT .. tria 
C COD· Return code from GAUSS indicatin; zero pivot. 
e I~· Iteration. in a time step to conver;e to a solution. 
C LIC· Liquid inlet temperature u.ed to compute St.ady Stat. 
C and temperature. vi time. 

c-----------------------------------------------------------------print-,'in radiator' 
Hl)LRD-- • Ml RD--
FCLRD-- - KDLRD--·CPLRD-
SEGRD-- - NINTCRSGRD--) 
MCLRD-- - (HLQRD-- - CPLRD--) • 0.I8/CSEGRD-- - 2, 
SCLRD-- - (HLQRD-- • CPLRD--) • 0.01 
HALJU)-- - (HLQRD-- - ALQRD--, • O. III CSEGRD-- - 2) 
SHLRD-- - (HLQRD-- • ALQRD--, • 0.01 
MCWRD-- - CHWLRD-- • CPWRD--) • 0.I8/CSEGRD-- - 2) 
SCWRD-- - (HWLRD-- • CPWRD--) • 0.01 
.TZRD-- • IOLRD-- - 0.'8/CSEGRD-- - 2) 
SBIRD-- - IOLRD-- - 0.01 
IF CSEGRD--.LT.31 THEN 

PRINT-,' INSUFFICIENT • OF SEGMENTS' 
GO TO +++14 

END IF 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------C When IeCALC - 1, EASY5 is calculatin; the initial conditions. This 
C i. done in this proqram by aettin; all rate. equal to z.ro. Th. 
C temperature at all nod •• is .et to TS~--, the inlet temp i ••• t to 
C LIQTEH and pro;ram run until converqence which produc.s the .t.ady 
C State temperature for that Inlet Temperature. El •• the proqram u •• s 
C input from ArOl a. the Liquid Inlet Temp. 

c-----------------------------------------------------------------------IF (ICCALC.EC.l) THEN 
HCLRD-- • O. 
SClJU)-- • O. 
HCWRD-- • O. 
SCWRD-- - O. 
eONRD-- • SaCRD-
LI~-- - Tl RD--
DO +++01 I RD---l,SEGRD-

TWLRD--CI RD--) - TS~-
TLQRD--CI RD--) • TS~--

+++01 CONTINUE 
ELSE 
LI~-- • Tl RD--
CONRD-- • DYCRD--

END IF 
print-, 'time -',time 
print-, 'ICCALC .',iccalc 
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IF «TIHE.EQ.O.).ANO. (ICCALC.NE.1)1 GO TO +++02 
SIZRO-- - 2*SEGRD--
CIHP.D-- - 99 

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------C Set boun4s for the matrix T£MRC-- in vhich Temperatures are calculated 

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------LQ8RO-- - 1 
LQERD-- - SEGJU)--
WLlJU)-- - LQ8JU)-- + SEGJU)-
WLEJU)-- - 2*SEGJU)--
DO +++15 I JU)---l,SEGJU)--

TWORO-- (I ~--l - TWl.N)-- (I JU)--) 
TLOJU)-- (I RD--) - TLQRD-- (I RD--) 

+++15 CONTINUE 
+++12 CONTINUE 
c--------------------------------------------------------------
C Small Seqment of liquid 

C--------------------------------------------------------------AHTRD--(LQ8JU)--,LQIRD--) - (SCLRD--/TINC) + SHLRD-- + FCLRD--
AHTJU)--(LQIRD--,WLBJU)--)- -SHLRD--
BHTJU)--(LQBRD--) - (rCLRD--*LITJU)--) + «SCLRD--/TINC)· 

$ TLQJU)-- (LQ8RD--» 
N JU)---O 

C--------------------------------------------------------------C Regular segment of liquid 

C--------------------------------------------------------------DO +++03 I RC---LQIRC--+1,LQERD---l 
AHTRC--(I RD--,LQIRD--+N RD--) - -FCLRD--
AHTRC--(I RD--,I RD--) - (MCLRD--/TINC) + HALRD-- + FCLRD-
AHTRC-- (I RD--, WLBRD--+N ~--+l) - -HALRD--
BHTJU)--(I RD--) - (MCLRD--/TINCI • TLQRC--(I RD--) 
N RD-- - N RD-- + 1 

+++03 CONTINUE 

C--------------------------------------------------------------C Small Segment of liquid 

C--------------------------------------------------------------AHTRC--(LQERD--,LQIRC--+N RD--) - -FCLRD--
AHTRC--(LQERD--,LQERD--l - (SCLRD--/TINC) + SHLRD-- + FCLRD-
AHTRD--(LQERD--,WLBRD--+N RD--+l) - -SHLRD--
BHTRC-- (LQERD--) - CSCLRD--/TINC) * TLQRC-- CLQERD--) 

C---------------------------------------------------------------C Small Segment of wall 

C---------------------------------------------------------------
N JU)-- - 0 

AHTRD--(WLBRD--,LQIRC--+N RC--l - -SHLRD-
AMTRC--(WLBRD--,WLlRD--) - (SCWRD--/TINC) + SRLRD-- + 

$ SBZJU)--*CTWORD--(N RC--+ll··3) 
BHTRC--(WLlRD--) - CSCWRD--/TINC) * TWLRD--CN RC--+l) + 

$ SBZRC--* ('2'$JaU)-- U 4) 
c---------------------------------------------------------------
C Regular Se;ment of vall 

C---------------------------------------------------------------

$ 

$ 

N RD-- - 1 
DO +++04 I 

AHTRC--(I 
AMTRD-- (l 

BHTRD-- (I 

JU)---WLlRD-- + 1,WL£RD-- - 1 
RD--,LQ8RD--+N RD--) - -HALRD--
RD--,I JU)--) • (MCWRD--/TINC) + RALRD-- + 

.TZRD--*CTMORD--(N ~--+1)**3) 

RC--) - (MCWRD--/TINC) * TWLRD--(N RD--+l) + 
8TZJU)--*(TSJaU)--**4) 

N RD---N RD--+1 
+ .... 04 CONTINUE 

C---------------------------------------------------------------C small Seqment of vall 

C---------------------------------------------------------------AMTRD--(WLERD--,LQBRD--+N RD--) • -SHLRD--
AHTRD--(WLERD--,WLERD--) - (SCWRD--/TINC) + SHLRO-- + 
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S S.ZRC---ITWORC--IN RD--+1)--31 
IKTRD--IWL£RD--I - (SCWRD--/TINCI - TNLRD--(N RC--+11 + 

S S.ZRD---ITSKRD----., 
c---------------------------------------------------------------
C 8eiinnini of the loop to calculate all temperature. at all 
C point •. 
c---------------------------------------------------------------

CAL~ GAUSS(~--,BMTRD--,rEMRD--,SIZRD--,DIHRD--,CODRD--,DUNNAI 
IF ICODRD--.EQ.21 GO TO +++05 
~ 1U)--1 
DO +++06 I RD-~--,WLERD-
~--IL RD--I - TEHRD--II IU)--I 
L IU)-- - L RC-- + 1 

+++06 CON'fIHUI: 
DO +++0' I RD---l,SEGRD--

II' «US I'nIORD-- (I IU)--I-~-- (I IU)--) II .G'r. 
S «CONRD--/l00)-TWOIU)--CI IU)--II' 
S THEN 

GO TO +++09 
EUE 

GO TO +++08 
ENDIF 

+++0' CONTINUE 

+++ 0 9 CONTINUE 
PRINT -, 'IN ITERATION LOOP. I~-- - ',I~-
DO +++10 I RC---1,SEGRD--

'%'NORD--(l RD--I- (((('%'NORD--(I RD--II--.) + 
S ((TMNRD--(I RC--II-·411/2)··0.2S 

+++10 CONTINUE 
IF (ITRRD--.GT.100) GO TO +++11 
ITRRD-- - I~-- + 1 
GO TO +++12 

+++08 CONTINUE 
I~-- - 0 
I RD---1 
It RC---1 
~ RD---1 

c---------------------------------------------------------------
C ~.i;nini the temperature. to the correct .lota in their 
C individual matrices. . 
c---------------------------------------------------------------

DO +++13 I RD-- - 1,SIZRD--
IF «I RD--.GE.LQ.RD--).AND.II RD--.I.E.LQtRD--)I nEN 

TLQRD-- lit RD--) - TEMJU)-- II IU)--I 
It RD-- - It RD-- + 1 

END IF 

IF I I I RD-- • GI: • WLBRD--l • AND. I I RD-- . I.E. W1.ERD--I) THEN 
TWLRD--(~ RC--) - TEKRD--CI IU)--) 
~ IU)-- - ~ RC-- + 1 

END IF 
+++13 CONTINUE 

DERIVATIVE OF, T2 RD-- - LDTRD--
+++02 T2 RC-- TLQRC--CSEGRD--I 

P2 RD-- - Pi RC--
M2 IU)-- - Hi RD--
GO TO +++14 

+++05 PJl.INT ., , SUBROUTINE GAUSS BOHaED' 
GO TO +++14 

+++11 PRINT .,'ITERATIONS FOR MALL TEMPERATURE EXCEED 100' 

+++14 CONTINUE 
Jl.E5UME SORT 
END OF MACRO CODE 
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• H EAT EXCHANGE~ MAC R 0 e. _____________ , ... ___________ • ___ -.,. __________________ .-________ - ______ _ 

DEFINE MACRO • HX , SYMBOL • 600 
DESCRIPTION • COUNTERFLOW HEAT EXCHANGER 
MACRO INPUTS • LP1, LT1, LM1, GP3, GT3, GM3, RSG, I~T, IGT, 
CPL, CPG, CPW, H~, HGS, AGS, ALe, MGS, ~, MWL, ILP, ILF, IGP, 
IGF 
MACRO OUTPUTS • LP2, ~T2, LM2, GP4, GT4, GM4 
MACRO CODE 
STOP SORT 
C234567at01234567at012345671'012345671'012345671to1234567,t012345678t012 

DECLARATION, REAL·' AHTHX--C""t" IMTHX--C"', TEMHX--Ctt), 
$ MCGHX--, SCGHX--, IlAGHX--, SHGHX--, FCGHX--, 
$ MCWKX--, SCWKX--, MCLHX--, SCLHX--, 8ALKX--, 
$ 11IlJIX--, FClJIX--, GMIHX--, LMIHX--, GMOHX--, 
$ LITHX--, GITRX--, TLOHX--(50), 'l'WORX--(50), 
$ 'l'GOHX-- (50), GDMX--, LHOHX--, 
S LDMX--, n.QHX--(50), '1'WLHX--(50), 
S TGSHX-- (50), LPIHX--, LPOHX--, GPIHX--, 
S GPOHX--

DECLARATION, INTEGER I HX--, K HX--, L HX--, M HX--, 
S N HX--. 0 HX--, SIZHX--, DIKHX--, CODHX--, 
$ IGBHX--, IGEHX--. IWBHX--, lWEHX--, ILBHX--, 
S lLEHX--, SEGHX--

c---------------------------------------------------------------C This EASY! component calc~late. the dynamic parameters of a 
C sinqle pass co~nterflow Heat Exchanqer divided into N 
C .eqments. It take. a. inp~t the inlet temperature of the 
C qas, as well as the inlet temperature of the fl~id. Inteqration 
e is done usinq a modified Euler method. The proqram prod~ce. the 
C wall temperatures in each .eqment, al well a. the inlet and o~tlet 
e temperat~rel at these .tations. 
e 
e List of constants and variablea u.ed in the proqram: 

. e LPl, LT1, LM1 • Liquid pre.,ure, temperature, and massflow in. 
e GP3, GT3, GM3 • Ga. pres.~re, temperature and massflow in. 
e HGS· Gas heat transfer coefficient. 
e HLQ - Liquid heat transfer coefficient. 
e HSG. NWllber od nodel in HX (real nUlllber). 
e IGF. Initial mas. flow (qas). 
C ILF· Initial massflow (liquid). 
C ILT· Initial liquid temperature. 
C IGT. Initial Gas temperat~re. 
e CPG· Cp for the ;as. 
e CPL· Cp for the liquid. 
e CPW· Cp for the wall. 
C AGS - Area of contact for 9a •. 
C ALe - Area of contact for liquid. 
C MGS - Mas. of qas in control volume. 
e MLQ - Ma •• of liquid in control volume. 
C MWL - Mass of wall in control volume. 
e MeG - (Masl)aCCp) for the 9al. 
C SeG - Same a. MCG but for ... 11 .e~nt. 
e HAG - (h)a(Areal for the 9al. 
e SHG - S ... as HAG b~t for ... 11 .e~nt. 
C rCG - (Mas.flow)a(CpI for the ;as. 
e MeW - (Mass)a(Cp) for the wall. 
e sew - Same as Mew but for small .e;ment. 
C Me~ - (Mass)a(Cp) for the liquid. 
e seL - Same as MeL but for ... 11 .e~nt. 
e HAL - (h).(Area) for the liquid. 
e SHL - Same as HAL but for amall .e;ment. 
e rCL - CMassflow)x(Cp) for the liquid. 
e SEG - Number of .e;ments Heat Exchan;er is divided in. 
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e--------------------------------------------------------------
print-,'in heat e~ehanger' 
StGHX-- - MINT(HSGHX--) 
IF (SEGHX--.LT.3) THEN 

PRINT-,'INSUFFICIENT • OF SEGMENTS' 
GO TO +++60 

END IF 
HCLHX-- - (KLQHX-- - CPLHX-- , - 0.'8' (SEGHX-- - 2) 
SCLHX-- - (KLQHX-- - CPLHX-- , - 0.01 
!ALHX-- - (HLQHX-- - ALgHX-- , - 0.t8' (SEGHX-- - 2) 
SKLHX-- - (KLQHX-- - ALgHX-- , - 0.01 
MCWHX-- - (HMLKX-- - CPWHX-- , - O.tl' (SEGHX-- - 2' 
SCWRX-- - (MMLHX-- - CPWHX-- , - 0.01 
HCGHX-- - (MGSHX-- - CPGHX-- , - O.tl' (SEGHX-- - 2, 
SCGHX-- - (MGSHX-- - CPGHX-- , - 0.01 
BAGHX-- - (HGSHX-- - AGSHX-- , - 0.'1' (SEGHX-- - 2) 
SHGHX-- - (HGSHX-- - AGSHX-- , - 0.01 

c------------------------------------------------------------------
C This loop i. e~eeuted if initial condition. need to be calculated. 
C The .ariable ICCALC i. then .et to one, and all rate •• et to zero. 

C------------------------------------------------------------------IF (ICCAl.C.EQ.1) THEN 
HCLHX-- - O. 
SCLHX-- - O. 
MCNKX-- - O. 
SCWHX-- - O. 
HCGKX-- - O. 
SCGHX-- - O. 
LITHX-- - ILTHX-
GITHX-- - IGTHX-
LHIHX-- - ILFHX-
GMIHX-- - IGFHX-
LPIHX-- - ILPHX-
GPIHX-- - IGPHX--
DO +++51 I HX---1,StGHX-

TWLHX--II HX--) - LITHX-
TLQHX--II HX--) - LITHX-
TGSHX--(I HX--) - LITHX--

+++51 CONTINUE 
ELSE 

LITHX-- - LT1HX-
GITHX-- - GT3HX-
LHIHX-- - LH1HX-
GKIHX-- - GK3HX-
LPIHX-- - LP1HX-
GPIHX-- - G,3HX--

END IF 
rCLHX-- - LHIHX-- - CPLHX-
rCGHX-- - GKIHX-- - CPGHX--
print-,' fcl - ',felhz--,' ~l - ',~lhz--,' hal - ',halhz-
print-,' fC9 - ',fC9hz--,' ~9 - ',~9hz--,' ha9 - ',ba9hz-
print-,' ~v - ',~vhz--
print-, 'time -',time 
print-, 'ICCALC -',iccalc 

IF ((TIME.EQ.O.) .AIm. (ICCAloC.NE.1)) GO TO +++52 

print-,'Did not jump out vhen time va. zero' 

SIZHX-- - 3·SEGHX-
DIMHX-- - n 

c--------------------------------------------------------------
C Set bounds for temperature. in TEHHX--. 
c--------------------------------------------------------------

IGBHX-- - 1 
IGEHX-- - SEGHX--
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IWBHX-- - IGIHX-- + SEGHX-
lWEHX-- - 2·SEGHX--
Il.BKX-- - IWBHX-- + SEGHX-
I~-- - 3·SEGHX--
DO +++53 I HX---l,SEGHX-
~HX--CI HX--) - TWLHX--(I 
TLOHX--(I HX--) - TLQHX--(I 
TGOHX--CI HX--)· TGSKX--(I 

BX--' 

RX--' 
HX--) 

+++53 CONTINUE 
print*,'two(5)· ',twoha--(S),' 
print·,'tlo(S,- ',tloha--(S),' 
print·,'t;O(S,- ',t;ohz--(S),' 
CONTINUE 

twl(S,- ',twlhz--C5' 
tlqCS)- ',tlqha--C5, 
t;aCS). ',t;.hz--C5, 

e----------------------------------------------------------------------C Small ;a. .e;ment 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------AMTHX--(IGBHX--,IGBRX--) - (SCGRX--/TINC' + SHGHX-- + FCGHX-
AMTKX--CIGBKX--,IWBKX--' - -SHGKX--
BHTHX--CIGBHX--) • (FCGKX--·GITHX--, + CCSCGKX--/TINC) * 

$ TGSHX--(IGBKX--» 
N HX---O 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------C Reqular ;a. .e;ment 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------DO +++54 I 
AM'l'HX--(I 
AM'l'KX-- II 
AM'l'KX-- II 
BMTKX--(I 
N HX---

HX---IGBKX-- + 1,IGEKX-- - 1 
HX--,IGBKX--+N HX--) - -FCGKX--
KX--,I HX--' - (MCGHX--/TINC) + KAGHX-- + FCGKX-
HX--,IWBHX-- + N HX-- + 1) - -KAGKX--
HX--) (MCGHX--/TINC) • TGSKX--(I HX--) 

N HX-- + 1 
+++54 CON'l'INUE 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------C Small ;a. .e;ment 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------AHTKX--(IGEHX--,IGBHX--+N HX--) - -FCGHX-
AHTKX--(IGEHX--,IGEKX--) - (SCGKX--/TINC) + SKGKX-- + FCGKX-
AHTHX--(IGEKX--,IWlKX-- + N HX-- + 1) - -5KGKX--
BMTHX--(IGEKX--' • (SCGKX--/TINC) • TGSKX--(IGEHX--) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C Small wall .e~nt 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------N HX---O 
AHTHX--(IWBHX--,IGBHX--+N HX--) - -SHGKX-
AMTHX--(IWBHX--,IWBHX--' - (SCWHX--/TINC) + SHGHX-- + SHLHX-
AHTKX--(IWBHX--,ILBKX--+N HX--' - -SHLHX--
BMTKX--(IWBKX--) - CSCWKX--/TINCI • TWLHX--(N RX--+l1 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------C Reqular wall .e;ment 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------

+++55 

N KX---1 
DO +++55 I 

»ftKX--CI 
»ftHX--(I 
AMTHX--(I 
BMTHX--CI 
N HX--

CON'l'INUE 

IX-- • IWBHX-- + l,IWEKX-- - 1 
IX--,IGBHX--+N IX--) - -RAGHX--
IX--,I RX--). (MCMHX--/TINC) + RAGRX-- + BALHX-
IX--,ILBKX--+N RX--)· -HALHX--
IX--, - (MCWKX--/TINCI • TWLRX--(N RX--+l) 

N BX-- + 1 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------C S .. ll wall .e;ment 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------AHTHX--(IWEKX--,IGBHX--+N IX--' - -SHGHX--
AHTHX--(IWEKX--,IWEHX--) - (SCWKX--/TINC) + SHGHX-- + SHLKX-
AHTHX--(IWEKX--,ILBKX--+N IX--) - -SHLKX--
BMTHX--(IWEHX--) - (SCWHX--/TINC) • TWLHX--(N RX--+l) 

C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C Small liquid .egment 
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c----------------------------------------------------------------------
N JlX--. 0 

AHTHX--(ILlHX--,IMBHX--+N JlX--) • -SHLXX-
AHTJlX--(ILlHX--,ILlJlX--) • (SCLKX--/TINC) + SHLKX-- + FCLHX-
AHTHX--(ILBHX--,ILlHX--+ N JlX-- + 1) • -FCLKX-
IHTHX--(ILlHX--) • CSCLKX--/TINC) - TtQHX--(N IX-- + 1) 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------
C Regular liquid • .,.ant 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------

+++56 

N IX--. 1 
DO +++56 I 

AM'J'IX-- (I 
AM'J'JlX-- CI 
AM'J'D-- (I 
IIH'lD-- (I 
N D--. 

CON'rI1lU& 

IX-- a ILIXX-- + 1.ILEXX-- - 1 
IX--, IIIBHX--+N a-e) a -BALIlX--
a-, I RX--) a (1ICJ.8X--/TIHC) + DlJIX-
RX--,ItaHX--+ N IX-- + 1) • -FCLKX--
1De--) a CNCLKX--/'l'INC) - 'fLQIIX-- eN D--

N 1De-- + 1 

+ I'CLIIX--

+ 1) 

c----------------------------------------------------------------------
C sm.ll liquid ae~nt 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------

AM'J'HX--(ILEJlX--,IWEHX--) • -SHLKX--
AHTHX--(ILEHX--,ILEHX--) • (SCLKX--/TINC) + SHLXX-- + FCLXX-
IHTHX--(ILEHX--) a (FCLKX---LITHX--) + CSCLKX--/TINCl -

S TtQHX--(SEGHX--I 

print-,'calculated .. trice.' 

c---------------------------------------------------------------
C Be;innin; of the loop to calculate all temperature. at all 
C point •• 
c---------------------------------------------------------------

CALL GAUSS (AHTHX--,IHTHX--,T£KHX--,SIZHX--,DXKKX--,CODHX--,DUNNA) 

print -, 'back f%om ;au •• ' 

IF (CODHX-- .EQ.2) GO TO +++51 
I HX-- -1 
Ie ax-- 1 
L HX-- a 1 
M HX-- -1 
N HX-- -1 

c---------------------------------------------------------------
C Aasignin; the temperatu%e. to the correct slots in their 
C individual matric.s. 
c---------------------------------------------------------------

DO +++5' I IX-- a 1,DIMIlX--
IF «I HX--.GE.IGBHX--' .AND. (I 

TGSHX--(Ie IX--) a !ZMHX--(I 
Ie HX-- - Ie RX-- + 1 

END IF 

IF «I HX--.GE.IWBRX--' .AND.(I 
'l'WLRX--(L D--) - TEKKX--(I 
L RX--· L D-- + 1 

END IF 

IF «I RX--.G!.ILBKX--).AND. (I 
TLQHX--(N RX--) • TEKKX--CI 
N KX-- - N IX-- + 1 

END IF 
+++5' CONTINUE 

HX--.LI.lGEHX--)) THEN 
RX--' 

D--.LE. I1IEHX--)' THJ:N 
IX--) 

RX-- • LE • II.EHX--)) THEN 
D--) 

print-,'a.signed temperature. to .. tricea' 

DERIVATIVE OF, LT2HX-- • ~RHX-
DERIVATIVE OF, G'l'4HX-- a GDRHX--



LMOHX-- • LKIRX-
GHOHX-- • GHIHX-
GPOHX-- • GPIHX-
LPOKX-- • LPIHX--
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print-,'calculated fake derivative.' 

+++52 LT2KX-- -TLQHX--(l) 
GT4HX-- • TGSHX--(SEGHX--, 
LP2HX-- • LPOHX--
LK2KX-- -LMOKX--
GP4HX-- -GPOHX--
GH4KX-- • GHOHX--

print-,'.et output to correct yalue.' 

GO TO +++60 
+"58 PRINT -, , SUBROlnINZ GAUSS 8OKBED' 
+"60 CONTINUE 

print-,'fini.hed HX' 
JU:St.1ME SORT 
END or MACRO CODE ... _----------------... ------._------------...••••... _-------------------- R E C E I v E R I H X MACRO 

.-.--=-=------.=----.-------------.-., .. --~ .. ----------------------------DEFINE MACRO • '-X , SYMBOL. 600 
DESCRIPTION • RZCIEVER HEAT EXCHANGER 
MACRO INPUTS· BTl, GP3, GT3, GH3, HSG, liT, IGT, IGF, IGP, 
CPG, CPW, HGS, AGS, HID, ABO, MGS, MWL 
MACRO OUTPUTS· GU, GT4, GM4 
MACRO COOE 
STOP SORT 
C23456iB9012345678901234567190123456789012345671901234567190123456719012 

OECLARATION, REAL-. AMT'-X--(99,99', BMTRX--(99), TEHRX--(99), 
$ MCGRX--, HAGRX--, FCGRX--, MCWRX--, 
$ HABRX--,· GITRX--, TWORX-- (50), 
$ TGO'-X-- (50), GDIlRX--, PINlU--, TWLRX-- (50), 
$ TGSRX--(50', GPIRX--, GPORX--, GMIRX--, 
$ GHORX--
OECLARATION, INTEGER I '-X--, ~ '-X--, 1. RX--, M RX--, 

$ N RX--, 0 '-X--, SIZRX--, OIMJUC--, CODRX--, 
$ IGBRX--, lGERX--, IWBRX--, ~WEP.X--, SEGRX--

c---------------------------------------------------------------e This EASY5 component calculate. the dynamic parameter. of a 
C .inqla pa •• counterflow Heat Ezchanqar divided into N 
e .egment.. It take. a. input the inlet temperature of the 
C ql., a. well a. the inlet temperature of the fluid. Inteqration 
C is done usinq a eodifiad Euler .. thod. The proqram produce. the 
e wall temperatura. in each .e~nt, a. well a. the inlet and outlet 
C temperature. at the.e .tation •• 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
e 
C 
C 
e 
C 
e 
C 
C 

List of con.tants and variables u.ed in the proqram: 
ITl • loundary temperature. 
GP3, GT3, GH3 - Ga. pre •• ure, temperature and .... flow 
HGS • Gas heat tran.fer coefficient. 
HID. loundary heat tran.fer coefficient. 
HSG • Number od node. in RX (real number). 
IGF • Initial qa. flow , ... sflow). 
IGT • Initial Ga. temperature. 
CPG • Cp for the ;a •• 
CPW • Cp for the wall. 
AGS • Area of contact for ;a •• 
MGS • Mas. of qa. in control vol~. 
MWL • Ma.1 of wall in control volume. 

in. 
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C MeG - (Mass)a(Cp) for the 9aS. 
C HAG - (h)a(Area) for the 9as. 
C FCG - (Massflov)a(Cp) for the 9as. 
C MeW - (Mass)a(Cp) for the vall. 
C lEG - Number of segments Heat Eachanger is divided in. 
c----------------------------------------------_______ ---------

print-,'in heat eachanger' 
SEGRX-- - NIHT(HSGRX--) 
~-- - ~-- - CPWRX-- I SEGRX-
MCGRX-- - MGSRX-- - CPGRX-- I SEGRX-
HAGRX-- - HGSRX-- * AGSRX-- I SEGRX-
HAllIUC-- - IIBDRX-- * AmJIUC-- I S~--

c----------------------------------------_______________ -----------
C This loop is executed if initial condition. need to be calculated. 
C The variable ICCALC ia then .et to one, and all rate •• et to aero. 

C------------------------------------------------------------------IF (ICCALC.EO.1) THEN 
MCWRX-- - O. 
MCGIUC-- - O. 
TBDRX-- - IITRX-
GITRX-- - IGTRX-
GMIRX-- - IGTRX-
GPIRX-- - IGPRX--
DO +++51 I RX---l,SEGRX-
~--(I RX--) - TBDRX-
TGSRX--(I RX--) - TICRX-

+++51 CONTINUE 
El.SE 

TBDIUC-- - IT1RX-
GITRX-- - GT3RX-
GPIRX-- - GP3RX-
GMIRX-- - GM3RX--

END IF 
rCGRX-- - GMIRX-- * CPGRX--

print-, 'time -',time 
print-, 'ICCALC -',iccalc 

IF «TIME.EO.O.) .AND. (ICCALC.NE.1» GO TO +++52 

print-,'Did not jump out when time va. zero' 

SIZRX-- - 2*SEGRX-
DU!RX-- - n 

c--------------------------------------------------------------C Set bounds for temperature. in TEKRX--. 

c--------------------------------------------------------------IGIRX-- - 1 
IGERX-- - SEGRX--
InRX-- - IGBRX-- + SEGRX-
IWERX-- - 2*SEGIUC--
DO +++53 I 1UC---1,S~--

TWORX-- (I RX--) - 'l'WlJUC-- II JUC--) 
'!'GORX-- (I JUC--l - TGSJUC-- (I JUC--) 

+++53 CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 

AMTRX--(IGBRX--,IGBJUC--) • (MCGRX--/TINC) + RAGRX-- + FOGRX-
AM'1'RX-- (IGIRX--, IDRX--l - -RAGRX--
IMTRX--(IGBRX--) - (FCGRX--*GITJUC--) + «MeGRX--/TINC) * 

S ':GSJUC-- (IGaRX--) ) 
N JUC---O 

c--------------------------------------------------------------DO +++54 I 
AMTJUC--U 
AMTRX--(I 
AMTRX--(I 

RX---IGIRX--+1,IGERX-
RX--,IGIRX--+N RX--) - -FCGRX--
RX--,I RX--) - (HCGRX--/TINC) + BAGRX--
1UC--,InRX-- + N JUC-- + 1) - -HAGRX--

+ FCGRX--
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IHTRX--(I RX--) - (HCGRX--/TINC) - TGSRX--(I RX--) 
N RX--· N JOe-- + 1 

+++ 5 4 CONTINUE 
c---------------------------------------------------------------

N RX--O 
DO +++55 I 

AH'fRX--CI 
AH'fRX-- CI 
IHTRX-- CI 

JOe-- - IWBRX--,IWERX-
JOe--,IGlRX--+N JOe--) - -HAGRX--
RX--.I JOe--) - (MCWRX--/TINC) + HAGRX-- + HABRX-
JOe--) - (MCWRX--/TINC) - TWLRX--(N RX--+l) + 

s (RABRX--*TBDRX--) 
N RX-- - N JOe-- + 1 

+++55 CONTINUE 
c---------------------------------------------------------------

print-,'calculated .. trice.' 

c---------------------------------------------------------------
C Beginning of the loop to calculate all temperature. at all 
C points. 
c---------------------------------------------------------------

CALL GAUS$(AH'fRX--,IHTRX--,TEMRX--,SIZRX--,DIHRX--,CODRX--,DUNNA) 

print-, 'back from gau •• ' 

h- (CODRX--.EQ.2) GO TO +++58 
I RX--· 1 
It RX--. 1 
L RX--· 1 
H RX--· 1 
N JOe--. 1 

c---------------------------------------------------------------
C Assigning the temperatures to the correct .lots in their 
C individual .. trice •. 

C---------------------------------------------------------------DO +++5' I JOe-- - 1,DIHRX--
IF «(I RX--.GE.IGBJOe--) .ANC. (I RX--.LE.IGERX--» THEN 

TGSRX--(It JOe--) - TEHRX--(I RX--) 
It RX-- - It JOe-- + 1 

END IF 

Ir «I RX--.GE.IWBRX--) .ANC.(I RX--.LE.lWEJOe--» THEN 
TWLRX--(L RX--) - TEHRX--(I JOe--) 
L JOe-- - L RX-- + 1 

END IF 

+++5' CONTINUE 

print-,'a •• igned temperatures to .. trices' 

DE~IVATlVE or, GT4RX-- - GD~-
GHORX-- - GHIRX--
GPORX-- - GPlJOe--

print-,'calculated fake deri.ati.e.' 

+++52 GT4RX-- - TGSRX--(SEGRX--) 
GP4JOe-- - GPORX--
GH4RX-- • GMORX--

print-,'.et output to correct .alues' 

GO TO +++60 
+++5B PUNT -, , SOBROUTINE GAUSS BOMBED' 
+++60 CONTINUE 

print-,'finished JOe' 
JU:SUME SORT 
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ENe or MACRO COOE ·-------,------_____ ... __ MR~ ____ ~ ______________ , ___ ._. ______ ... ______ _ 

* • 1 • E HACRO *-------,--___________ UU .. _._ .. MM ____________________________________ RR __ 

DEFINE MACRO - '" SYMBOL - 600 
OESCRI'~ION - COOLANT .I.E 
MACRO INPUTS - .1 Tl HI QLS, LOT, DIA 
MACRO OUTPUTS - P2 T2 M2 
MACRO COOE 
S1'0' SOR~ 

D~TION, ~*. Q:Np'--, ft1,P.--, D'U'--, • rRl.,--, IZD"--, IZTP'--, VlS •• --, RHO.,--, 
• GRAPP--, .IEP.--e __________________________________________________________________ _ 

• 
* 
* 
* 
• 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

VAlUABLES USED AND TlZIR WITS: 
HI, M2 • Ma •• Flow Rat. Ckg/., 
REM - bynolda 1Iu.be~ 
DIA - Pipe D1 ... t.~ Ca' 
VIS - Vi.co.ity Ca**2/.) 
RHO - Liquid Den.ity Ckg/a**3) 
FR1 - F~iction Facto~ 
HED - Head Lol. ca of liquid) 
OPR • Pr ••• ure Drop aero.. pipe 
GRA - Gravity (a/.**2) 
~l, ~2, .1, .2 - .re •• ure and Temperature Inlet , Outlet 
1.GT • Lenqth of pipe 
QLS - Heat Lo •• trom pipe. 

._------------------------------------------------------------------VIS •• -- - 2.030-6 
RHOPP-- - 1058.5 
HE~PP-- - '.4'E-1/62.5 
GRAPP-- - '.11 
P1£PP-- • 3.1415' 
RENPP-- - C4*Hl P.--, I (.I£PP-- * D1APP-- * VIS.P-- * RHOPP--) 
YELPP-- - C4*Hl P,--) I (.1£PP-- * CDIAPP--**2) * RHOPP--) 

IF C (ICCALC.£Q.l) .OR. (~IME.£Q.O) THEN 
C writ. (6,+++22)t2 pp--,tl pp--
C+++22 fo~t(lx,'t2 pp-- -',t5.1,' tl pp---',tS.l) 

~2 P'-- - Tl ,,--
C writ. (6,+++23,t2 pp--,tl pp--
C+++23 to~t(lx,'t2 pp-- -',tS.l,' tl pp---',fS.l) 

P2 PP-- - Pl ,P--
M2 PP-- - Hl PP--
GO TO +++10 

E1.SE 
ComINUE 

END IF 
IF (RENPP--.L~.2100) THEN 

rR1"-- • 6. I RENPP-
E1.SE 

IF C CRENP'--.GE.2100) .AND. CItEHP'--.LE.2300» THEN 
RENP,-- - 2300 
FRIPP-- • 0.316/(RENP.--··O.2S, 

ELS£ 
FR1PP-- • O.316/CRENPP--··0.25) 

END IF 
END IF 
HEDPP-- - (rRIPP--*1.GTP.--*(YELPP--**2» I (2*DIAPP--*GRAPP--1 
DPRPP-- - BEDPP-- * RHO.P-- * GRAPP--
P2 PP-- • .1 PP-- - DPRPP--

C w~it. ,6,+++11)t!m. 
C+++ll to~t e/lx,'t!m. • ',t6.1) 
C writ. (6,+++21)tl pp--,t2 pp--
C+++21 fo~t(lx,'tl pp-- -',fS.l,' t2 pp---',tS.ll 

~2 PP-- - Tl PP-- - (Q1.SPp--/e.1£Pp--*1.GTPP--*01APP--*HETPP--» 
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C w%ite (fi,+++20)t1 pp--,t2 pp--
C+++20 for.zat(lx,'t1 pp-- -',f5.1,' t2 pp---',f5.1) 
C w%ite (fi,+++30Iqlspp--,piepp--
C+++30 fO%mAt(lx,'qlspp-- -',e6.1,' piepp---',f5.3) 
C w%ite (6,+++40)lgtpp--,diapp--
C+++40 for.zat(lx,'lgtpp-- -',f5.2,' diapp---',f5.2) 
C w%ite (6,+++50)hetpp--
C+++50 format (lx,'betpp-- -',efi.1) 

M2 PP-- - "1 P,-
+++10 CON'UHUE 
USUHE SO~'1' 
END OF MACRO CODE 
• •• 
* "ANIFOl.D 
•• • • 

NACI'O 

DEFINE MACRO - MN, SYMIOL-400 
DESCRIPTION • OUTLET MANIFOLD 
MACRO INPUTS - '1, '1'1, "1, P3, 
MHO, 'R1, P~, PR3, PI'4 

':3, Hl, '5, '1'5, "5, '7, ':', M1, MHI, 

MACRO OUTPUTS ·.2 ':2 M2 
"8 
MACRO CODE 
nop SORT 

'4 ':4 "4 ., ':fi Mfi P8 

-----------------------------------------------------------------• VARIABLES USED 
• P1, '1'1, "1 - '%essu%e, temperature and massflow rate in a stream 
• HMI· Numbe% of inlet st%eama. 
• HMO - Number of outlet streams. 
• PR1-PR4 - Percenta;e of massf10w in pipe. 

------------------------------------------------------------------DECLARATION, l'£ALel ZERHN-
DECLARATION, INTEGER INOMN--, INIKN-
INOMN-- - NINT(NMOMN--) 
INIKN-- - NINT(NMlHN--) 
IF (INOMN--.EQ.1) THEN 

.2 MN-- • (('l'lKN-_e.l KN--) + ('~KN-_e'3 KN--) + 
$ ('1'3KN-_ep5 KN--) + (PR4KN-- e" KN--ll/lOO 

T2 KN-- • (PRlKN-- e'1'l KN--l + ('~KN-_eT3 KN--l + 
S ('~3KN-_e'1'5 KN--l + ('R4KN-- eT7 KN--ll/lOO 

M2 MN-- • "1 KN-- + H3 KN-- + H5 MN-- + "7 MN-
ZERKN-- • 0.0 
'4 MN-- • ZERKH-
'1'4 MN-- • ZERKH-
H4 MN-- • ZERKH--
'6 MN-- • ZERKH-
'1'6 MN-- • ZERKH-
Hfi MN-- • ZERKH-
'8 MN-- • ZEI'MN-
':. KN-- • ZERHN-
HI KN-- • ZEI'MN--

ELSE 
P2 MN-- • .1 MN-
P4 MN-- • .1 KN-
,fi MN-- - .1 KN-
PI MN-- • '1 MN-
':2 MN-- - '1'1 MN-
'1'4 MN-- • '1'1 KN-
':6 KN-- • '1'l KN-
'1'1 MN-- • '1'1 MN--
M2 MN-- • '~lKN-_eH1 MN-- I 100 
M4 MN-- • 'R2MN--*Hl MN-- I 100 
Hfi MN-- - PI'lMN-_eHl MN-- I 100 
H8 KN-- • PR4KN--eH1 KN-- I 100 

ENDIF 
RESUME SORT 
END OF MACRO CODE 
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e ________________________________________________________________ _ 

MO~EL ~ESCRIPTION - SPACE STATION cae POWE~ G£NE~TION SYSTEM 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- ANALYTIC FUNCTION GJ:HE~TOR ro~ 
- GAS INLET 'lEMPE~TUQS. e _________________________________________________________________ _ 

-LOCATION - 201, TB02 

-------------------------------------------------------------- PIP E r~OM • X '1'0 IlADIATOIl 

------------------------------------------------------------toCATION - 51, "01 
INPUTS - MN041'1'2-Tl', MH04(,2-,l" NN04CM2-Mll 
e ___________________________________________________________ _ 

- IlADIA'I'OIl INJoE'I' ItANIFOJoD 

-------------------------------------------------------------toCA'I'ION - 42, MH01 
INPUTS - ,'011.2-P1I, "01('1'2-'1'1', PP01(M2-MlI 

-------------------------------------------------------------• S I It It 'I'EM'EIlA'I'UIlE 'fABLE e ______________________________ • ____________________________ _ 

~TION - 206, TaOl 

------------------------------------------------------------------- Il A ~ I A TOR PAN E I. fl 

------------------------------------------------------------------~TION - 3f, RDOl 
INPUTS - MNOl :12-Tl1, MN01(P2-Pl), MH01(M2-Ml), TaOlIS,2-TSIt) 

------------------------------------------------------------------- IlADIATOR • AN E I. t2 

------------------------------------------------------------------LOCATION - 26, RD02 
INPUTS - MNOIITf-Tl), MNOIIPf-P11, MN01(M4-Ml), TaOlIS,2-TSIt) e ________________________________________________________________ _ 

• RADIATOIl , A N E I. t3 e ________________________________________________________________ _ 

LOCATION - 14, RD03 
INPUTS - MNOl(T6-Tl), MN01('6-P1I, MH01(M6-Ml', TB01IS,2-'I'SX) e ________________________________________________________________ _ 

- IlA~IATOR • A N E L e ________________________________________________________________ _ 

LOCATION - 6, R004 
INPUTS - MHO 1 (TI-T1) , MN01CPI-Pl" MH01(MI-Ml), TaOl(S,2-TSX) 

------------------------------------------------------------------- R A ~ I A TOR OUTLET MAN I r 0 I. ~ 

------------------------------------------------------------------LOCATION - fl, MN02 
INPUTS - RDOIIT2-Tl), IlDOICP2-'11, IlDOICM2-H1I, 

1lD02(T2-T31, 1lD02(P2-P31, 1lD02(M2-M3), 
1lD031'f2-T5), 1lD03(P2-'5), 1lD03(M2-M!), 
IlD04(T2-'I'7" 1lD04C,2-P7" IlD04CM2-M7) e _____________________________________________________ -------------

• PI' E FIlOM IlADIA'fOIl '1' 0 • U It , 

*------------------------------------------------------------------LOCATION - 60, "02 
INPUTS - MN02CM2-Ml), MH02(,2-'ll, MH02C'I'2-T1I 

*-----------------------------------------------------------------• 'fabular function to venerate ..... Flow Ilate. 

------------------------------------------------------------------LOCATION - 210, 'I'a03 
------------------------------------------------------------------• , U M P 

------------------------------------------------------------------LOCATION - 10, FOPU, INPUTS - '2 'P02, M2 P'02, T2 'P02, S2 'l'B03 
~~ 'Al'AK!'lEU - PDESIR, IMOPU 
~~ TABLES - 'Ell!' 
.~~ VAJl.IABLES - TOPU 
~~ STATES - POPU, MOPU, TOPU 



FORTJU.N STA'fEHEN'%'S 
POPU - PDESIR 
PDEL - POPU - P2PP02 
MOPU - S2 1303 
Ir (ICCAte.!Q.l) THEN 

MOPU - IHOPU 
POPU - PDESIR 
TOPU - T2 PP02 

ELSE 
CONTINUE 

ENDIr 
TOPU - T2 .,02 
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DERIVATIVE OF, 'OPU - INVENT*DUH2 
DERIVATIVE or, MOPU - INVENT*DUH2 
DERIVATIVE or, TOPU - INYENT*DUH2 

*------------------------------------------------------------------
* H EAT E XC! A N G E R 1 N LET MANIrOLD e _________________________________________________________________ _ 

~TION - 77, NN03 
INPUTS - rOPU(MOPU-Ml), rOPU(POPU-Pl), rOPU(TOPU-Tl) e _________________________________________________________________ _ 

* GAS COOLER (HX01) e _________________________________________________________________ _ 

~TION - 74, HXOl 
INPUTS - KX03 (LP2-GPl), DOl (tH200GM3) ,HXOl (LT2-GT3), 
NN03(P2-LP1), NN03(T2-LT1), MNOl(M2-LM1) 
*------------------------------------------------------------------- B LEE D COOLER (HX02) e _________________________________________________________________ _ 

*LOCATION - 57, HX02 
-INPUTS - TI02(S,3-GP3), TB07(S,3-GM3),TI02(S,2-GT3), 
*NN03(P4-LP1), NN03(T4-LT1), MNOl(M4-LM1) 
._------------------------------------------------------------------ H EAT ! X C K A N G E R OUTLET MANIrOLD 
*------------------------------------------------------------------
LOCATION - 54, NN04 
INPUTS - KX01(LT2-Tl), HX01ILP2-Pl), HX011LM2-Ml) 
-, KX02(LT2-Tl), HX02(LP2-Pl), KX02(LM2-Ml) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- R E CUP ERA TOR (H X 0 l) 

*------------------------------------------------------------------
~TION - 115, KX03 
INPUTS - ron (TRPROU'T-LP1) , ron (nTPOU'T-L'fl), FOn (TRMF'OUT-LM1) , 
FOC~(~RPROU'T-GPl), rOCR(CRTPOUT-GT3), rOCR(CRMrOOT-GM3) 
*------------------------------------------------------------------
* SOL A R RECEIVER (R X 0 1) 
e _____________________________________________________ -------------

~TION - 118, RXOl 
INPUTS - HX03(GT4-GTl), IXOl(GP4-GPl), IX03(GM4-GM3), TB05(S,3-IT1) 
*---------------------------------------------------------------------
* T A I L E r 0 R RECEIVER T E M P IT I 0 5) 
e _____________________________________________________ ----------------

LOCATION - 208, TI05 e _______________________________________________________ --------------

* GAS 'fURIINE 
._--------------------------------------------------------------------
~TION - 139, ron, I'NPUTS - G'f4RX01, GP4RX01, GM4RXOl 
AtID PAP.AMETERS - PRATn, ETATR, ern, Rn, IMFnIN, I'l'PTRIN, IPRnIN, 
SWITCHT 
AtID VARIABLES - W'l'U1Q, HINDEST, MIN'l'rIL 
AtID STATES - TRPROUT, 'l'JQV'0UT, nTPOUT 
rORTRAN STATEMENTS 

DECl.AMTION, R!Al.*8 PINT, TINT, MINT, DUMMY, TOUTT, POU'l"l', MOO1T 
PINT • GP4RXOl 
TINT • GT4RXOl 
MINT - GM4RXOl 
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IF «SWI1CHT.EQ.l.) .AND.(TIME.EQ.O.» THEN 
MINIlEST - (MIn • (TINT •• 0.5) IPIn) 

EUE 
CONTINUE 

END IF 
IF (SWI'J'CHT. HI: • 1 .) GO TO 52 

MINTD~ - (MIn • (TINT •• O.5)/'INT) I MlNDEST 
52 CONTINUE 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------C If aimu1aU.on toea off tb. tuci.D. _p, 1 ••• the tu~))i.D. 
C au~,.a O~ atalla, the run 1a .topped and all data 1a .aYed. 

C-------------------------------------------------------------------IF «SWITCHT .IQ.l.) .AND. C UWI'1'D~.~T. 0.45) .01t. (MIJm)~.GT .1.1) ) ) 
+ TREN 

1I'fOl-l 
l1UJft.,' ~'J' III TUUIJIE' 

EJ.SI 
CClftDIUZ 

ENDIF 
IF (IOCALe.IQ.l) THEN 

MINT - IMFnIN 
TINT • UPTAIN 
PINT • I'A'J'AIN 
~'J' • 'J'IN'J' 
'0U'n' • 'IN'J' 
MOtrn' • MIN'J' 

El.SE 
IF (TIME.EQ.O.) GO TO 51 

TOU'l'T • TIN'J' I (PRATTA" (ETATA·Rn/an) ) 
MOU'l'": • MIN'l' 

ENDIF 
51 CONTINUE 

PQVn • PINT I .RATTA 
nTPOUT - 'J'OUT": 
nPAOU'l' - 'OUT": 
'lNtF0U'l' • MOU'l''J' 
W'I't1U • MIN'l' • CPTR • (UNT - nTrOUT) 
DEAIVATIVE or, nPAOUT - DUMMY 
DERIVATIVE or, 'fJUV'0U'l' • DUMMY 
DERIVATIVE OF, nTrOUT - DUMMY 

-.--------------------------------------------------------------------• ALTEANATOR POW E R 

-.--------------------------------------------------------------------LOCATION - 134, FOAL, INPUTS • 1ITUJI.B, WCOHP 
ADD PMAHETl:JU • ETAAJ., SWI'J'CKA 
ADD VAlUABLES • POWER 
rOR'J'RAN S'J'ATEKEN'J'S 

.0WEa - E'J'AAl.· (W'I't1U - IICCMP) 
IF «(P01IEJl.~":. 0.) • AND • (SWI'J'CHA.IQ .1. ) ) 

+ THEN 
lSTOP-1 'ADI'J'., , lEAO PC*I!R - IYSTDI S1W2' DOWN' 

ELSE 
CON'J'DIUE 

END IF 

*---------------------------------------------------------------------• COM • A ISS 0 A 

*---------------------------------------------------------------------LOCATION - 131, rOCR, INPUTS - GT4HX01, GP4HX01, GH4HXOl 
ADD PMAHETi:JU - ,AA'J'CA, ZTACR, CPCR, 1'CIl, ITrCAIN, IMI'CAIN, IPRCRIN, 
SWI'J'CHR 
AD!) VAlUABLES - IICCHP, MIMDESR, MIXADl. 
ADD S'1'ATES - CUAOUT, 0UtF00'J' , CR'fPOUT 
FORTRAN STA'J'EHEN'J'S 

DE~'J'ION, UAl..' PIn, TINA, MDIA, DOMHY2, 'J'0U'l'R. POUTA, MOUTR 
.INR - GP4HXOl 



TINR - GT4RX01 
HINR - GH4HX01 
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IF «SWITCHR.EQ.1.).AND. (TlME.EQ.O.» THEN 
MINDESR - (HINR - (TINR -- 0.51/PINRI 

ELSE 
CONTINUE 

END IF 
IF (SWITCHR.NE.1.) GO TO 02 

HINRDL - (HINR - (TINR .- 0.5)/'INR) I HINDESR 
02 CONTINUE 

c-------------------------------------------------------------------C If .imul.tion 9oe. off the ca.p~e •• o~ .. p, i.e. the ca.p~ •• o~ 
C .u~ge. o~ .t.ll., the run i •• topped aDd .11 data ia .... d. 

C-------------------------------------------------------------------IF «SWITCD.EQ.1.' .AND. "HIJI1U)L.LT.O. 751 .OR. (HIlGDL.CiT.1. ") I 
+ THEN 

ISTO'-l 
.RINT-,'ABORT IN COMPRESSOR' 

ELSE 
CONTINUE 

END IF 
IF (ICCALC.EQ.1) THEN 

MINR - IHFCRIN 
TINR - IT.CRIN 
PINR - IPRCRIN 
TOUTR - TINR 
'OUTR - 'INR 
HOUTR - HINll 

ELSE 
IF (TIME.EQ.O.) GO TO 01 

TOUTR - TINll - ('RATCR-·(RCR/(CPCR-ETACRI)I 
HOUTR - HINll 

END IF 
01 CONTINUE 

.OUTR - 'INll - 'RATCR 
CJUlROUT - POUTR 
CRTPOUT - TOUTR 
CRHFOUT - HOUTR 
WCOHP - HINll - CPCR - (CRTPOUT - TINll) 
DERIVATIVE or, CJUlROUT - DtJHHY2 
DERIVATIVE or, CRTPOUT - DtJHHY2 
DERIVATIVE or, CRHFOUT - DtJHHY2 

END or HODEL 
PLOT SCHEHA"rIC 
PRINT SCHEMATIC 
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APPENDIX 8.2 

Film Coefficient Calculations 

The film coefficient h, was calculated by first computing the 

Reynolds number Re, 

where 

Re -
vDe 

~ 

v - velocity 
D - Diameter 
I-l - Viscosity 

and the Prandtl number Pr, 

where 

~c 

Pr - p 

c -p 

k 

specific heat at constant pressure 
(c for liquids) 

k - thermal conductivity 

The Nusselt number Nu, is then calculated (reference 11), 

Finally, 

Nu - 0.0155 (pr)0,S(Re)0.83 

k 
h - Nu -

D 

The sensitivity of h to changes in fluid properties with 
temperature was examined to determine whether h could be specified as an 
input parameter for a model or would require dynamic computation during 
code execution. A change of 100 K about normal design conditions 
results in a 31 change in h; well within the accuracy range for this 
formulation. Therefore h was included as a parameter in the EASYS 
analysis file. 
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APPENDIX 8.3 

CBC SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE OVER ONE ORBIT 

TS 16P TIIU SIMI 1/5 c;AC '1 '2 QIO I·SlOlI: 
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MODELING OF TRANSIENT THERMODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 

OF COMPRESSIBLE FLOW TURBOMACHINERY 

1. INTRODUCTION 

NASA is currently designing a space station to serve as a 

"permanent" manned facility to support a wide range of activities. 

The space station will orbit the Earth and provide experimental 

facilities as well as living quarters for the personnel manning it. 

75 KW of electricity is required for the initial operating capability 

(IOC) of the space station [1]; 23.5 KW will be provided by a 

photovoltaic module, and the remaining 51.5 KW will be provided by a 

solar dynamic power conversion system (SDPCS). The 51.5 KW of 

electrical power is generated by two identical modules using a closed 

Brayton-cycle engine (CBC). The energy source for the CBC is solar 

radiation (insolation). Each module provides a nominal output of 

25.75 KW and is designed for a peaking power of 28.75 KW. As the 

future power requirements of the space station grow, the modules will 

be replicated as required. The components required for the operation 

of a SDPCS are currently being designed by various contractors. 

Further details of the CBC system are presented in section 1.1. 
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The focus of the study reported by this thesis was to develop 

transient models for the turbine and the compressor, two of the major 

components of the SDPCS. These models will be used to support 

development of the control system for the SDPCS. The control scheme 

is discussed in section 1.2. 

1.1 CLOSED BRAYTON CYCLE 

The solar dynamic power conversion system (SDPCS) modules use the 

closed Brayton cycle (CBC) engine to convert solar insolation into 

mechanical power. An alternator converts this power to electricity. 

Figure 1 shows the thermodynamic closed Brayton cycle on a T-s 

diagram. Along path 1-2 the compressor raises the pressure and 

temperature of the working fluid. Between points 2 and 3, the 

temperature of the working fluid rises in the cold side of the 

recuperator. Energy is transferred from the receiver to the working 

fluid between points 3 and 4. From 4 to 5, the temperature and 

pressure of the working fluid are reduced in the turbine to produce 

work. Between points 5 and 6 the temperature of the working fluid 

decreases in the hot side of the recuperator. To complete the cycle, 

the working fluid is cooled in the gas cooler between points 6 and 1. 

Figure 2 presents a schematic of the CBC hardware which shows the 

flow direction of the working fluid. Figure 2 also shows the 

electronic control unit (ECU) and the parasitic load radiator (PLR). 

The dashed line denotes an electronic signal. The compressor, 

turbine, and alternator are on the same shaft and hence have the same 

angular speed. Solar energy is collected by the concentrator which 

focuses incident radiation onto a receiver containing phase change 
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eutectic salts. The eutectic salts act as a thermal energy storage 

device. This stored energy is used to maintain constant power output 

even when the space station experiences variations in solar 

insolation. These variations periodically occur due to the changing 

distance between the sun and the space station. For a period of time 

during each orbit the space station is in the shadow (eclipse) of the 

Earth. During an eclipse, the solar insolation is virtually zero. 

Therefore, during the eclipse phase of the orbit, the energy stored 

in the eutectic salts provides the thermal energy required to power 

the CSC system. 

The helium-xenon (He-Xe) working fluid extracts thermal energy 

from the receiver and then enters the turbine. As the fluid passes 

through the turbine it expands to produce shaft work and the 

temperature of the fluid decreases. The low pressure gas then passes 

through the hot side of the recuperator and gives up energy to the 

cold-side fluid. From the recuperator, the He-Xe mixture flows 

through the gas cooler where the working fluid is further cooled. 

The cold He-Xe mixture then enters the compressor where work is done 

on the fluid resulting in increased pressure and slightly increased 

temperature. The fluid then passes through the recuperator to gain 

energy from the hot exhaust coming from the turbine exhaust. The He

Xe mixture then enters the receiver to complete the cycle. The cycle 



is shown in figure 1. The next section discusses the control system 

required to manage the CBC and the techniques used to achieve this 

control. 

1.2 CONTROL OF THE SDPCS 

The following list presents the objectives of the SDPCS control 

system. 

* The speed of the rotor is to be maintained at 

32,000 RPM to provide a constant 208 Volts ac. 

* The temperature of the components is to be 

maintained below the maximum design temperature. 

* The pressure in the components is to be maintained below 

the maximum design pressure. 

* The temperature of eutectic salts is to be controlled to 

insure constant steady-state power output. 

* ~ithin the above stated limits, the system is to 

operate as efficiently as possible. 

These objectives are achieved by the following control actions: 

variation in the load presented by the parasitic load radiator (PLR); 

change in inventory of the accumulator; and rotation of the 

concentrator. 

The parasitic load radiator (PLR) controls the speed of the 

rotating unit and is connected in parallel with the user load. The 

purpose of the PLR is to maintain a constant total electrical load in 

order to maintain a constant power output from the alternator. The 

speed and the load are sensed by two separate sensors. If the rotor 

speed is sensed to be increasing, the PLR load is increased. 
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Conversely, if the speed of the alternator is sensed to be 

decreasing, the PLR load is decreased. Hence, a change in user load 

is compensated by the PLR to maintain constant speed of the rotating 

unit. 

The accumulator controls both the temperature of the components 

and the power output of the module. During operation of the power 

plant, the concentrator experiences transients in solar insolation. 

This results in variation of the receiver salt temperature and hence 

the working fluid temperature. If the temperature rises above the 

design temperature for the receiver, the mass flow rate through the 

receiver is increased to reduce the temperature. Also, the 

concentrator can be redirected so that the solar radiation is no 

longer focused on the receiver salts. The extra mass required to 

increase the mass flow rate is provided by the accumulator. 

Variation in temperature of the working fluid will result in 

variation in the power generated by the turbine. To keep this power 

output constant, the mass flow rate is appropriately adjusted. 

Figure 3 shows how the change in working fluid inventory is 

accomplished. If the turbine inlet temperature decreases, increased 

mass flow rate is required to maintain the power output from the 

turbine at a constant value. Opening valve B, upstream of the 

compressor, injects mass into the system producing an increase in 

mass flow rate. To reduce the mass flow rate, (decrease the working 

fluid inventory), valve A is opened downstream of the compressor, and 

mass flows back into the accumulator. 
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Rotation of the concentrator is used as the primary control over 

the flux of solar radiation into the receiver. As mentioned before, 

it is possible for this flux to be so large that the'temperature of 

the receiver exceeds the allowable temperature of the structure. In 

such a case, the concentrator is rotated away from the receiver so 

that the solar radiation is no longer focused on the receiver. Note 

that all the controls mentioned above require electronic signals for 

various valves to open and close. Generally, valves are opened or 

closed slowly to avoid water-hammer. 

1.3 CLASSIFICATION OF THERMODYNAMIC TRANSIENTS. 

Bammert and Krey [2] classify thermodynamic transients into 3 

groups on the basis of time constants. The first group has the most 

rapid transient response and is associated with pressure changes 

caused by gas pressure oscillations. These pressure changes occur 

due to the opening and closing of valves. The second group has 

relatively slower response, and physical processes which produce 

these transients include the storage of mass due to compressibility 

of working fluid and the storage of energy in rotating masses. The 

third group has the largest time constant, and these time constants 

are associated with heat storage in the thermal mass of the ducting 

and the heat exchangers. 

The group 2 and group 3 transients are directly related to the 

inertia of the rotating units, the mass of fluid within the control 

volume, and the mass of the components, Since Bammert and Krey 

studied very large nuclear power plants with extremely large control 

volumes and rotating inertias, they are correct in distinguishing 
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between group 1 and group 2 transients. Since the inertia of the 

rotor and the volume inside the turbomachines for the SDPCS power 

module are very small, the group 2 time constants are expected to be 

of the same order of magnitude as the time constants of group 1. In 

fact, the investigation presented in this thesis proves this to be 

the case. Furthermore, since the transients associated with the 

control mechanisms (PLR, accumulator, control valves) are of the same 

order of magnitude as that of group 1 transients, the inclusion of 

group 1 and 2 transients in a model is important. Iqbal [3] studied 

group 3 transients associated with the SDPCS using instantaneous 

response turbomachine models. While such an approach is suitable for 

studying orbital fluctuations and other slow transients, it is not 

adequate for evaluating the load control system. 

The following chapters discuss the development of the 

compressible-flow transient-thermodynamic-turbomachinery models. 

These models are capable of predicting the rapid response of group 1 

and group 2 transients. These models can be incorporated in an 

overall model where group 1, group 2, and group 3 type transients can 

be studied. The results obtained from the simulation of these models 

are presented in chapter 4. The conclusions and recommended future 

work follow these results. 
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2. MODELING PHILOSOPHY AND GOVERNING EQUAIIONS 

2.1 MODELING PHILOSOPHY 

Simulation of the transient thermodynamic performance of the solar 

dynamic power control system (SDPCS) closed Brayton cycle (CBC) 

required the development of several component models. Iqbal [3] 

developed incompressible flow, transient heat exchanger models 

(recuperator, gas cooler, radiator, receiver ), and instantaneous 

response turbomachinery models (compressor, turbine). As discussed 

in chapter I, the instantaneous response turbomachinery models are 

not adequate for development of the load control system. The 

development of compressible transient-thermodynamic-turbomachinery 

models, suitable for studying rapid system transients, is the focus 

of this study. 

Detailed compressible transient models for the various components 

of the SDPCS require solution of the three dimensional compressible 

Navier Stokes equations. Such an analysis is very complex and 

expensive and requires state-of-the-art computer resources. Repeated 

use of such a tool as part of a design and optimization process is 

prohibitively expensive and time consuming. Therefore, simplified 

models were sought which would produce the correct transient response 

and could be quickly executed with modest computational resources. 

The simplified models must retain the compressible flow physics and 

should provide considerable insight into the thermodynamic transient 

response of the SDPCS. The balance of this chapter presents the 

development of the governing equations for the simplified models. 
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2.2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

The control volume shown in figure 4 is used to develop the 

continuity and energy equations. Figure 4 shows three points of 

interest: the inlet, middle and outlet. At each point of interest a 

thermodynamic state is uniquely defined by the three state variables 

(total temperature, total pressure, mass flow rate). The subscripts 

i, m and 0 refer to inlet middle and outlet respectively. For the 

control volume of figure 4 the continuity equation can be written as: 

[

Rate of change 
of mass in tIle 
control volume ] [ 

dm 
dt 

Mass 
flow rate 

in 

• • 

1 [ Mass 1 flow rate 
out 

(1) 

For the same control volume, the energy equation can be written as 

or, 

[ Rate of change 
of energy in 
control volume 

d(me) 
dt 

de 
Cit 

1 
m 

• 
mie i 

1 [ Rate 1 of Energy 
Flow In 

+ [ 
Rate ] of 

Work In 

• • • 
- m e + W - Q o 0 

[ Rate 

1 of Energy 
Flow Out 

[ Rate ] of 
Heat Loss 

(2) 

(3) 

For the development of centrifugal turbomachinery models the 

moment of momentum equation is more useful than the linear momentum 

equation. Figure 5 shows the compressor control volume used to 

develop the moment of momentum equation. Flow into the control 
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Figure 4. General control volume. 
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volume is assumed to be in the positive x direction. The flow out 

of the control volume contains both a radial component and a 

tangential component, but no axial component. The distance from the 

x axis to the outlet of the control volume is Ro, the distance from 

the x axis to the middle of the control volume is Rm. Rm was 

selected as half the distance from the rotor hub to the rotor tip. 

The velocity diagram for the flow is shown at the middle and the 

outlet. Summation of moments about the x axis gives the moment of 

momentum equation as: 

[ 
Rate of change 

] [ 
Rate of flow 

] [ 
Rate of flow 

] of angular of angular of angular 
momentum momentum momentum 
in the into the out of the 

control volume control volume control volume 

+ [ 

Sum of moments 

] acting on 
the mass 
in the 

control volume 

The contribution of the angular momentum due to the flow into the 

control volume is zero because the direction of the flow is entirely 

in the positive x direction. For the compressor control volume the 

moment of momentum equation can be written: 

dt 

• 
OR2 m + 1: T o 0 

(4) 
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The torque on the control volume can be replaced with other more 

suitable variables by the following process: 

• w m 

• 
T - W / 0 

(5) 

or, 

dO 1 

[: - 0 
dm 1 - 0 R2 --

m dt 
(6) 

dt 

To compute any thermodynamic state variable from the three chosen 

state variables (total temperature, total pressure, mass flow rate), 

the following relations for a perfect gas are used: 

Ps Ps R T s (7) 

Pt Pt R Tt (8) 

• 
m Ps C A (9) 

Tt T C2 

+ 2 C s (10) 
P 

R 

Tto - [ Pta 

1 
Cp 

Tti Pti 
(11) 
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Wilson [4] gives two very useful polytropic relations relating 

temperature ratio and pressure ratio across a compressor and a 

turbine. For the compressor the equation is, 

R 

[ 1 (12) 

For the turbine the equation is given as 

[ 1 (13) 

~ represents total-to-total polytropic efficiency between the inlet 

and the exit. It should be noted that all of the losses (frictional, 

blading, etc.) are included in the polytropic efficiency of equations 

12 and 13. Hence, instead of analyzing each loss separately, the 

efficiency charts for the machine can be used as an approximation to 

perform an analysis. 
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3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND SIMULATION 

In this chapter, the general equations developed in chapter 2 are 

used to develop compressible transient thermodynamic models of 

turbomachinery. Total temperature, total pressure and mass flow rate 

are chosen as the state variables and the model geometry is specified 

by the DR02 document [1]. The geometry and the 3 state variables are 

sufficient to uniquely identify a thermodynamic state. Figure 5, (in 

the preceeding chapter), shows a general control volume for a radial 

compressor; the turbine is similar. The inlet state of the 

turbomachine is known as it is the output of an upstream component. 

The states in the middle and at the outlet are unknown. Hence, there 

are six unknowns (3 state variables for the middle and 3 state 

variables for the exit) and only 3 equations (continuity, energy, and 

moment of momentum/polytropic). Therefore 3 additional equations are 

required to solve the system. This chapter is devoted to examining 

the various combinations of assumptions required to obtain a 

solution. Some candidate assumptions were: 

* linear variation of state variables between inlet and outlet; 

* non-linear variation of state variables between inlet and 

outlet; and 

* use of steady state maps for the variation of the state 

variables. 
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3.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

A literature search provided little information about previously 

developed transient turbomachinery models. In fact, information 

uncovered by the search was limited to transient axial-flow 

compressor models trying to predict surge. The motivation behind the 

development of these transient compressor models was to predict 

surge. Furthermore, these compressor models neglected some of the 

compressible flow physics in their assumptions. 

Kuhlberg & Sheppard [5] were among the first to report development 

of axial- flow-compressor transient models. They modeled a transient 

compressor using simplified continuity, energy and momentum 

equations. The simplification of the equations was based on the 

following assumptions: 

* constant Mach number across chosen control volume; 

* low Mach number approximation to compressible flow dynamics; 

* isentropic flow (no losses); and 

* no energy transfer between compressor walls and fluid. 

They further assumed that steady-state characteristic maps could be 

used for transient analysis. They used maps relating temperature

rise function (A) to air-flow function (~). and pressure-rise 

function (~) to air-flow function. Specifically. these functions are 

normalized and are defined as follows: 

N/(9)1/2 DESIGN 

N/(9)1/2 1 
(14) 
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tJ. 
W1 (9)1/2 

* [ 
N/(9)1/2 DESIGN 

1 
, 

N/(9)1/2 
(15) 

~tl 

tJ. [ Pt2 - Ptl 

1 * [ 
N/(9)1/2 DESIGN 

1 
, - (16) 

Ptl N/(9)1/2 

[ Tt2 - Ttl ] IDEAL 
tJ. 

TI - (17) 

( Tt2 - Ttl ] ACTUAL 

where they define, 

W air flow in Ibs per second 

Pt total pressure in psia 

Tt total temperature in degrees Rankine 

N rotor speed 

TI efficiency 

9t total temperature ratio / 518.69 

~t total pressure / 14.696 

subscript 1 inlet condition 

subscript 2 outlet condition 

Using their model they were able to predict surge in a compressor. A 

modified version of their model was validated for predicting surge, 

by Elder, Gill, and Razak [6] in 1984. 

MacCallum [7] identified the importance of heat transfer between 

the wall of the turbomachine and the fluid by analyzing transient 

heat transfer between the fluid and the blading. However, Sarantsev 

[8] makes the argument that heat transfer between the wall and the 
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fluid can be neglected as "Accumulation and discharging of heat 

energy in the metal parts, even at their intensive washing over, is 

carried out sufficiently slower." That is, the change in operating 

state due to compressibility of the fluid is much faster than that 

due to the storage of energy in the thermal mass of the blading. As 

a consequence, if a model is required to predict response due to the 

compressibility of fluid, the heat transfer between the walls and the 

fluid can be considered a second order effect. 

Corbett and Elder [9] categorized their models under two main 

headings: lumped parameter ( L.P. ); and linearly-distributed 

parameter ( L.D.P.). Both models use simplified continuity, energy 

and momentum equations. These simplifications are based on the 

following assumptions: 

* constant viscous drag across the control volume; 

* constant energy-transfer rate between the control volume and 

the surroundings; and 

* low-Mach-number approximation to compressible-flow dynamics. 

Additional simplifying assumptions specific to the L.P. model are: 

* constant mass-flow rate between inlet and exit; 

* constant volumetric-flow rate between inlet and exit; and 

* constant value of energy in the control volume. 
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Additional simplifying assumptions unique to the L.D.P. model are: 

* linear change in mass-flow rate between inlet and exit; 

* linear change in volumetric-flow rate between inlet and exit; 

and 

* linear change in energy in control volume between successive 

control volumes. 

Corbet and Elder were able to predict surge a compressor with these 

models. However, they do not clearly identify the better of the two 

models. Modified versions of these models were validated again in 

1984 by Elder, Gill, and Razak [6]. 

The modification made by Elder, Gill and Razak [6) in 1984 to 

the above models was the incorporation of a polytropic analysis done 

by Schultz [10] to represent real gases. Schultz [10) developed 

equations in terms of compressibility functions using the 

compressibility factor (Z). He also introduced a polytropic-head 

factor to adjust test results for deviation from perfect gas 

behavior. The inclusion of the analysis done by Schultz in the 

compressor models provides greater thermodynamic flexibility as the 

models are not restricted to perfect gases. 

The above models, when verified by Elder, Gill, and Razak [6), had 

two major restrictions: 

* the length of the control volume had to be much less than the 

wave length of the expected flow perturbation at the inlet; and 

* the volume of successive control volumes had to be 

approximately equal or the model became a "numerically stiff 

system." 
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Greitzer [11] developed a transient compressor model to predict 

surge and rotating stall. The components of his model are shown in 

figure 6. 

COMPRESSOR 
(ACTUATOR DISK) 

PLENUM 

It: 
~ 

THROTTLE 

Figure 6: Greitzer's model schematic. 
(reproduced form reference 11. page 192) 

Greitzer assumes that "all the kinetic energy of the oscillation is 

associated with the motion of fluid in the compressor and throttle 

ducts, and the potential energy is associated with the compression of 

gas in the plenum." The compressor model includes: an actuator disk; 

the compressor duct of length Lc; and the throttle duct of length Lt. 

The duct Lc accounts for the dynamics of the fluid. while duct Lt 

represents the throttle valve. Greitzer assumes that the flow in the 

ducts is incompressible. Furthermore. he assumes ~hat the ve~ocity 

in the plenum is negligible and the thermodynamic process occurring 

in the plenum is isentropic. Greitzer was able to predict surge and 

rotating stall with this model. 
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Greitzer [12] also explains the inherent unsteady flow inside the 

turbomachinery. The sources of unsteadiness, according to Greitzer 

are: turbulence; wakes; potential field interactions; inlet 

distortion; rotating stall; and surge. However, since the purpose of 

this study is to develop models which use average (bulk) values at 

inlet and outlet, the unsteady characteristics of flow within the 

turbomachinery will be neglected. 

It is clear from the literature review described above that a true 

transient compressible model having complete dynamic flexibility was 

not an existing technology. In fact, models of radial turbomachines 

are conspicuously absent in the literature. Models discussed and 

developed below do not neglect the compressible-flow physics which 

were neglected by models identified in the literature review. 
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3.2 MODELING TECHNIQUES 

The simplest technique evaluated, in this study, for simulation of 

turbomachine performance was a Laplace-transform transfer-function 

model. This simple technique is well suited for modeling single

input single-output linear systems. Transfer functions can also be 

developed for multiple-input multiple-output systems, provided the 

set of equations defining the system can be decoupled. The equations 

describing turbomachinery performance are inherently non linear and 

coupled. Therefore, Laplace transform techniques were judged 

unsuitable for modeling turbomachinery. 

The next class of techniques evaluated, in this study, use finite 

difference approximations to the governing set of equations. This 

solution technique can employ several different algorithms to obtain 

a solution. Some of the more successful models, and their 

algorithms, are discussed below. It should be noted that all models 

use typical total-to-total polytropic efficiency maps as shown in 

figures 7 and 8 [13]. In the upwind-mass-flow model, the sliced 

model, and the state-average lagged-mass-flow-rate model, the turbine 

efficiency data were represented by a third order curve fit as shown 

in figure 8. This third order curve was obtained by specifying: the 

slope at design-point as zero; the choice of design point; and the 

choice of another data point. This curve fit is a reasonable 

approximation of the actual efficiency data for a turbomachine. 

Note, that for all future discussions, the term middle will be used to 

define an average-thermodynamic state for the control volume. 
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3.3 THE STATE-AVERAGE MODEL 

The earliest' turbomachinery models were developed by applying the 

following assumptions, along with the continuity, energy and 

polytropic equations to a single control volume to model the 

turbomachine. 

where, 

~ - ( Xi + Xo )/2 

Ym - ( Yi + Yo )/2 

Zm - Zi * ( Ym / Yi )f(K,~) 

X, Y, and Z, are any thermodynamic properties, such as 

total temperature, total pressure, etc. 

i, m, and 0, are inlet middle and outlet respectively, 

K, is a combination of thermodynamic gas constants, & 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

~, is an appropriately defined polytropic efficiency form inlet to 

middle of the machine. 

The exponent ~ and K depend on the choice of the thermodynamic 

variables. 

These appear to be a good set of assumptions as they are similar to 

the assumptions made for the solution of steady-state gas-dynamics 

problems including friction and thermal energy transfer. Figure 9 

shows an implicit algorithm using an iteration scheme to obtain a 

solution at each time step. 

To start the algorithm, all the state variables are defined for 

steady state. Once the variations at the inlet are defined, 

equations 18, 19, and 20 are used to estimate the value of the state 

variables in the middle. These estimates are based on the previous 
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time level outlet states. The same polytropic efficiency is used 

between inlet and outlet and between inlet and middle of the machine. 

This could be improved in the future if better efficiency data for 

the specific machine become available. Once the middle state 

variables have been estimated. the value of all the thermodynamic 

state variables are obtained by the use of equations 7-11. The mass 

in the control volume is then determined by: 

m - p * V sm (21) 

where Psm is the static density in the middle and V is the volume of 

the control volume. Next. the rate of change of mass in the control 

volume is determined using equation 22. 

(22) 

where. m is the mass in the machine. t is the previous time level and 

6t represents the time increment. Once the rate of change of mass in 

the control volume is ob'tained. the outlet mass flow rate can be 

determined from the continuity equation. 

dm 
dt It+6t 

(23) 

Equation 24 is then used to determine the rate of change of energy in 

the control volume. 

de 
dt It+6t -

1 
m 

(24) 
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The total temperature at the outlet is then determined from equation 

26. 

(25) 

Tto I t+~t - ~~=-p- (26) 

Based on the new estimate of outlet total temperature at t+~t, 

equation 27 is used to determine the outlet total pressure for the 

compressor. 

(27) 

The new outlet-state variables are substituted back in equations 18, 

19 and 20 to obtain a better estimate for the middle state variables. 

This process continues until the percent change in successive outlet-

thermodynamic states is within a specified tolerance. The tolerance 

is specified such that convergence is achieved to at least thirteen 

significant digits. This accuracy requirement was chosen to suppress 

round off errors affecting the solution. The affect of relaxing this 

requirement has not been determined and requires further 

investigation. Once the tolerance criteria are satisfied, the 

algorithm has converged for that particular time step, and the 

process starts again for the next time step. 
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Table 1 presents information used to perform a state-average 

turbomachineryanalysis. Specifically, table 1 lists: the geometry 

of the compressor to be simulated; the design point data for the 

compressor; the perturbation to the design steady state value 

initiate a transient; and the thermodynamic steady-state values 

expected at the end of the simulation. 

The initial steady-state operation of the compressor is perturbed 

by a step rise in the inlet total temperature. Several different 

simulations were performed with different size step increases in 

inlet total temperature. The results obtained from these simulations 

are presented in figures 10-16. The successive values of steps in 

inlet total temperature in table 1, and the expected outlet total 

temperature in table 1, correspond to this sequence of figures. 

Figure 10 shows the response of outlet total temperature to a step 

rise in inlet total temperature of 0.1 K. The corresponding steady 

state outlet temperature is 440.1 K. Figure 10 shows that the 

transient model is able to correctly predict the expected final 

steady state. Figures 11-14 show plots for different size steps in 

inlet total temperature. For each of these figures the final steady 

state is predicted correctly as given by table 1. However, the 

smoothness of the response varies considerably. For smaller step 

rises in the inlet total temperature, the response fluctuates more 

than it does in response to a larger inlet total temperature step 

rise. This suggests that for the larger step rise in total inlet 

temperature the energy-storage term, (de/dt), dominates the 
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Table 1: Data for results presented in figures 10 - 16. 

Compressor Geometry: 

Inlet normal area: 
Middle normal area: 
Oulet normal area: 
Volume of compressor: 
Tip radius: 
Hub radius: 

Design point data: 

Inlet total temperature: 
Outlet total temperature: 
Inlet total pressure: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Mass flow rate: 
Rotor speed: 
Total to total polytropic efficency: 

Pertubation at inlet to obtain transient response: 

Step inlet total temperature to: 

Keep inlet total pressure at: 
Keep inlet mass flow at: 

Expected steady state outlet states: 

Outlet total temperature: 

Outlet total pressure: 
Outlet mass flow rate: 

Additional Dotes: 

Constant specific heat: 
Gas constant: 
Constant speed: 

Constant rate of work input: 

2.297E-3 m2 

1.711E-3 m2 

1.125E-3 m; 
5.160E-5 m 
4.480E-2 m 
1.250E-2 m 

340.0 K 
440.0 K 
320.0 KPa 
559.9 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 
3351.0 Hz 
0.867 

340.1 K 
345.0 K 
360.0 K 
390.0 K 
440.0 K 
320.0 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 

440.1 K 
445.0 K 
460.0 K 
490.0 K 
540.0 K 
559.9 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 

519.14 J/Kg/K 
207.44 J/Kg/K 
3351.00 Hz 

66,865.2 J /sec 
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mass-storage term, (dm/dt). Therefore, a test model was developed 

neglecting the mass-storage term. The response predicted by the test 

model is presented in figure 15. This figure shows a monotonic 

response without the superimposed fluctuations predicted by the mass

storage model. Figure 16 shows a comparison of the predicted 

response when mass storage is included and when the mass storage is 

neglected. This comparison demonstrates that it is the mass storage 

term that is indeed producing fluctuations in the outlet total

temperature transient. Therefore, either the assumptions used to 

evaluate the mass in the middle were inconsistent, or the model is 

stiff (following paragraphs explain stiffness). Furthermore, there 

was a severe restriction on the size of the time step of integration 

in order to perform model analysis. The integrator time step had 

both an upper bound of 0.1 ms and a lower bound of 0.06 ms. 

Based on the evaluation of the state average model, two major 

concerns were identified: fluctuations of questionable validity 

appear in the outlet total temperature; and a severe restriction of 

possible time step size is required for the analysis to run 

successfully. 

These concerns led to a closer scrutiny of the underlying 

assumptions. Since the assumptions are algebraic equations, as soon 

as a change at the inlet occurs (such as a step ), the middle state 

variables respond instantaneously. Since the outlet variables are 

related to the inlet variables through differential equations, the 

response of the outlet variables has a delay associated with it. 

Aiken [14] states that such a mixture of algebraic and differential 
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equations does indeed produce a stiff system. The small upper bound 

on time-step size is a classical symptom of a stiff system. The 

problem of stiffness occurs if the solutions of a system have 

severely different convergence rates. Aiken [14] gives a more formal 

definition of stiffness in his book. Interested readers are referred 

to pages 1 to 4. The lower bound on the time-step size of the 

integrator is explained by a closer examination of equations 22 and 

23. The value of the mass in the machine is estimated at the new 

time level and is computed using specified changes at the inlet as 

the first guess. Hence, this new guess (numerator of equation 22) is 

independent of the time-step size. It is therefore possible to take 

such a small time step that the value of dm/dt becomes larger in 

magnitude than the value of inlet mass-flow rate. When this large 

value of dm/dt is inserted into equation 23, the value of mass flow 

rate out becomes negative. That is, the model predicts back flow at 

the outlet. This means that the choice of input variables and time 

step is such as to produce a condition that is unlikely to occur in 

practice (a step rise in inlet temperature over such a short time 

increment is very unlikely in practice). Under these conditions the 

solution algorithm fails to converge, and the state average model 

fails. 

In summary: the state average model correctly predicted final 

steady state values; was severely limited in range of the time-step 

size required for execution; and exhibited a jagged response to a 

step change in input state. Therefore, it was decided to pursue the 
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development of an alternative algorithm, using the results produced 

by the state-average model for guidance. 



3.4 THE CONSTANT-MACH-NUMBER-IN-THE-MIDDLE MODEL 

Recognizing the stiffness problem of the state-average model, 

alternative assumptions were investigated in an effort to develop a 

better model. Assuming a constant Mach number through the middle of 

the machine appeared to accomplish this goal. This model 

incorporates the continuity, energy and momentum equations along 

with the following assumptions: 

where, 

~ - ( Xi + Xo )/2 

~ constant 

X, and Z are any thermodynamic properties such as total 

temperature, total pressure, etc. 

Mm is the Mach number in the middle of the machine 

i, m, and 0, are inlet middle a.nd outlet respectively 

K, is a combination of thermodynamic gas constants, and 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

~. is an appropriately defined polytropic efficiency form inlet to 

middle of the machine. 

The exponent ~ and K depend on the choice of thermodynamic 

variables. 

The algorithm used to solve this class of models is shown in 

figure 17. The assumption of constant Mach number in the middle of 

the machine seemed reasonable because the Mach number distribution 

through the blading is known after the design of a turbomachine is 

complete. 
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The algorithm for this model is the same as the one described in 

the previous section. except that the Mach number in the middle is 

kept constant through out the iteration procedure, and also 

throughout the time marching procedure. 

Table 2 presents the information used to perform a turbomachinery 

analysis. Specifically table 2 lists; the geometry of the turbine to 

he simulated; the design point data for the turbine; the perturbation 

to the design steady-state value to initiate a transient; and the 

thermodynamic steady-state values expected at the end of the 

simulation. The perturbation of the initial steady-state is a ramp 

of input state variables over a period of 5 micro seconds. The ramp 

was chosen instead of a step so that the system experiences the same 

severity of transient independent of the selected time-step size. 

After 5 micro seconds the input remains constant at the new value. 

This new constant value of the inlet state results in a new steady

state value for the outlet-state variables. This outlet steady state 

is evaluated using the steady-state equations and then compared with 

the values predicted by the transient model. The purpose of the 

comparison is to provide a check of the transient model. The 

integration time-step size was chosen as 1 micro second. The 

simulation results obtained are presented in figures 18-24. 

Figure 18 shows the transient in outlet total temperature obtained 

by the simulation. The initial rise in the outlet total temperature 

occurs during the time that the inlet is ramped up. At the end of 

the ramp. the outlet total temperature falls rapidly but rises again 
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Table 2: Data for results presented In figures 18 - 24 

Turbine Geometry: 

Inlet normal area: 
Middle normal area: 
Oulet normal area: 
Volume of compressor: 
Tip radius: 
Middle radius: 
Rotor Inertia: 

Design point data: 

Inlet total temperature: 
Outlet total temperature: 
Inlet total pressure: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Mass flow rate: 
Rotor speed: 
Total to total polytropic efficency: 

Pertubation at inlet to obtain transient response: 

Ramp inlet total temperature to: 
Ramp inlet total pressure to: 
Ramp inlet mass flow to: 

Expected steady state outlet states: 

Outlet total temperature: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Outlet mass flow rate: 

Additional notes: 

Constant specific heat: 
Constant gas constant: 
Constant speed: 
Variable rate of work out: 

Constant Mach number in middle: 

4.66SE-3 m; 
5.15SE-3 m

2 5.64SE-3 m3 
1.000E-4 m 
8.S10E-2 m 
4.896E-2 m 2 
0.OS2 Kg m 

1034.02 K 
866.01 K 
540.25 KPa 
330.14 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 
3351.0 Hz 
0.901 

1035.02 K 
540.35 KPa 
1.3 Kg/sec 

867.01 K 
330.316 KPa 
1.3 Kg/sec 

519.14 J/Kg/K 
207.44 J/Kg/K 
3351.00 Hz 

0.45 
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to predict the correct final steady-state temperature. Figure 19 

shows the response of the total temperature in the middle of the 

turbine. The final steady-state value obtained by the transient 

model matches the steady-state values obtained from the steady-state 

equations. Figures 20 and 21 show the response of outlet total 

pressure and middle total pressure respectively. Once again the final 

steady-state values for total pressure match the expected values. 

Figures 22 and 23 show the response of both the outlet and the middle 

mass flow rates. 

Figure 24 is a clear statement of the failure of this class of 

models. Yhile the outlet mass flow rate is correctly predicted, the 

final steady-state mass flow rate in middle of the machine is 

incorrect. In fact, at final steady-state, mass flow rate through 

middle and outlet are predicted to be different. This difference in 

mass-flow rates violates conservation of mass! The root of the 

problem lies with the fact that the Mach number specified in the 

middle of the machine is only correct for a specific set of flow 

conditions. For all others it is incorrect. 

Based on the failure of the constant-Mach-number-in-the-middle 

model to satisfy conservation of mass, it was judged unacceptable. 

Examination of the performance of this model, and preceding models, 

indicated that development of a successful transient model would 

require careful selection of the algorithm used for advancing the 

solution in time. 
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3.5 CHOICE OF INTEGRATOR 

Initially, the solution algorithm was implemented using an 

implicit first order Euler integrator for the time terms. Aiken [14] 

states that this technique is the most stable available, but suffers 

form large truncation error. To obtain sufficient accuracy, the step 

size must be very small. Three integrators were chosen for 

evaluation: implicit Euler first order; implicit Euler second order; 

and implicit Runga Kutta fourth order (RK4). The constant-Mach

number-in-the-middle model was used to evaluate the performance of 

these algorithms. 

Table 3 presents information used to evaluate performance of the 

integrators. Specifically table 3 lists: the geometry of the 

compressor to be simulated; the design point data for the compressor; 

the perturbation to the steady-state value to initiate a transient; 

and the thermodynamic steady-state values expected at the end of the 

simulation. The perturbation of the steady state is achieved by a 

step rise of 1 K in inlet total temperature. A time-step size of one 

micro second was selected to evaluate the perfomance of the solution 

technique. 

As detailed elsewhere in the thesis the computational model has 

both an upper bound and a lower bound in time-step size. The basis 

for seclecting an appropriate time-step size for a given application 

is discussed in section 3.7. The results of the simulations are 

presented in figures 25-28. 

Figures 25 and 26 show the response of the outlet total 

temperature for the transients listed in table 3. Figure 26 shows an 
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Table 3: Data for results presented in figures 2S - 28 

Compressor Geometry: 

Inlet normal area: 
Middle normal area: 
Oulet normal area: 
Volume of compressor: 
Tip radius: 
Hub radius: 

Desisn point data: 

Inlet total temperature: 
Outlet total temperature: 
Inlet total pressure: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Mass flow rate: 
Rotor speed: 
Total to total polytropic efficency: 

Pertubation at inlet to obtain transient response: 

Step inlet total temperature to: 
Keep inlet total pressure at: 
Keep inlet mass flow at: 

Expected steady state outlet states: 

Outlet total temperature: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Outlet mass flow rate: 

Additional notes: 

Constant specific heat: 
Gas constan t: 
Constant speed: 

Constant rate of work input: 

2.297E-3 m; 
1.711E-3 m 
1.125E-3 m2 

S.160E-S m3 

4.480E-2 m 
1.2S0E-2 m 

340.0 K 
440.0 K 
320.0 KPa 
559.9 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 
3351.0 Hz 
0.867 

341.0 K 
320.0 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 

441.0 K 
559.9 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 

519.14 J/Kg/K 
207.44 J/Kg/K 
3351.00 Hz 

66,865.2 J /sec 
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expanded view of figure 25. The response obtained for the outlet 

total temperatures from the 3 integrators is indistinguishable. 

However, a comparison of outlet mass flow rate transients, shown in 

figure 27, does show differences. Figure 28 shows an expanded view 

of the initial transient. First order Euler is apparently the 

smoothest but from analysis it is known that the accuracy of implicit 

Euler 2nd order is better. RK4 shows questionable fluctuations and 

requires the greatest computational effort. This type of oscillatory 

response is typical of RK4 predictions of stiff systems [14]. 

Although the response predicted by both implicit algorithms 

appears reasonable, the response predicted by the second order 

algorithm is smoother and more closely resembles what one expects 

based on intuition. Further, it is known that the second order 

algorithm has a smaller truncation error for a given time-step size 

and therefore is more accurate. 

Based on the above results, the implicit Euler second order 

algorithm was chosen as the integrator for future work. It provides 

both accuracy and stability and requires substantially less computing 

time than the RK4 integrator. 
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3.6 THE UPWIND-MASS-FLOW MODEL 

Failure of the constant-Mach-number-in-the-middle model led to 

the development of the upwind mass flow model (UMFM). The UMFM was 

developed by applying the continuity, energy, polytropic, and moment 

of momentum equations to a single control volume which represents the 

turbomachine. The assumptions for this model are as follows: 

(31) 

• 
~ (32) 

for the turbine: 

(33 a) 

and for the r~mpressor: 

(33 b) 

Once again the general algorithm is the same as the one 

described previously, except that mass flow rate through the middle 

of the machine is assumed to be equal to the mass flow rate at the 

inlet. The moment of momentum equation is also added to this 

algorithm. The moment of momentum equation is utilized to obtain two 

different versions of the model. The first version of the model 

assumes constant speed operation and calculates the variable rate of 

work output. The second version assumes a constant rate of work 

while the rotor speed is allowed to change. Figure 29 shows the 

solution algorithm for the first version and figure 30 shows the 

solution algorithm for the second version. Only the results of the 

constant speed/variable rate of work model are presented below. 
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3.6.1 Constant-Speed Variab1e-Rate-Of-York Model 

In this model, the rotor speed is assumed to be locked at 3351 Hz 

as specified by the DR02 document [1]. A change in inlet total 

temperature results in a change in the rate of work output from the 

turbine. 

Table 4 presents information used to perform the turbomachinery 

analysis. Specifically, table 4 lists: the geometry of the turbine 

to be simulated; the design point data for the turbine; the 

perturbation to the design steady state value to initiate a 

transient; and the thermodynamic steady-state values expected at the 

end of the simulation. The perturbation of the design steady state 

is achieved by ramping all the inlet state variables over a period of 

250 micro seconds. After 250 micro seconds the inlet variables 

remain constant at their new values. Table 4 also shows that this 

transient is run for 3 different time steps, but that the ramp time 

of 250 micro seconds is the same for all the runs. This provides a 

good basis for the comparison of results obtained using different 

size time steps. 

Figure 31 shows the response of mass-flow rate. There are 3 

different curves shown in this figure. Each corresponds to a 

different time-step size. The difference in predicted response for 

the three time steps is small. Therefore, the larger integrator time 

step should be used to considerably reduce computational time. 

Figure 32 shows similar behavior in the rate of work output by the 

turbine. It also is clear that the difference in solutions reduces 

as smaller integration time step are chosen. In fact the difference 
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Table 4: Data for results presented in figures 31 - 34 

Turbine Geometry: 

Inlet normal area: 
Middle normal area: 
Oulet normal area: 
Volume of compressor: 
Tip radius: 
Middle radius: 
Rotor Inertia: 

Design point data: 

Inlet total temperature: 
Outlet total temperature: 
Inlet total pressure: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Mass flow rate: 
Rotor speed: 
Total to total polytropic efficency: 

Pertubation at inlet to obtain transient response: 

Ramp inlet total temperature to: 
Ramp inlet total pressure to: 
Ramp inlet mass flow to: 

Expected steady state outlet states: 

Outlet total temperature: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Outlet mass flow rate: 

Additional notes: 

Constant specific heat: 
Gas constant: 
Constant speed: 
Variable rate of work out: 
3 different time steps: 

4.668E-3 m~ 
5.l58E-3 m

2 5.648E-3 m3 
1.000E-4 m 
8.810E-2 m 
4.896E-2 m 2 
0.082 Kg m 

1034.02 K 
866.01 K 
540.25 KPa 
330.14 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 
3351.0 Hz 
0.9010 

1035.02 K 
540.35 KPa 
1.3 Kg/sec 

867.01 K 
330.316 KPa 
1.3 Kg/sec 

519.14 J/Kg/K 
207.44 J/Kg/K 
3351.00 Hz 

SO.OE-6 sec 
10.OE-6 sec 
S.OE-6 sec 
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between the 1 micro second solution and the 5 micro second solution 

is almost imperceptible. Even the 50 micro second solution 

appears to be satisfactory. Figure 33 shows the outlet total 

pressure response for the three time-step sizes. Once again, the 

solutions appear to converge as time-step size decreases. However, 

it should be noted that even the larger time step is representative 

of the solution obtained by the smaller time step. Figure 34 shows 

the total outlet temperature variation over time. Once again the 

solution obtained from the larger integrator time step is 

reperesentative of the response. 

In summary of. the ramp test, two very useful conclusions can be 

drawn. 

1) The steady state is predicted correctly for all 

state variables. 

2) The differences in responses due to an order of 

magnitude larger time-step size is small and probably 

negligible for most applications. 

It should be noted that the results show a small change in outlet 

thermodynamic state at the instant a change in inlet state occurs. 

The propriety of this instant response warrants further examination, 

and the issue of appropriate outlet response is examined in detail in 

the next section. 
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3.7 OUTLET RESPONSE DYNAMICS 

Two methods of information travel through the turbomachine have 

been examined. In the first method, information travels along the 

characteristic lines of the flow flow through the turbomachine. In 

the second method, information is transmitted by the rigid rotating 

rotors inside the turbomachine. 

Information travel in the first method is along the characteristic 

lines of the flow through the turbomachine passage just as one would 

consider flow through a duct. Consider the duct shown in figure 35. 

Inlet Outlet 

Tti fto 
pti pto . . . 
ml mo 
Ai Ao 

Figure 35: A duct representing a simplified turbomachine control 
volume. 
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It is assumed that the duct is operating under steady state 

conditions. At the inlet, the thermodynamic state of the fluid is 

described by the following state variables: 

Tti Total temperature of fluid at inlet; 

Pti total pressure of the fluid at inlet; 

• flow rate of fluid at inlet; mi mass 

Ai - Area normal to flow direction at the inlet. 

From the state variables, the velocity of fluid and the speed of 

sound in the fluid are evaluated as Ci and ai' respectively. 

Similarly, the outlet thermodynamic state is described by the 

following state variables: 

Tto Total temperature of fluid at outlet; 

Pto total pressure of the fluid at outlet; 

. flow rate of fluid at outlet; mo - mass 

Ao - Area normal to flow direction at the outlet. 

Again the velocity of the fluid (Co) and the speed of sound (ao ) can 

be evaluated from the given outlet state variables. The approximate 

speed of fluid through the control volume, (Cm), can then be 

evaluated by averaging the inlet and outlet fluid velocities. 

Similarly, the speed of sound through the control volume (am) can be 

approximated. 
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If the operating steady state is perturbed by an infinitesmal 

d1.turbance at the inlet (change in state variables), then the 

disturbance will travel through the fluid at the speed Cm+am. If the 

length of control volume is L, then the order of magnitude of transit 

time for the disturbance is: 

(34) 

The order of magnitude of the transit time for the turbine model 

under inv~stigation is 55 micro seconds. 

Information travel in the second method is due to the rotation of 

the rigid rotors. To understand this method of information travel, 

consider figure 36. 

Ro 

Figure 36: Longitudinal section of turbomachine rotor. 
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Figure 36 shows the side view of one of the rotors that rotate inside 

the control volume. It is assumed that the system is initially 

operating at a steady state. A disturbance, (change in thermodynamic 

inlet state variables). This disturbance will travel from inlet to 

line segment A2A3 during one time step. Hence, a new thermodynamic 

state exists in the volume swept by the area A1A2A3A4' This new 

thermodynamic state changes the torque applied on the rotor. Since 

the rotor is rigid, this change affects fluid in contact with the 

entire length of the blade. Since the blade sweeps through the 

entire passage volume in less than 60 micro seconds, it is clear that 

the thermodynamic state of all fluid particles should change with in 

this time period. Further, an infinitesimal disturbance will 

propagate across the passage in less than 10 micro seconds assuming 

that wave travels at sonic speed. Therefore, it is reasonable to use 

time-step sizes as small as 10 micro seconds in the models under 

evaluation by this study. It is concluded that prediction of an 

outlet response to an inlet disturbance within 10 micro seconds is 

not inconsistent with this method of information travel. 

The rate of information travel predicted by the two methods is 

different. Since the two methods of information travel occur 

simultaneously in the turbomachine it is difficult to determine which 

method dominates the transient response. Both appear to have a 

measure of validity. This line of reasoning suggested the "sliced" 

model, introduced in the next section, as a compromise between the 

two points of view. 
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3 • 8 THE SLICED MODEL 

In light of the discussion of section 3.7, the sliced model was 

developed to better approximate the wave model of information 

transmission. This model uses an averaging scheme to calculate the 

average total temperature, and average mass flow rate for the 

machine. These average states are not necessarily the states 

representing the middle of the machine, but rather they represent an 

average state for the control volume of the turbomachine. The 

representative temperature for the control volume is evaluated using 

the following equations: 

Similarly, 

~(t) -

nod 
1: Ttn n-l 

nod 

nod 
1: • 
n-l~ 
nod 

(35) 

(36) 

( 37) 

(38) 

and the average total pressure in the machine (assumed turbine here) 

is evaluated using the following polytropic relationship: 
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(39) 

where in the above 

Ptm is the average total pressure for the control volume; 

Ttm is the average total temperature for the control volume; 

~ is the average mass-flow rate through the control volume; 

~Tn is the time required for information to travel from the inlet 

to the node being evaluated; 

t is the current time level; 

dt is the integration time-step size; 

nod is the number of nodes chosen to span the control volume; 

n is the node number; and 

~ is the total-to-total polytropic efficiency. 

Note that the averaging equations reduce to a straight - inlet, 

outlet - average during steady-state operation. A geometric 

interpretation of the averaging procedure is presented in the 

following paragraphs. 

The averaging procedure is based on the assumption that the inlet 

information travels only a finite distance through the control volume 

during an integration time step. Hence, if the inlet information 

travels only 1/4 the length of the control volume during an 

integration time step, only the first 25 percent of the flow passage 

should respond to the change in inlet conditions. The sequence of 

figures 37(a), 37(b), 37(c), 37(d), and 37(e), depict the values of 

the nodal temperature distribution as a function of time. These 

nodal temperatures are used for the evaluation of an average total 
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temperature in the control volume. Figure 37(a) shows the steady

state distribution of total temperatures along the length of the 

control volume. The control volume is divided into 4 equal segments. 

The segment boundaries are are called nodes. Hence figure 37(a) has 

4 segments and 5 nodes. For simplicity of discussion, it is assumed 

that information transverses one segment in one time step. The ovals 

in figure 37(a) show the value of total temperature at each node. 

Since figure 37(a) shows a steady-state operating condition, the 

averaging procedure will produce the same number as simply averaging 

the inlet and outlet total temperatures. The points chosen by the 

averaging procedure are represented by rectangles. Now, let the 

inlet total temperature be increased by a step, and then kept at the 

constant new value. Figure 37(b) shows the nodal values of total 

temperature (rectangles) that will be computed by the averaging 

procedure at that instant. After one time step, the information of 

the increased total temperature moves to node 1. Figure 37(c) shows 

the values of nodal temperatures (rectangles) that are computed by 

the averaging procedure. This process continues until the 

information has completely transversed the control volume. Figure 

37(e) shows this condition. At this time the value of total 

temperature for the control volume is just the average of total 

temperatures at the inlet and the outlet. It should be noted that 

the steady-state condition is not reached until the outlet value 

ceases to change. The procedure to evaluate the average mass-flow 

rate through the control volume is very similar. However, rather 

than the value of the current outlet mass-flow rate, the value at the 
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previous time step is used. The "lag" procedure for the mass flow 

rate in the control volume was selected to minimize numerical 

difficulties due to stiffness of the system of equations. 

The moment-of-momentum equation can again be utilized to obtain 

two different versions of the model. The first version assumes a 

constant speed of operation and calculates the variable rate of work 

output. The second version assumes a constant rate of work while the 

rotor speed is allowed to change. Figure 38 shows the solution 

algorithm for the constant speed variable rate of work sliced model. 

Only results for the constant-speed variable-rate-of-work model are 

presented below. 

3.9.1 Constant-Speed Variable-Rate-Of-Work Model 

In this model the rotor speed is assumed to be locked at 3351 Hz 

as specified by the DR02 document [1]. A change in inlet total 

temperature results in a change in the rate of work output from the 

turbine. 

Table 5 presents information used to perform the turbomachinery 

analysis. Specifically, table 5 lists: the geometry of the turbine 

to be simulated; the design point data for the turbine; the 

perturbation to the design steady-state value to initiate a 

transient; and the thermodynamic steady-state values expected at the 

end of the simulation. The perturbation of the design steady state 

is achieved by ramping all the inlet state variables over a period of 

100 micro seconds. After 100 micro seconds the inlet remains 

constant at the new value. Table 5 also shows that this transient is 

run for 3 different time steps, but that the ramp time of 100 micro 
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Table S: Data for results presented in figures 39 - 42 

Turbine Geometry: 

Inlet normal area: 
Middle normal area: 
Oulet normal area: 
Volume of compressor: 
Tip radius: 
Middle radius: 
Rotor Inertia: 

Design point data: 

Inlet total temperature: 
Outlet total temperature: 
Inlet total pressure: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Mass flow rate: 
Rotor speed: 
Total to total polytropic efficency: 

Pertubatlon at Inlet to obtain transient response: 

Ramp inlet total temperature to: 
Ramp inlet total pressure to: 
Ramp inlet mass flow to: 

Expected steady state outlet states: 

Outlet total temperature: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Outlet mass flow rate: 

Additional notes: 

Constant specific heat: 
Gas constant: 
Constant speed: 
Variable rate of work out: 
3 dif~erent time steps: 

4.668E-3 m; 
5.158E-3 m

2 5.648E-3 m3 
1.000E-4 m 
8.810E-2 m 
4.896E-2 m 2 
0.082 Kg m 

1034.02 K 
866.01 K 
540.25 KPa 
330.14 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 
3351.0 Hz 
0.9010 

1035.02 K 
540.35 KPa 
1.3 Kg/sec 

867.01 K 
330.316 KPa 
1.3 Kg/sec 

519.14 J/Kg/K 
207.44 J/Kg/K 
3351.00 Hz 

50.0E-6 sec 
5.0E-6 sec 
0.5E-6 sec 
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seconds is the same for all the runs. This provides a good basis for 

comparison of the results obtained using different size time steps. 

Figures 39 and 40 show the responses of outlet mass-flow rate and 

middle mass-flow rate respectively. There are 3 different curves 

shown in each figure. Each curve corresponds to a different time

step size. The difference in predicted response for the three time 

steps is very large. In fact the solution appears to be diverging 

with decreasing integration time-step size. Figure 41 shows the 

outlet total pressure response for the three time step sizes. Once 

again the solutions appear to be diverging with decreasing integrator 

time step. Figure 42 shows the total outlet temperature variation 

over time, and again the solution tends to diverge with the smaller 

time step. 

The lack of convergence with decreased time-step size is clearly 

undesirable and this model is judged to be unsatisfactory. Study of 

this model demonstrated that lagging the outlet mass flow rate by 1 

time step significantly reduced the numerical difficulties introduced 

by the stiffness of the governing equations. This suggested a return 

to the simpler state-average model but with a lagged-mass-flow 

calculation. A discussion of such a model, and its performance, is 

presented in the next section. 
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3.9 THE STATE-AVERAGE LAGGED-KASS-FLOW-RATE MODEL 

Review of the sliced model performance suggested development of 

the state-average lagged mass flow rate model (SALM). The SALM was 

applies the continuity, energy, polytropic, and moment-of-momentum 

equations to a single control volume which represents the 

'turbomachine. The assumptions for this model are as follows: 

( Tti(t) + Tto(t) )/2 

( mi(t) + mo(t-dt) )/2 

and for the turbine, 

where, 

(40) 

(41) 

Ttm is the total temperature in the middle of the machine 

Ptm is the total pressure in the middle of the machine 

• is the mass flow rate through the machine m.u 
dt is the magnitude of the integrator time step-size 

t is the current time level 

~ is the tota1-to-tota1 polytropic efficiency. 

These assumptions are similar to those of the state-average model. 

However, there is a crucial difference. The outlet mass flow used in 

equation 41 to evaluate the mass flow rate through the machine is 

lagged by one integration time step, whereas the state-average model 

uses the current value of the mass flow rate. Another difference 

between the state-average model and SALM is that the state-average 

model did not include the moment-of-momentum equation. 

The general algorithm for the SALM is very similar to the 

algorithm described for the upwind-mass-flow model but uses the new 



procedure to evaluate the mass-flow rate for the average-state in the 

machine. The moment-of-momentum equation is once again utilized to 

obtain two different versions of the model. The first version of the 

model assumes constant speed operation, and calculates the variable 

rate of work output. The second version assumes a constant rate of 

work while the rotor speed is allowed to change. Figure 43 shows the 

solution algorithm for the first version while figure 44 shows the 

solution algorithm for the second version. 

3.9.1 Constant-Speed Variable-Rate-Of-Work Model 

In this model the rotor speed is assumed to be locked at 3351 Hz 

as specified by the DR02 [1]. A change in inlet total temperature 

results in a change in the rate of work output from the turbine. 

Table 6 presents information used to perform turbomachinery 

analysis. Specifically table 6 lists: the geometry of the turbine to 

be simulated; the design point data for the turbine; the perturbation 

to the design steady-state value to initiate a transient; and the 

thermodynamic steady-state values expected at the end of the 

simulation. The perturbation of the steady-state is achieved by 

ramping all the inlet state variables over a period of 100 micro 

seconds. After 100 micro seconds the inlet remains constant at the 

new value. Table 6 also shows that this transient is run for 3 

different time steps but that the ramp time of 100 micro seconds is 

the same for all the runs. This provides a good basis for comparison 

of the results obtained using different size time steps. 

Figure 45 shows the response of the outlet mass-flow rate. There 

are 3 different curves shown in this figure. Each corresponds to a 
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Table 6: Data (or results presented In Clgures 45 - 48 

Turbine Geometry: 

Inlet normal area: 
Middle normal area: 
Oulet normal area: 
Volume of compressor: 
Tip radius: 
Middle radius: 
Rotor Inertia: 

Desisn point data: 

Inlet total temperature: 
Outlet total temperature: 
Inlet total pressure: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Mass flow rate: 
Rotor speed: 
Total to total polytropic efficency: 

Pertubatlon at Inlet to obtain transient response: 

Ramp inlet total temperature to: 
Ramp inlet total pressure to: 
Ramp inlet mass flow to: 

Expected steady state outlet states: 

Outlet total temperature: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Outlet mass flow rate: 

Additional notes: 

Constant specific heat: 
Gas constant: 
Constant speed: 
Variable rate of work out: 
3 different time steps: 

4.668E-3 m~ 
5.158E-3 m

2 5.648E-3 m3 
1.000E-4 m 
8.810E-2 m 
4.896E-2 m 2 
0.082 Kg m 

1034.02 K 
866.01 K 
540.25 KPa 
330.14 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 
3351.0 Hz 
0.9010 

1035.02 K 
540.35 KPa 
1.3 Kg/sec 

867.01 K 
330.316 KPa 
1.3 Kg/sec 

519.14 J/Kg/K 
207.44 J/Kg/K 
3351.00 Hz 

50.0E-6 sec 
5.0E-6 sec 
0.5E-6 sec 
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different time-step size. The difference in predicted response for 

the three time steps is small. Therefore, the larger integrator time 

step should be used to considerably reduce computational time. 

Figure 46 shows similar behavior in the rate of work output by the 

turbine. It is also clear that the difference in solutions reduces 

considerably as smaller integration time step are chosen. In fact 

the difference between the 5 micro second solution and the 0.5 micro 

second solution is almost imperceptible. Even the 50 micro second 

solution appears to be satisfactory. Figure 47 shows the outlet 

total pressure response for the three time-step sizes. Once again, 

the solution appears to converge as time-step size decreases. 

However, it should be noted that even the larger time step is 

representative of the solution obtained by smaller time step. Figure 

48 shows the total outlet temperature variation over time. Once 

again the solution obtained from the larger integrator time step is 

representative of the solution. 

The SLAM was also tested for a ramp increase followed by a ramp 

decrease to the design point data for the inlet state. The object of 

this test is to determine if the model will return to the design 

steady-state outlet condition. Table 7 presents information used to 

perform turbomachinery analysis. Specifically table 7 lists: the 

geometry of the eurbine to be simulated; the design point data for 

the turbine; the perturbation to the design steady-state value to 

initiate a transient; and the thermodynamic steady-state values 

expected at the end of the simulation. The perturbation of the 

steady state is achieved by ramping up input state variables over a 
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period of 25 micro seconds. After 25 micro seconds the input remains 

constant at the new value. After 550 micro seconds the second ramp 

in inlet state variables begins and returns the inlet variables to 

the design point steady state values. The time elapsed for ramp up 

was 25 micro seconds but the time elapsed for ramp down was 50 micro 

seconds. Table 7 summarizes the details of the data used for this 

test. 

Figures 49 to 51, show the transients in total temperature, total 

pressure, mass-flow rate, and rate-of-work output respectively. In 

each case the final steady state is predicted correctly by the 

transient model. 

In summary, from the ramp up and the double ramp test, two 

important results were obtained: the steady state is predicted 

correctly for all state variables; and The differences in responses 

due to an order of magnitude larger time step size is negligible. 

Based on the above results it is postulated that since there is a 

discontinuity in the first derivative at the inlet when the ramp 

ends, the numerical method would require an infinitely small time

step size to precisely model this discontinuity. Therefore, if the 

model is excited by a sinusoidal input (or any other continuously 

differentiable function) the output should be smooth. To 

investigate this postulate, the model was excited by a 2,000 Hz 

sinusoidal input at the inlet. Table 8 summarizes the conditions 

used for this test. The transient results obtained from this test 

are presented in figures 52-54. 
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Table 7: Data for results presented in figures 49 - 51 

Turbine Geometry: 

Inlet normal area: 
Middle normal area: 
Oulet normal area: 
Volume of compressor: 
Tip radius: 
Middle radius: 
Rotor Inertia: 

Design point data: 

Inlet total temperature: 
Outlet total temperature: 
Inlet total pressure: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Mass flow rate: 
Rotor speed: 
Total to total polytropic efficency: 

Pertubation at inlet to obtain transient response: 

Ramp up inlet total temperature to: 
Ramp up inlet total pressure to: 
Ramp up inlet mass flow to: 

then, 
Ramp down inlet total temperature to: 
Ramp down inlet total pressure to: 
Ramp down inlet mass flow ra te to: 

Expected steady state outlet states: 

Outlet total temperature: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Outlet mass flow rate: 

Additional notes: 

Constant specific heat: 
Gas constant: 
Constant speed: 
Ramp up elapsed time 
Ramp down elapsed time 
Variable rate of work out: 

4.668E-3 m~ 
5.158E-3 m

2 5.648E-3 m3 
1.000E-4 m 
8.810E-2 m 
4.896E-2 m 2 
0.082 Kg m 

1034.02 K 
866.01 K 
540.25 KPa 
330.14 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 
3351.0 Hz 
0.9010 

1035.02 K 
540.35 KPa 
1.3 Kg/sec 

1034.02 K 
540.25 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 

867.01 K 
330.316 KPa 
1.3 Kg/sec 

519.14 J/Kg/K 
207.44 J/Kg/K 
3351.00 Hz 
25.0E-6 sec 
550 E-6 sec 
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Figure 52 shows inlet, middle, and outlet mass-flow rates. Note 

that after initial pertubation from steady state, the outlet mass

flow rate lags the middle mass-flow rate which in turn lags the 

inlet-mass flow rate as expected. Also, no discontinuity is observed 

in the mass flow rate. Figure 53 shows the inlet, middle, and outlet 

total temperature. The zero on the vertical axis corresponds to the 

design point steady-state. Figure 54 shows the inlet, middle, and 

outlet total pressure. The pressure solutions also show no 

discontinuity. Hence, the postulate which predicts a smooth response 

of outlet variables for continuously differentiable variation in 

input variables was substantiated. The effect of slower inlet 

frequencies was also examined. Specifically the model was excited by 

inlet frequencies of 1,000 Hz, 500Hz, and 50 Hz. The results of 

these transients are presented in figures 55 to 63. Examination of 

figures 55-63 reveals two very interesting results: the outlet state 

variable always lags the middle state variable and the middle state 

variable always lags the inlet state variable; and below excitation 

frequencies of 50 Hz, the mass storage term can be neglected. 
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Table 8: Data for results presented In figures 52 - 63 

Turbine Geometry: 

Inlet normal area: 
Middle normal area: 
Oulet normal area: 
Volume of compressor: 
Tip radius: 
Middle radius: 
Rotor Inertia: 

Design point data: 

Inlet total temperature: 
Outlet total temperature: 
Inlet total pressure: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Mass flow ra te: 
Rotor speed: 
Total to total polytropic efficency: 

Pertubatlon at Inlet to obtain transient response: 

Sine wave amplitude inlet total temperature: 

Sine wave amplitude inlet total pressure: 

Sine wave amplitude inlet mass flow: 

Sine wave frequency inlet total temperature: 

Sine wave frequency inlet total pressure: 

Sine wave frequency inlet mass flow: 

Additional Dotes: 

Constant specific heat: 
Gas constant: 
Variable Work out: 
Constant rotor speed: 

2 4.66SE-3 m
2 5.15SE-3 m
2 5.64SE-3 m3 

1.000E-4 m 
S.SIOE-2 m 
4.S96E-2 m 2 
0.OS2 Kg m 

1034.02 K 
866.01 K 
540.25 KPa 
330.14 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 
3351.0 Hz 
0.9010 

1.0 K 

100 KPa 

0.0114 Kg/sec 

2,000 Hz - 50 Hz 

2,000 Hz - 50 Hz 

2,000 Hz - 50 Hz 

519.14 J/Kg/K 
207.44 J/Kg/K 

Sine wave is superimposed on already existing steady state: 
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3.9.2 Constant-Rate-Of-York Variable-Speed Model 

The second model developed by modification of the moment-of-

momentum equation describes the performance of a constant-work-output 

turbine. The rotor speed is allowed to vary in response to 

thermodynamic changes at the inlet. 

Table 9 presents information used to perform turbomachinery 

analysis. Specifically table 9 lists: the geometry of the turbine to 

be simulated; the design-point data for the turbine; the perturbation 

to the design steady-state value to initiate a transient; and the 

thermodynamic steady-state values expected at the end of the 

simulation. The perturbation of the steady-state is achieved by 

ramping the inlet state over a period of 100 micro seconds. After 

100 micro seconds the inlet remains constant at the new value. The 

results of these analyses are presented in figures 64 to 67. 

Figure 64 shows the mass-flow-rate response. Figures 65 and 66 

show the response of total temperature and total pressure 

respectively. Figure 67 shows the reduction in rotor speed, due to 

increase in mass-flow rate. This decrease can be predicted by 

examining the steady-state equation relating rate of work and rotor 

speed. 

. 
0-[ Y ] (43) 

All the variables matched the expected final steady-state correctly. 

This model was also excited by sinosoidal input according to data 

given in table 10. The predicted outlet response obtained for these 
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Table 9: Data for results presented In figures 64 - 67 

Turbine Geometry: 

Inlet normal area: 
Middle normal area: 
Oulet normal area: 
Volume of compressor: 
Tip radius: 
Middle radius: 
Rotor Inertia: 

Design point data: 

Inlet total temperature: 
Outlet total temperature: 
Inlet total pressure: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Mass flow rate: 
Rotor speed: 
Total to total polytropic efficency: 

Pertubatlon at Inlet to obtain transient response: 

Ramp inlet total temperature to: 
Ramp inlet total pressure to: 
Ramp inlet mass flow to: 

Expected steady state outlet states: 

Outlet total temperature: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Outlet mass flow rate: 

Additional notes: 

Constant specific heat: 
Gas constant: 
Variable speed: 
Constant rate of work out: 

4.668E·3 m~ 
5.IS8E-3 m

2 5.648E-3 m 
1.000E.4 m3 

8.810E·2 m 
4.896E-2 m 2 
0.082 Kg m 

1034.02 K 
866.01 K 
540.25 KPa 
330.14 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 
3351.0 Hz 
0.9010 

1035.02 K 
540.35 KPa 
1.3 Kg/sec 

867.01 K 
330.316 KPa 
1.3 Kg/sec 

519.14 J/Kg/K 
207.44 J/Kg/K 
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analyses are shown in figures 68-71. The zero on the abscissa 

represents the design-point steady-state value. 

Figure 68 shows inlet, middle and outlet mass flow rate. Figure 

69 shows inlet, middle and outlet total temperature. Figure 70 shows 

inlet, middle, and outlet total pressure. Figure 71 shows the rotor 

speed over time. Note the different time scale for this plot. A 

larger scale was selected to display rotor speed response because it 

is signigicantly slower than the response of the thermodynamic 

variables. The rotor response is related to both the thermodynamic 

state in the machine and inertia of the rotor. 

In conclusion, the state-average lagged-mass-flow model was the 

most successful model. This model did not contradict any 

conservation laws, and the results predicted by it are not counter to 

intiution. However, the validity of this model is still dependent on 

the choice of a appropriate integration time-step size. In light of 

discussion of section 3.7, the results obtained for time-step size of 

10 micro seconds are the most appropriate. 
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Table 10: Data for results preseDted iD figures 68 - 71 

TurbiDe Geometry: 

Inlet normal area: 
Middle normal area: 
Oulet normal area: 
Volume of compressor: 
Tip radius: 
Middle radius: 
Rotor Inertia: 

DeslgD polDt data: 

Inlet total temperature: 
Outlet total temperature: 
Inlet total pressure: 
Outlet total pressure: 
Mass flow rate: 
Rotor speed: 
Total to total polytropic efficency: 

PertubatloD at IDlet to obtalD traDsieDt respODse: 

Sine wave amplitude inlet total temperature: 

Sine wave amplitude inlet total pressure: 

Sine wave amplitude inlet mass flow: 

Sine wave frequency inlet total temperature: 

Sine wave frequency inlet total pressure: 

Sine wave frequency inlet mass flow: 

Additional Dotes: 

Constant specific heat: 
Gas constant: 
Constant Work out: 
Variable rotor speed: 

2 4.668E-3 m
2 5.158E-3 m
2 5.648E-3 m3 

1.000E-4 m 
8.810E-2 m 
4.896£-2 m 2 
0.082 Kg m 

1034.02 K 
866.01 K 
540.25 KPa 
330.14 KPa 
1.2886 Kg/sec 
3351.0 Hz 
0.9010 

1.0 K 

100 KPa 

0.0114 Kg/sec 

1,000 Hz 

1,000 Hz 

1,000 Hz 

519.14 J/Kg/K 
207.44 J /Kg/ K 

Sine wave is superimposed on already existing steady state: 
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4. DISCUSSION 

Chapter 3 presented the development of six different models for 

prediction of the transient performance of compressible flow 

turbomachines. Each model evolved from an understanding of the 

undesirable features of the model preceding it. The sixth and final 

model is considered to be the most successful. The following 

paragraphs summarize and compare the performance characteristics of 

each model. 

The first model to be evaluated was based on Laplace transform 

transfer functions. This approach was found to be unsatisfactory due 

to the highly nonlinear and coupled nature of the governing 

equations. 

The second model developed was the state-average model. A mixture 

of algebraic and differential equations are used to represent the 

physics governing the performance of the turbomachine. The 

thermodynamic state inside the machine is determined by a simple 

average of inlet and outlet values for two of the state variables. 

The outlet total temperature predicted by this model showed a 

questionable jagged response to a step change in inlet total 

temperature. Further, the integrator only functioned over a very 

restricted range of time-step sizes. Because of the jagged response 

and the severe restriction on the time-step size, this model was 

considered inadequate. 

The third model developed was the constant-Mach-number-in-the

middle model. In an effort to address the time-step restriction of 
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the state-average model, one of the averaged internal state variables 

was replaced with the assumption of a constant Mach number in the 

middle of the machine. Although this did indeed eliminate the lower 

bound on time-step size, it violated conservation of mass for 

transient analyses. 

The fourth model developed was the upwind-mass-flow model. The 

mass flow rate in the middle of the control volume is assumed to be 

equal to the inlet mass flow rate. This assumption directly 

addresses the shortcomings of both the constant-Mach-number-in-the

middle model and the state-average model. The general response 

predicted by tht~ model appeared reasonable but raised concerns about 

the transit time of information through the control volume. Models 

of the transport of information through the control volume were 

examined to address these concerns. Further, it seemed desirable to 

develop a model which did not assume an instant response of the mass 

flow rate through the middle of the machine. 

The fifth model developed was the sliced model. This model tried 

to incorporate the wave propagation of information through the 

control volume by a time-delay averaging procedure. Unfortunately 

the responses predicted by this model did not converge with 

decreasing time-step size. In fact, the responses diverge with 

decreasing time-step size. This characteristic was judged to be 

extremely undesirable and this model is therefore considered 

unsatisfactory. 

The sixth and final model developed was the state-average lagged

mass-flow-rate model. The thermodynamic state inside the machine is 
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uniquely determined by a two step process. First, the total 

temperature in the middle of the machine is computed by a simple 

average of inlet and outlet values of total temperature at the new 

time-level. Second, the mass flow rate through the middle of the 

machine is computed as an average of the new time-level value of mass 

flow rate at the inlet and the old time-level value of mass flow rate· 

at the outlet. This formulation directly addresses the shortcomings 

of the state-average and the upwind-mass-flow models. Several 

simulations using this model with various inputs were performed. The 

results obtained from these simulations do not contradict any of the 

conservation laws. In light of the discussion presented in section 

3.7, a minimum time-step size consistent with the modeling 

assumptions is dictated by the size and speed of the turbomachine. A 

study conducted to investigate the response of the turbine to 

different perturbation frequencies below 50 Hz the mass storage term 

in the model can be neglected. The variable-speed constant-rate-of

work model (section 3.9.2) revealed that the rate of change of rotor 

speed depends on the inertia of the rotor. In fact the response time 

of rotor speed is orders of magnitude larger than the response time 

of the thermodynamics. Since no experimental data were found to 

validate the above results, the model performance could only be 

judged for simple transients. 
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5. SUMMARy AND CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of this study was to develop transient models for two 

major components of the solar dynamic power conversion system (SDPCS) 

- the turbine and the compressor. These models are to be used to 

study the transient response of, and to develop controls for, the 

SDPCS. The models were required to simulate the physics associated 

with transients of the same order as the those associated with the 

control mechanisms. 

Six models were developed. These were: the transfer function 

model; the state-average model; the constan~-Mach-number-in-the

middle model; the upwind-mass-flow model; the sliced model; and the 

state-average lagged-mass-flow model. The first five models were 

considered to be unsatisfactory for reasons summarized in chapter 4. 

The sixth and most successful model, the state-average lagged

mass-flow-rate model, was developed based on the experiences of the 

first five models. Several simulations using this model with various 

input transients were performed. The results obtained from these 

simulations do not contradict any of the conservation laws. In light 

of the discussion presented in section 3.7, a minimum time-step size 

consistent wiht the modeling assumptions is dictated by the size and 

speed of the turbomachine. The study conducted to investigate the 

response of the turbine to different perturbation frequencies 

revealed that for perturbation frequencies below 50 Hz the mass 

storage term can be neglected. The variable-speed constant-rate-of

work model (section 3.9.2) revealed that the rate of change of rotor 
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speed primarily depends on the inertia of the rotor. In fact the 

response time for the rotor speed is orders of magnitude larger than 

the response time of the thermodynamics. Since no experimental data 

were found to validate the above results, the model performance could 

only be judged for simple transients. 

Therefore, the next step in validating the compressible flow 

turbomachinery models is to compare computational results with 

experimental data. The energy transfer between the blading and the 

fluid could also be included in the model. This inclusion would 

increase the flexibility of the model. 

To further the study of SDPCS transients, a combined rotating unit 

model should be developed. This model would combine the turbine, the 

compressor, and the alternator models into one complete model. The 

response of this complete unit will determine the response times that 

will be required for the control of the SDPCS. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Latin Symbols: 

A - area 

Ar - radiation heat-transfer area 

Ax - heat-conduction area in x-direction 

Ay - heat-conduction area in y-direction 

C - fluid heat capacity rate 

Cp -constant-pressure specific heat 

Cv - constant-volume specific heat 

f - friction factor 

fer - correction factor 

fe - relative error of calculated mass 

g - acceleration due to gravity 

h - heat-transfer coefficient 

k - heat conductivity 

Kin - entrance loss coefficient 

Kout - exit loss coefficient 
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Ld - length of radiator section 

Lw - width of radiator section 

M - Mach number 

m- mass 

ni - mass-flow rate 

N - rotation speed of rotor 

Ntu - number of heat exchanger heat-transfer units 
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p - pressure 

Q - heat-flow rate 

R - gas constant 

Re -Reynolds number 

Rhub - radius of rotor hub 

Rm - radius of the middle point of the control volume 

Rtip - radius of rotor tip 

S - entropy 

T - temperature 

T salt - salt temperature 
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t - time 

v -velocity 

V cv - control volume 
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Greek Symbols: 
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13 - bulk expansion coefficient 

£ - heat exchanger heat transfer effectiveness 
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p - density 
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'to - unit surface shear stress 

n - rotating frequency 

6. - denotes difference 

1: - summation 

Subscripts: 

o -reference paramerter 

a - fluid "a" 

b - fluid "b" 

c - cold fluid 
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i-the ith element 
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j - the jth junction point between components 

h - hot fluid 

liq -liquid 
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mean - mean value 
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out - outlet 

p - polytropic 
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turb - turbine 
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(k) - iteration step level 

n - time step level 

o -reference parameters 

... - dimensionless parameter 

, - corrected parameter 

Acronyms: 

SDPGS - Solar Dynamic Power Generation System 

roc - initial operation capacity 

EASY5 - Engineering Analysis System 5 
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1. Introduction 

The Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle is proposed for use 

in a Solar Dynamic Power Generating System (SDPGS) to provide electrical power for a 

space station under development by NASA[ll. The focus of the study presented in this 

thesis is the development of a dynamic model of the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative 

Turbine-Engine Cycle. 

1.1 The Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle 

The Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle converts incident 

solar radiation into mechanical power. The mechanical power is then converted to 

electrical power by an alternator. Thermal energy is rejected from the cycle by radiation 

to space. The Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle consists of the 

following main components: receiver, turbine; compressor, heat exchanger (recuperator); 

gas cooler; and radiator. A schematic of the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Cycle 

is shown in Fig. 1.1. 

The working fluid used in the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine 

Cycle is a mixture of helium-xenon gas. Solar energy is collected by the concentra~or 

which focuses incident solar energy onto the phase-change material (LiF-CaF2 eutectic 

salt) in the receiver. When the concentrator is in direct sunlight, the salt in the receiver 

absorbs part of the incident solar energy flux and changes phase to liquid. The 

remainder of the collected solar energy is used to heat the cycle working Quid (helium

xenon). As the space station passes behind the Earth during its orbit, the solar energy 

flux is periodically interrupted by the Earth's shadow. When the space station is in the 

Earth's shadow, the eutectic salts return from the liquid state to a solid state and release 
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energy into the helium-xenon gas. The working process in the Solar-Powered Closed 

Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle can be described as follows: 

(1). The low pressure, low temperature gas leaving the gas cooler passes through 

the compressor where it is compressed, and discharged at high pressure with a small rise 

in temperature. 

(2). The compressed gas then passes through the high-pressure side of the 

recuperator where it is preheated by the turbine exhaust. 

(3). The high pressure preheated gas is passed through the receiver where it is 

heated further to a high temperature while still at a high pressure. 

(4). The high-pressure high-temperature gas leaving the receiver is passed through 

the turbine where it expands to produce work and its pressure and temperature are 

reduced. 

(5). The low-pressure turbine-exhaust gas then passes through the low-pressure 

side of the recuperator and gives up energy to preheat the recuperator high-pressure side 

gas while the exhaust is itself precooled to a moderate temperature. 

(6). The low-pressure precooled gas leaving the recuperator is further cooled in the 

gas cooler by FC-75 coolant. The low-pressure low-temperature gas is then returned to 

the compressor and the cycle is complete. 

The net difference between shaft work required by the compressor and work 

delivered by the turbine is available for useful work in the alternator. once the frictional 

losses are deducted. Using the design data supplied in the DR02[l] document one 

concludes that the shaft power delivered by the gas expanding through the turbine is 

about 85% larger than the shaft power required by the compressor to compress the gas. 

The actual percentage depends on the efficiencies of the turbomachinery. 
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Fig. 1.2 shows the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle on a 

temperature-entropy (T-S) diagram. Process (1) represented by path 1-2; Process (2) 

is represented by 2-3; Process (3) is represented by path 3-4; Process (4) is represented 

by path 4-5; Process (5) is represented by path 5-6; and Process (6) is represented by path 

6-1. 

1.2 The Power Requirement of the Space Station 

The basic requirements of the SDPGS are to supply sufficient power for the space 

station. 75 kW of the electricity are required for the initial operation capacity (IOC) of 

the space station. 31.3% of the IOC will be provided by a photovoltaic module and the 

remaining 68.7% will be provided by a SDPGS. The SDPGS consists of two identical 

modules powered by Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycles. The 

power output of each SDPGS module is 28.5 kW. 

A number of control schemes have been designed to meet the dynamic-response 

requirements of the system. The objectives of the control schemes are: 

(1). The speed of the rotor is to be maintained at a constant value of 32,000 rpm to 

provide a constant voltage of 208 volts. 

(2). The flow of solar energy into the eutectic salt in the solar receiver is controlled 

to change the flow of energy into the working fluid, and hence to change the power 

output. 

(3). The power not required by the station is to be radiated into space. 

These objectives are to be achieved by the control of the working fluid inventory by 

exchanging fluid between the accumulator and the system, the control of the rotation 

angle of the concentrator, and the control of the parasitic load. The accumulator and 

inventory control valves on the gas loop regulate the mass of gas in the loop. A change 
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of mass in the gas loop will change the pressures and the temperatures in the gas loop. 

The pressure and temperature changes in the gas loop will cause performance changes in 

the turbine and the compressor, and hence the mass-flow rate in the gas loop will also 

change. The concentrator tracking and pointing control mechanism regulates the flow 

of energy into the working fluid. If the solar energy flux is so large that the temperature 

of the receiver approaches the allowable temperature of the structure, the concentrator is 

rotated away from the receiver so that the solar radiation is no longer focused on the 

receiver. The parasitic load radiator is connected in parallel with the user load. A 

change in user load can be compensated for by a change of the load presented by the 

parasitic load radiator in order to maintain a constant torque on the rotating unit, and 

hence a constant speed of the turbomachinery rotor. The power not required by the 

station is radiated to space. 

1.3 Previous Work 

A literature search provided little information about dynamic system modeling of 

power conversion systems. Some papers focused more on components than systems. 

The Electric Power Research Institute- funded a research program on simulation of large 

power generation plants, but this work was tailored to very large machines and it is 

proprietary. Iqbal[2] developed a system model using the EASY5 program[3]. The 

EASY5 (Engineering Analysis System 5) is a proprietary simulation and control system 

analysis language developed by Boeing Computer Services Company. Since repeated 

calls to component models are not allowed at the same time level in EASY5, it is not 

possible to do a mass-flow-rate iteration inside the gas loop at a single time step. For this 

reason, the system model developed by Iqbal cannot be used to simulate the mass-flow 

response of the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle. Further, 

Iqbal's heat exchanger models[2] do not include the effect of changes in pressure (and 
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therefore density) on the rate of heat transfer. These heat exchanger models need to be 

refmed to include the pressure effect in the models. Ali[4] developed compressible 

transient turbomachinery models. Ali's work was concentrated on the transient 

thermodynamic performance modelling of the turbine. A FORTRAN subroutine of the 

compressor model needs to be developed for the system modeling. The component 

models developed by Ali and Iqbal provided useful information for the component 

modeling in this study. 

1.4 The Purpose of This Thesis 

The current research is concerned with developing computational models of the 

transient thermodynamic performance of the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative 

Turbine-Engine Cycle. The flrst step was to develop a quasi-steady system model based 

on steady-state component models. The quasi-steady system model was useful in the 

beginning stage of the development of the system modeling. It can be used to test the 

iteration scheme. The steady-state component models were developed for this purpose. 

The second step was to develop a dynamic (transient thermodynamic) system model 

based on the dynamic (transient thermodynamic) component models. The dynamic 

component models were developed for this purpose. The incompressible-flow heat 

exchanger model developed by Iqbal[2] was reflned to include the effect of variable 

pressure into the model. A new transient thermodynamic radiator model was developed 

which includes a representation of the conduction heat-transfer through the radiator 

panels. Based on the compressible turbomachinery models developed by Ali[41 , a 

FORTRAN subroutine was developed for the compressor. By integrating the component 

models into the system model, the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines 

system model and the dynamic heat exchangers/dynamic turbo machines system model 

were developed. The system models were written in FORTRAN and based on the 
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principles of conservation of mass, energy and momentum. An iteration scheme was 

used in the system modeling to find the mass-flow rate at every time step. The details of 

the component models and the system models are presented in chapter 2 and chapter 3 

respectively. The simulation results are presented and discussed in chapter 4. 
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2. Component Modellin& 

The simulation of the thennodynamic transient perfonnance of the Solar-Powered 

Cosed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle required the development of component 

models. The steady-state component models were developed for the quasi-steady system 

model. Iqbal[21 developed transient incompressible-flow heat exchanger (recuperator, 

gas cooler, receiver) models. These heat exchanger models were refined to include the 

pressure effects. In the refmed models, the density of the gas working fluid is evaluated 

according to the gas temperature and pressure. A new dynamic (transient 

thermodynamic) radiator model was developed. Conduction heat-transfer through the 

radiator panels was included in the new radiator models. The transient thermodynamic 

models of turbine and compressor were based on the "state-averaged lagged-mass-flow

rate" turbomachinery model developed by Ali[41. In this chapter, the details of the 

development of the steady-state component models and the dynamic (transient 

thermodynamic) component models are presented. 

2.1 Steady-State Models of the Components 

The quasi-steady assumption produces models of the system based on the steady

state characteristics of the components. The steady-state component models were 

developed for the quasi-steady system model. The quasi-steady system model was used 

to perform initial evaluations of complete system-modeling strategies and was useful for 

determi!1ing steady-sta~ system performance. 
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2.1.1 Steady-State Heat Exchanger Model 

The steady-state heat exchanger model is based on the number of heat transfer unit 

method by which the £ - Ntu relationship is used to analyze the heat-transfer in heat 

exchangers. Heat-exchanger heat-transfer effectiveness, £, is defined as[5] 

A Ch(Th,in - Th,ouV 
£= 

Cmm(Th,in - Tc,in) 

A Cc(T c,out - T c,in) 
£= 

Cmin(Th,in - Tc,in) 

where: Ch is the hot-fluid capacity rate (= (mCp)h); 

Cc is the cold-fluid capacity rate (= (mCp)c ); 

Th,in is the inlet temperature of hot-fluid; 

Th,out is the outlet temperature of hot-fluid; 

Tc,in is the inlet temperature of cold-fluid; 

Tc,out is the outlet temperature of cold-fluid; 

Cmin is the smaller of the two capacity rates Ch and Cc. 

The number of heat exchanger heat transfer units is dermed as[5] 

A 
Ntu = f(Ah,Cmin) . 

where: A is the heat-transfer area; 

h is the heat-transfer coefficient. 

C· 
In general, it is possible to express £ = f(Ntu C

ffiln 
, flow arrangement). Cmax is the 

, max 

larger of the two capacity rates Ch and Cc. Consider a counter flow heat exchanger with 

Ch < Cc. The heat transfer rate can be computed by 

. 
Q=AhATmean (2.1) 

where : ~T mean is a suitably averaged mean temperature difference. 
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.\\ (Th,in - T c,out> - (Th.out - T c,in) 

~Tmean = (T . - T L\ In h.m C.OUtl 

(Th.out - T c,in) 

. 
Two additional expressions may be written for Q based on energy balance 

considerations: 

. 
Q= Ch(Th.in - Th,out> (2.2) 

. 
Q= Cc(T C,out - T c,in) (2.3) 

The maximum possible heat-transfer rate is limited by mass-flow rates, heat capacities 

and inlet temperatures to 

. 
Qmax = Cmin(Th,in - T c,in) . 

For Ch = Cmin and Cc = Cmax • 

. 
Nonnalizing (2.1). (2.2), and (2.3) with Qmax yields 

(Th,in - Th.out> 
£= A 

~T' m 

(T c.out - T c,in) Cc 
E= ~Tin Ch . 

Now from Equations (2.5) and (2.6), we have 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 
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ECh. 

Tc out = Th in - (1 - -c-)6Tin , , c (2.7) 

Th,out = Tc,in + (1 - E)6Tin' (2.8) 

Combining equations (2.1) and (2.3), and substituting equations (2.7) and (2.8) 

into the combined equation, produces the E - Ntu relation for counter-flow heat 

exchangers: 

1 _ e- N tu(1 - Cr) 
E - ~--------

- 1 _ Cre- Ntu{1- Cr) 
(2.9) 

Ah Cmin 
where Ntu = r '. and C .. = c- . 

'4TllI1 max 

Two limiting cases are t: = 0 and 1. The fIrst case approximates the situation for the 

receiver. The salt temperature remains at a constant temperature throughout the 

exchanger when functioning under normal design conditions. Therefore, its specific heat 

(and thus its capacity rate) is equal to infmity. The second case is descriptive of a 

recuperator or a gas cooler, where Cc = Ch. For these conditions, Equation (2.9) reduces 

to 

-Ntu for 
Cmin 

E = 1- e ---0 Cmax -

and 
Ntu 

for 
Cmin 

E=1+Ntu 
--=1 Cmax . 

A relation for the stream pressure-drop through a heat exchanger is given by Kays 

and London[51. It is written in the form : 



y2 
PI 1[ [PI 1 API PI] ap = -2- (Kin + 1 - cr2) + 2 - - 1 +f A . - (1 - cr2 - KouV-

P2 rmnPmean P2 

entrance 
effect 

flow 
acceleration 

core 
friction 

exit 
effect 
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(2.10) 

where : Kin and Kout are the entrance loss coefficient and the exit loss coefficient; 

y I is the inlet velocity; 

A is the heat exchanger total heat transfer area on one side; 

Amin is the heat exchanger minimum free-flow area; 

cr is the ratio of the core free-flow area to the frontal-area; 

f is the mean friction factor 

2P1P2 
Pmean = PI + P2 . 

The subscripts "1" and "2" represent the inlet and the outlet respectively. If the entrance 

and exit losses are included in the friction factor, equation (2.10) reduces to: 

~ 
PI 1 [ [PI 1 API] ap = -2 - (1 + cr2) - - I + f A . . 

P2 rmnPmean 
(2.11) 

The mean friction factor is defined on the basis of the mean surface shear stress of the 

heat-exchanger core: 

A to 
f= 1 2 

2ipY1) 

The friction factor can also be expressed as a function of the Reynolds number, Re. For 

laminar flow (Re < 2100), the friction factor can be expressed as 

whereas for turbulent flow, f can be expressed as 
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f= C2Re- 4, 
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where c1 and c2 are constants [6]. Typical Reynolds numbers of fluids in the gas cooler 

are 940 at inlet and 1395 at outlet For the given laminar flow, c1 is obtained from 

equation (2.11) using the pressure drop (a design input) through the gas cooler. Friction 

factors for the other heat exchangers are obtained in a similar manner. 

2.1.2 Steady-State Radiator Model 

Considering a section of radiator as shown in Fig. 2.1, the heat rejected from a 

differential slice of the radiator is equal to 

(2.12) 

where: 0'£ = the product of the emissivity and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 

To simplify the analysis, the radiator metal temperature was taken to be equal to the fluid 

temperature. For this case, an energy balance on the differential slice yields 

dQ= - mCpdT. (2.13) 

Combining (2.12) and (2.13), and integrating along the length of the radiator 

Assuming that Ld is constant, we have 
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fluid flow 
dL - - Ld 

Lw 

fluid temperature 

Tout 

length 

Fig. 2.1 Section of radiator 
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or 

The last equation gives the temperature at the outlet of the radiator. 

2.1.3 Steady-State Turbine and Compressor Models 

The compressor and turbine are aerodynamic flow machines whose characteristics, 

plotted as corrected mass-flow rate against pressure ratio, with corrected rotational speed 

as parameter, depend on the geometry of both rotor and stator (impeller and diffuser for 

the radial flow turbomachines). Compressor characteristics are usually plotted in tenns 

pa myTtl 
of the pressure ratio ( - ) versus the corrected mass-flow rate ( m' = ) along 

Ptl Ptl 

lines of constant corrected speed (Nt = _ ~). Contours of constant efficiency are 
"Ttl 

superimposed, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Similar plots are used for the turbine: ( Pt4 ) versus 
PtS 

~ ( m ' = m t4) along lines of constant ( N' = _ ~ ), with contours of constant 
Pt4 "Tt4 

efficiency superimposed, as shown in Fig. 2.3. Subscripts "1" and "2" denote the 

compressor inlet and outlet flow stations and subscripts "4" and "5" denote the turbine 

inlet and outlet flow stations. Based on typical compressor and turbine characteristics 

given in reference [7], Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 have been generated using the design point 

data of the compressor and turbine specified for the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative 

Turbine-Engine Cycld1]. The working fluid is a mixture of helium and xenon. 
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Reference [1] does not specify the percentage of each constituent in the mixture, but it 

does give the specific heat capacities Cp = 0.5204 kJlkg/K and Cv = 0.3122 kJlkg/K. 

The work-transfer rate, or power, required to drive the compressor can be 

expressed as 

.. mCpTtl pa c .1 [[]R 1 
Wcomp = mCp(Ta - Ttl) = - p - 1 . 

l1comp Ptl 

The power delivered by the turbine is given by 

where: l1comp is the total-to-total isentropic efficiency of the compressor; 

l1turb is the total-to-total isentropic efficiency of the turbine. 

Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 show typical compressor and turbine performance maps. 

2.2 Dynamic Models of the Components 

2.2.1 Dynamic Heat Exchanger Model 

The counter-flow/cross-counter-flow heat exchanger component model describes a 

number of heat exchangers in the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine 

Cycle system that share approximately the same physical description. The heat 

exchanger is modeled by dividing the control volume into n sections along the flow 

direction. Each section consists of three elements, as shown in Fig. 2.4. Element (i) is 

fluid "a" flowing in the indicated direction. Element (ii) is a wall element in contact with 

fluid "a" on one side and fluid "b" on the other side. Element (iii) is the fluid "b" flowing 

in the counter-flow direction or the cross-counter-flow direction. No conduction energy 



fluid 

a Ta(i-1) Tai Ta(i+1) 

(I) 

Tw(i-1) Twi Tw(I+1) 

(Ii) 

Tb(I-1 ) Tbl Tb(i+l) 
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Rg. 2.4 Heat exchanger finite difference scheme 

/ 
wall 
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b 

+--
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diffusion is assumed to occur between adjoining fluid elements, although adjoining fluid 

elements do have a net energy transfer by convective transport. 

For the i-th section, the continuity equation is 

[

RATE OFCHANGE] [ INLETj [OUTLETj 
OF MASS IN THE = MASS - MASS' 
CONTROL VOLUME FLOW RA: FLOW RA: 

For fluid "a" 

dm a. . 
dt = ma(i-1) - mai 

and for fluid "b" 

dmb. . 
Cit = mb(i+1) - mbi· 

where: m is the mass the fluid in the control volume; 

m is the mass flow-rate defined at the downstream edge of the 

control volume. 

The energy balance can be expressed as: 

[

RATE OF CHANGE] [NET RATE OF ] 
OF ENERGY = CONVECTION . 

IN C. V. INTO C.V. 

If the temperatures in each element are given by an average temperature T{ }i' where 

"{}" is the fluid "a", fluid "b", or wall "w", and "i" is the i-th section of the heat 

exchanger, then for a control volume of element (i) of fluid "a" 

(2.14) 

rate of change convection heat- net energy flow 
of energy in C. V. transfer into C. V. into C. V. 



where: m is the mass of the fluid in the control volume; 

m is the mass flow-rate; 

A is the heat-transfer area in the control volume; 

h is the heat-transfer coefficient; 

Cv is the constant volume specific heat; 

Cp is the constant pressure specific heat 
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Assuming that there is no temperature gradient across the wall element (ii), the energy 

balance for element (ii) may be written as 

(2.15) 

Similar to (2.14), the energy balance for element (iii) yields 

(2.16) 

The tenn on left side of the equation (2.14) can be expressed as: 

(2.17) 

Assuming that Cv is constant, the value of the last tenn in the above equation is zero. 

Substituting the continuity equation into equation (2.17) yields: 

For element (ii), mC = constant, we have 
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Similarly we have, for fluid "b": 

Using the subscript "i" for the node location, the equations (2.14), (2.15), (2.16) can be 

written as 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

The following two pages show that the tenns (CvT)a(m a(i-l) - m ai) and 

(CvT)b(mb(i+l) - mbi) are negligible. To do so we can express the density as a function 

of the temperature and the pressurdS] 

p = peT ,p) . 

The rate of change of density can be expressed as: 

~ _ [~] dT [~]!!l! 
dt - dT pdt + dp Tdt . 

Dividing both sides by p we can express the above equation in a nondimensional fonn : 

(2.21) 



* T-TO 
where T = T T; 

w - 0 
P* =~; 

PO 

a. 
a*=-· 

aO' 
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Vo 

M --. 
ao' 

* p - PO 
P =--2; B = ~OTO. The subscript "0" indicates the reference state. 

POVO 

~ is the bulk expansion coefficient which is defined as 

and a. is the isothennal compressibility which is defined as 

~ 1(££) a. pdpT. 

Vo and ao are the reference speed of fluid and the speed of sound respectively. The 

speed of sound ao can be expressed as 

'YO 
ao = POa..o . 

The Mach number, M, and the temperature difference, Tw-TO, are small for the heat 

exchangers used in the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle 

system. Take the recuperator as a example. The average wall temperature is T w = 605 

K. The average temperature of the "hot" fluid is TO = 618 K. The average temperature 

of the "cold" fluid is TO = 593 K. Then (Tw - TO) / TO = -0.02 for the "hot" fluid side 

and (T w - TO) / TO = 0.02 for the "cold" fluid side. In these cases, equation (2.21) 

reduces to 

dp* 
dt =0 

So we have 
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where : V cv is the control volume of the element. 

Since the: term is small, we may assume ma(i-l) = mai and nlb(i+l) = mbi by the 

continuity equation. Applying the simple Euler method of integration to the control 

volume for the time derivative. and using an implicit formulation for the convective 

terms in equations (2.18)-(2.20), produces the following difference equations. These are 

written with superscript "n" representing the time step. 

~ n-l . - T . 
3.1 3.1 

(mCv)ai . [0 OJ . [ ° OJ = (hA)ai Twi - Tai + (mCp)ai Ta(i_l) - Tai 
~t 

(2.22) 

n ~-1 T . - . 
WI Wl 

(mC)wi = (hA)ai [~ - T"wi j + (hA )bi [-r::i - T~i J 
~t 

(2.23) 

n ,.?-1 
Tbi - bi 

[0 OJ . [0 OJ (mCv)bi = (hA)bi T wi - T bi + (mCp)bi T b(i+ I) - T bi 
~t 

(2.24) 

It was shown by Ali[4] that the response of outlet pressure to oscillations induced 

by changes in inlet pressure is the most rapid transient response compared with the other 

thermodynamic transient responses. Assuming an equilibrium state at every time step, 

the pressure drop through the heat exchanger can be calculated by equation (2.11) 

developed for the steady-state heat exchanger models. The pressure distribution is 

assumed to be linear along the heat exchanger flow passage. The mass in the elements 

can be calculated by the following equation 
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mi=VcviPi' 

For a gas working fluid, the density P can be calculated from the state equation for an 

ideal gas: 

Pi 
Pi =RT' . 

1 

The recuperator, gas cooler and receiver transient models can be built from the 

above equations with small variations in constants to account for design details. The 

fluids "a" and "b" are the same (a mixture of helium and xenon) in the recuperator. 

Reference [1] does not specify the percentage of each constituent in the mixture, but it 

does give the specific heat capacities Cp = 0.5204 kJ/kg/K and Cv = 0.3122 kJ/kg/K. 

Equations (2.22), (2.23) and (2.24) can be used directly for the recuperator. For the gas 

cooler, fluid "a" is the working fluid (helium-xenon), and the fluid "b" is the coolant 

which is liquid FC75. On the liquid side, we have Cvb = Cpb = Cb and Pb = constant. 

Equations (2.22), (2.23) and (2.24) can be used for the liquid side of gas cooler with 

substitution of Cpb for Cvb and constant Pb. For the receiver, the fluid "a" is the 

working fluid, helium-xenon and the fluid "bit is the salt (eutectic LiF-CaF2 mixture). 

For the remainder of this thesis it is assumed that the salt temperature is an input variable 

which drives the thermodynamic transients of the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative 

Turbine-Engine Cycle. It is also assumed that the salt properties do not change with time 

as it is cycled between the liquid and solid phases. The salt mixture melts during 

insolation, absorbing some of the incident flux, and solidifies during eclipse. It is 

therefore assumed that the salt temperature T salt is specified and is uniform along the 

length of the tube in the receiver. Element "(iii)" (in Fig. 2.4, representing fluid "b", the 

eutectic salt) uses the same temperature for all sections throughout the length of the 

receiver, which is an input to the system and varies with time. The temperature of 

element IO(i)" (in Fig. 2.4, representing fluid Ita", the helium-xenon mixture) is derived 
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from equation (2.22). The temperature of element "(ii)" (in Fig. 2.4, representing the 

wall "w") is included in equation (2.23), which is modified to include the salt 

temperature T salt: 

(mCv)wi (2.25) 
At 

Equations (2.22), (2.23). and (2.24) can be rearranged to produce a system of 

equations of the form 

[A]{T} = {B} (2.26) 

where A is an (nxn) matrix of known coefficients, T is a (lxn) vector of unknown 

temperatures, and B is a (lxn) vector of known quantities. The set of simultaneous 

equations (2.26) is solved using a Gaussian elimination method with scaling and partial 

pivoting. Similarly equations (2.22), (2.25) can be solved for the receiver in the same 

manner. 

2.2.2 Dynamic Radiator Model 

The radiator in the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle 

system is of the pumped fluid loop type. The coolant is circulated in a coolant loop 

consisting of the gas cooler and the radiator. A mechanical pump. which draws its power 

from the electrical bus, is used to circulate the liquid in the coolant loop. The radiator 

rejects the cycle waste energy to the space environment by thermal radiation. The liquid 

coolant conveys the heat to the radiator as it circulates through channels embedded in the 

radiator panels. There are two coolant loops, a primary loop and a secondary loop, 

arranged in a redundant alternating design. 
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The following assumptions are made for the radiator model: the heat leaves the 

radiator surface by radiation from the two large surfaces only (no heat is radiated from 

the edges); the emissivity of the surface is constant; heat radiates from the surface in 

accordance with the Stefan-Boltzmann law; and the sink temperature is assumed to be a 

function of time but spatially constant across the panel. 

As shown in Fig. 2.5, the radiator is modeled by dividing it into "N" sections for 

each loop. Each section consists of two elements. Element (i) is the fluid "a" flowing in 

the direction indicated. Element (ii) is the wall element in contact with fluid "a" on one 

side and radiating to space on the other side. For each element, an energy balance is 

enforced: 

[

RATE OF CHANGE] [NET RATE OF] [NET RATE OF] [NET RATE OF] 
OF ENERGY = CONVECTION + CONDUCTION + RADIATION 

IN C. V. INTO C. V. INTO C. V. INTO C. V. 

Let the subscripts "aft and "w" represent fluid "a" and the wall respectively. For a control 

volume in element (i) the energy balance can be written as 

(2.27) 

In the above equation, it is assumed there is no radiation heat transfer and no conduction 

between adjoining fluid elements. For element (ii), assuming a uniform temperature in 

the element, the energy equation for the wall control volume may be written as 

(2.28) 

where: cre is the product of the emissivity and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; 

A is the convection heat-transfer area of the wall control volume; 
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Fig. 2.5 Radiator finite difference scheme 



Ar is the radiation heat-transfer area of the wall control volume; 

Ax is the heat-conduction area of the wall control volume in 

x-direction; 

Ay is the heat-conduction area of the wall control volume in 

y-direction; 

k is the heat conductivity of the wall. 
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Equations (2.27) and (2.28) can be applied to both the primary loop and the 

redundant loop. Using the subscript "i" for the node location, "1" for the primary loop, 

and "2" for the redundant loop, we can rewrite equations (2.27) and (2.28). For the 

primary loop, using an explicit formulation, we can write 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

For the redundant loop, using an explicit formulation, we can write 

(2.31) 

[aT W2] 1 [ [ 4 4 II -at i = (mC)w2i (hA)a2i(Ta2i - Tw2i) + «j£Arhi Tsink - Tw2i 
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- (m~w2J [~X)2i(2Tw2i - Tw2(i-l) - Tw2(i+l» - [~yX)2i(Tw2i - TWli»)' 

(2.32) 

The temperatures on the right hand side of equation (2.29), (2.30), (2.31) and (2.32) are 

known at time level "n - 1". Therefore, these equations are in an explicit fonn. The set 

of differential equations (2.29), (2.30), (2.31) and (2.32) are solved by the Runge-Kutta 

numerical-integration method. The order of the Runge-Kutta method is selectable from 

the first order to the fourth order. 

2.2.3 Dynamic Turbine and Compressor Models 

The turbine and compressor dynamic (transient thennodynamic) models were 

based on the state-averaged lagged-mass-flow-rate turbomachinery model developed by 

A1i[4]. A discussion on the time step for which these models can be applied is included 

in the next section. A control volume for a turbine or compressor is shown in Fig. 2.6. 

It is assumed that the thennodynamic state parameters at the middle point of the control 

volume are the average values in the control volume. The subscript "in" represents the 

inlet state parameters, the subscript "m" represents the state parameters in the middle 

point, and the subscript "out" represents the outlet state parameters. The continuity 

equation for the control volume can be written as : 

[

RATE OF CHANGE] [ I NLETj [OU TLETj 
OF MASS IN THE = MASS - MASS 
CONTROL VOLUME FLOW RA FLOW RA 

or 

dm. . 
dt = min - mout . (2.33) 

The energy equation can be written as 
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Fig. 2.6 Control volume of turbomachinery 
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[

RATE OF CHANGE] [NET RATE OF] [RATE OF WORK] [RATE OF ] 
OF ENERGY IN = ENTHALPY FLOW + DONE ON MAS S + HEAT FLOW 

CONTROL VOLUME INTO C.V. IN C.V. INTO C. V . 

or 

d(mCvT)m. . .. 
dt = (mCpT)in - (mCpT)out + W - Q . (2.34) 

For constant specific heat, we can rewrite equation (2.34) as 

dTm 1 [ . . .. dm) dt = mC
v 

(mCpT)in - (mCpT)out + W - Q - CvTm dt . (2.35) 

An expression for the work term W in equation (2.35) can be derived from the moment

of-momentum equation. Take the axis of the rotor as th ... x direction. The distance from 

the x axis to the rotor tip is Rtip, the distance from the x axis to the rotor hub is Rhub, 

and the distance from the x axis to the middle of the control volume is Rm. As 

shown in Fig. 2.7, Rm was selected as the average of Rtip and Rhub' Summation of 

moments about the x axis gives the moment-of-momentum equation as : 

RATE 0 F CHANGE 
OF ANGULAR 

MOMENTUM = 
IN THE 

CONTROL VOL UME 

RATE OF FLO 
OF ANGULAR 

MOMENTUM 
INTO THE 

C. V. 

RATE OF FLOW 
OF ANGULAR 

MOMENTUM 
OUT OF THE 

C. V. 

SUM OF MOMENTS 
ACTING ON 

+ THE MASS 
IN THE 

CONTROL VOLUME 

Since the flow into the compressor and out of the turbine has zero angular momentum 

(by design), the above equation can be written as 
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Fig. 2.7 Control volume for moment of momentum equation 
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d(mOR~) 
nn2 . 

dt = ± ol"'"tipm + tq (2.36) 

where the sign of the fIrst term on the right hand side is "+" for the turbine and "-" for the 

compressor; 0 is the rotating frequency of rotor; and tq is the torque acting on the mass 

in the control volume. For the turbine, the mass-flow rate at the rotor tip is into the 

control volume. Therefore, the sign of the fIrst term on the right side of equation (2.36) 

is positive. For the compressor, the mass-flow rate at the rotor tip is out of the control 

volume. so the sign of the fIrst term on the right side of equation (2.36) is negative. The 

torque acting on the control volume can be expressed as 

Vi 
tq= 0 

Substituting this expression for tq into equation (2.36), and rearranging the equation, we 

have: 

. 2 2dm 2dO 2 2 . W=OR -+nmR -+OR.m mdt mdt - tlp (2.37) 

The sign of the last term on the right side of equation (2.37) is negative for the turbine 
. 

and positive for the compressor. The heat transfer rate Q is assumed to be negligible. 

dO . dW 
Equation (2.37) can be used to model: a constant speed (dt = 0), vanable work (d't :/=0) 

dW . dO 
component ; a constant work (dt" = 0), vanable speed (dt :/= 0) component; and to 

specify the time dependence of one of (W, 0) to find the other. 
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In addition to the above equations, the following relations for a perfect gas are 

used in modeling the turbomachinery: 

p=pRT 

y2 
Tt =T+ 2C p 

The total temperature in the middle point of the control volume is assumed to be a linear 

average of inlet and outlet temperatures: 

(2.38) 

A "state-averaged lagged-mass-flow-rate" modeH4] was used for the mass-flow rate at the 

middle point of the control volume, i.e., the mass-flow rate in the middle point is 

computed as a average of the inlet mass-flow rate at the new time level and the outlet 

mass-flow rate at the old time level. 

. 1. . ( ) 
mm(t) = 1: [min(t) + mout t-~t ] 

The mass in the control volume can be computed by 

m=PmYcv 

where: Pm is the static density in the middle point of the control volume; 

Y cv is the volume of the control volume. 

(2.39) 
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The pressure at the middle point of the control volume is evaluated by the following 

polytropic relations. For the turbine: 

(2.40) 

For the compressor: 

(2.41) 

where: (llp)turb is total-to-total polytropic efficiency between the inlet and 

middle of the turbine; 

(llp)comp is total-to-total polytropic efficiency between the inlet and 

middle of the compressor. 

The total-to-total polytropic efficiencies can be evaluated from the total-to-total 

isentropic efficiencies shown in Fig. (2.2) and Fig. (2.3) using the following expressions. 

1i.lnPtout 
Cp Ptin 

(llp)comp = [ [ R II 
In 1 + 1 [Pt~ut] Cp _ 1 

llcomp Ptm 

Assuming all of the losses (frictional, blading, etc.) are included in the polytropic 

efficiency, the efficiency charts for the machine can be used as an approximation to 

perform an unsteady analysis. 
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Based on the above governing equations, relations for the thermodynamic state 

parameters, and assumptions, an implicit algorithm using an iteration scheme was 

developed for the turbine and compressor models. Fig. 2.8 shows the flow chart of the 

implicit algorithm[41. Given the inlet parameters, equations (2.38)-(2.41) are used to 

estimate the values of the state variables at the middle point. Once the middle state 

variables have been estimated, the values of all state variables are obtained by the use of 

the energy equation, the continuity equation and the moment of momentum equation. 

The new outlet state variables are substituted back in equations (2.38)-(2.41) to obtain a 

better estimate for the middle state variables. This process continues until the percent 

change in successive outlet state variables is less than a specified tolerance. Once the 

tolerance criteria are satisfied, the algorithm has converged for that particular time step, 

and the process starts again for next time step. 

2.2.4 Discussion of Minimum Time-Step for Turbomachinery Models 

A discussion of turbo machinery outlet response dynamics was given by Ali[4]. It 

was shown that the inlet information (or perturbation) may be modeled as traveling 

through the turbo machine in two ways. In the first way, information travels along the 

characteristic lines of the flow. In the second way, information is transmitted by the 

rigid rotating rotor inside the turbomachine. 

Information travel in the first way is along the characteristic lines of the flow 

through the turbo machine passage. It is assumed that the turbo machine is operating 

under steady-state conditions. Consider the control volume of the turbomachine as 

shown in Fig. 2.6. The inlet velocity of fluid and the inlet speed of sound in the fluid are 

evaluated as vin and ain from the inlet state variables. The outlet velocity of the fluid 

(vouV and the outlet speed of sound (aauv can be evaluated from the given outlet state 
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variables. The approximate speed of fluid through the control volume (vm) can then be 

. evaluated by averaging the inlet and outlet fluid velocities. Similarly, the speed of sound 

through the control volume (am) can be approximated. If the operating steady-state is 

perturbed by an infinitesimal disturbance (change in state variables) at the inlet, then the 

disturbance will travel through the fluid at the ~ vm + am. If the length of the flow 

path in the control volume is L, then the order of magnitude of transit time for the 

disturbance is 

L t=--=-
vm+am 

(2.42) 

For the turbine, L = 0.1 m, vm = 137.6 mis, am = 563.8 mls. From (2.42), the transmit 

time is t = 0.00015 seconds. Similarly, for the compressor, L = 0.06 m, vm = 79.0 mis, 

am = 341.4 mls. From (2.42), the transit time is t = 0.00014 seconds. 

Information travel in the second way is due to the rotation of the rigid rotors. 

Fig. 2.9 shows the flow through one blade passage. It is assumed that the rotor is 

initially operating at a constant speed. Consider the infinitesimal control volume 

A1A2A3A4. which is in contact with the blade at the inlet. A disturbance (change in 

thermodynamic state variables) at the inlet will cause a change of the thermodynamic 

state variables in the infinitesimal control volume A1A2A3A4. The change of 

thermodynamic state variables in A1A2A3A4 will cause a change of force acting on the 

blade. This change of force will change the torque applied on the rotor. Since the rotor 

is rigid. this change of torque instantaneously affects fluid in contact with entire length of 

the blade. So. the thermodynamic state variables in an infinitesimal control volume 

B1B2B3B4. which is in contact with the blade at outlet, will be affected instantaneously. 

Further. an infinitesimal disturbance in Bl B2B3B4 will propagate across the passage at 

sonic speed. The speed of sound at the outlet is aout = 535.1 mls for the turbine and aout 
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Fig. 2.9 The flow through one blade passage 
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= 366.9 mls for the compressor. The width of the blade passage at the outlet is 0.013 m 

for the turbine and 0.006 m for the compressor. Thus, information travelling in the 

second way, will reach completely across the outlet in 0.000025 seconds for the turbine 

and in 0.000015 seconds for the compressor respectively. 

The modes of information travel in the two ways are different. Since the 

two ways of information travel occur simultaneously in the turbomachine, it is difficult 

to determine which way dominates the transient response. Both appear to have a 

measure of validity. Therefore, it is reasonable to use a minimum time-step size as small 

as 0.000025 seconds in the system model under evaluation by this study provided that the 

variation at the inlet is not affecting the outlet of the dynamic turbomachine models in 

less than 0.00014 seconds. 

In summary, this chapter has presented the component models for the components 

used in the Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle. Details of implementation and 

use of the component models will be presented in later chapters. 
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3. System Modeljn~ 

3.1 The Control Equations and the Iteration Scheme for System Modeling 

The system model for the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine 

Cycle was developed by integrating the component models into a system model. The 

control equations for the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle 

system are based on the equation for conservation of mass and on the equation for 

conservation of energy. The equation for conservation of energy is: 

[

RATE OF] [RATE OF ] 
OF ENERGY IN = SOLAR - ELECTRICAL 

[

RATE OF CHANGE] COLLECTED OUTPUT 

THE SYS TEM ENERGY POWER 

The equation for conservation of mass is: 

and 

[
TOTAL MA S S] 

OF FLUID =CONSTANT 
IN SYSTEM 

[
TOTAL MAS S] 
OF COOLANT = CONSTANT 
IN SYSTEM 

_ WASTE HEAT 

[

RATE OF ] 

RA"'IATED 
TO SPACE 

(3.1) 

Equation (3.1) can be satisfied by applying an energy balance to the control volume for 

each component. The equation for conservation of mass is used as a criterion of 

convergence for the integrated system model. The mass-flow-rate iteration scheme is 

used in the transient simulation to insure that conservation of mass is satisfied at each 

time step. This is done by adjusting the inlet mass-flow-rate of the receiver during the 

iteration. 
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The state of the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle is 

represented by the parameters (Tj' Pj and m j) at the junction points between the 

components. When a boundary condition of the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative 

Turbine-Engine Cycle is given at time level n+ 1, the parameters at time level n+ 1 are 

evaluated by the iteration scheme with known Tjn, pt, and m t at time step n. The 

initial values of the parameters are given by 

The parameters at iteration step (k) ( i.e., T/k), p/k), m /k), etc. ) can be evaluated by 

the component models. The total mass of the fluid in the system at iteration (k) is 

evaluated by 

N 

m(k) = L mjk) , 

j=1 

where N is the number of components; mj) is the mass of working fluid in component 

"j" at iteration (k). The value of mjk) is the sum of all masses in the elements of the 

component 

m~k) = ~ m~k) 
J £...J 1 

1 

where mi
k

) is the mass in the element "i" at iteration (k). 



The mass in the element "i" can be evaluated by 

(k) (k) 
m. = p. Vcvi 

1 1 

where p~) is the density of fluid in the element "i" at iteration (k); 

V cvi is the control volume of the element "i ". 

The convergence criterion of the conservation of mass iteration is 

m(k) - mo 
rna <e, 
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(3.2) 

where rna (a given constant) is the total mass of the working fluid in the system. If the 

above inequality is not satisfied, the inlet mass-flow rate of the receiver is adjusted for 

the next iteration . 

. (k+ 1) - .(k) A .(k) 
Il3 = Il3 + 0I13 

or 

where: ~) = f!)f~k)r?); superscript (k) is the iteration number; subscript "3" 

represents the flow station at the inlet of the receiver; fe(k) is the relative error of the 

calculated mass at iteration (k) 

(k) rna - m(k) 
f = ----'-----
e mo 
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and fcr(k) is the correction factor ( f~~) = 0.5). To prevent "over-shooting" during the 

iteration, the value of fcr(k) is halved when fe (k) changes the sign between iteration (k) 

and (k+ 1), i.e., 

The sign of An13(k) is controlled by the sign of the relative calculated mass error fe(k). 

IT inequality (3.2) is satisfied, then the parameters at next time step n+ 1 are given by 

A flowchart of the iteration scheme is shown in Fig. 3.1. 

3.2 Quasi-Steady System Model 

The quasi-steady system model was developed to support steady-state calculations 

and to test the iteration scheme in the system model. The quasi-steady technique models 

the system in terms of "steady-state" characteristics of the components. FORTRAN 

subroutines have been developed to model each of the components. These subroutines 

are integrated into a system model using the iteration scheme described in chapter 3.1. 

The main computer program is designed such that each component model can be 

changed or replaced. 

A transient process in the Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle can be 

caused by an "outside disturbance" or an "inside disturbance". An "outside disturbance" 

can be caused by the change of environment such as occurs during orbit about the earth. 
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I 

Rg. 3.1 Flowchart of the iteration scheme for system model 
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An "inside disturbance" may be a change of inventory, electrical load or rotation of the 

concentrator. The space temperature "seen" by the radiator can be used to represent the 

influence of the environment. The salt temperature in the receiver can be changed to 

represent the influence of rotation of the concentrator. The change of the total mass of 

working fluid can be used to represent the change of inventory. The space temperature 

and salt temperature can be specified as functions of time according to the orbital 

condition or the operating condition. The rotor speed of the turbomachinery is assumed 

to be fixed at 32,000 rpm as specified by the DR02 document[1]. This is the ideal 

operating condition for the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle 

when the appropriate control scheme is used. 

The mass of working fluid in a component is evaluated by 

m = Vcv[ Pin + pout] 
R Tin + Tout 

where V cv is the volume of the working fluid in the component; R is the gas constant; 

Tin and Pin are inlet temperature and pressure; Tout and Pout are outlet temperature and 

pressure. The total mass of working fluid inventory in the system is the sum of the 

masses of the working fluid in all components. For a given total working fluid mass in 

the system, the inequality (3.2) is used to check the conservation of mass. The heat loss 

and pressure loss in the connecting pipes between the components are neglected. A 

flowchart of the quasi-steady system model is shown in Fig. 3.2. 

3.3 Dynamic Heat Exchangers/Quasi-Steady Turbomachines System Model 

It was shown by Iqbal[2] and Ali[4] that the response time for the turbine and for 

the compressor are many orders of magnitude smaller than for the heat exchangers. The 

assumption of instantaneous response of the turbine and the compressor has been shown 
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to be a good assumption for studying system performance. Based on the quasi-steady 

system model, the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines system model 

was developed. The FORTRAN subroutines developed for the dynamic heat exchanger 

models and the steady-state turbine and compressor models are integrated to build a 

system model. The control equations and the iteration scheme used in the system 

modeling are the same as used for the quasi-steady system model. The change of storage 

of mass in components due to the change of pressure and temperature was considered in 

the system model. The mass-flow rate was found using the iteration scheme based on the 

conservation of mass. Two kinds of integrators are used by the system model: the 

Runge-Kutta integration method is used for the dynamic radiator model; and the simple 

Euler method is used for the receiver, gas cooler and recuperator dynamic models. 

In the iteration loop, the quantities at time level "n" are stored and used during the 

iteration until the solution for the next time level is found. The mass of working fluid in 

the heat exchangers is the sum of the mass of the working fluid in the control volume of 

the elements. The total mass of the working fluid in the system is the sum of the masses 

of the working fluid mass in all components. Conservation of mass is used as a criterion 

of convergence for the iteration scheme, i.e., inequality (3.2) is used to check the 

conservation of mass in the system. The iteration scheme was described in section 3.1. 

The space temperature and the salt temperature are specified as functions of time. 

The rotor speed of the turbomachinery is assumed to be fixed at 32,000 (rpm) as 

specified by the DR02 document[l]. The heat and pressure losses in the connecting pipes 

between the components are neglected. 

The computer model (written in FORTRAN) can simulate a transient process 

caused by a change in space temperature orland the rotation of the concentrator (i.e., the 
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change of salt temperature). The program can also be used to simulate a radiator panel 

loss and coolant pump loss by changing the number of panels and setting coolant mass

flow rate to zero. A flowchart of the program is shown in Fig. 3.3. 

3.4 Dynamic Heat Exchangers/Dynamic Turbomachines System Model 

The FORTRAN subroutines of the dynamic turbine and compressor models 

described in chapter 2.2.3 have been used to develop a complete dynamic system model. 

The dynamic heat exchangers/dynamic turbomachines system model is developed by 

substituting the dynamic turbomachinery models for the quasi-steady turbomachinery 

models into the dynamic heat exchanger/quasi-steady turbomachines system modeL The 

implicit Euler second order algorithm is used as the time integrator for the dynamic 

turbine and compressor models. The integrator used for the receiver, gas cooler and 

recuperator dynamic models is the simple Euler method. The integrator used for the 

radiator dynamic model is the Runge-Kutta method. The iteration scheme in the main 

program of the dynamic heat exchangers/dynamic turbomachines system model is similar 

to that used in the main program of dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines 

system model. The space temperature and salt temperature are given as functions of 

time. The rotor speed of the turbo machinery is assumed to be 32,000 rpm as specified by 

the DR02 document[1]. The heat and pressure losses in the connecting ducts between the 

components are assumed negligible. A flowchart of the program is shown in Fig. 3.4. 
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4. The System Transient Perfonnance Simulation 

The Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle system performs 

its function by collecting energy in the form of incident solar flux and converting a 

portion of the collected energy to electrical power to meet the space station needs. 

During operation, the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine cycle 

controller must maintain constant alternator speed and output line voltage despite 

variations in load including peaking demands and varying receiver energy input rates. 

The dynamic system models described in the previous chapter are used to predict the 

transient performance of the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle. 

The design data for the components in the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine

Engine Cycle are shown in Table 4.1. 

4.1 Transient Simulation with the Quasi-Steady System Model 

The motivation for developing the quasi-steady system model was to test the 

iteration scheme in the system model. The simulation results of the quasi-steady system 

model can also be compared to the results of the dynamic system model to evaluate the 

importance of including dynamic turbomachinery models in the system simulation. 

The quasi-steady system model was subjected to a number of tests to verify the 

performance of the iteration scheme. The response of the system to a double step of 10 

K in the salt temperature of the receiver was simulated with this model. The integrator 

time step used for the simulation was 1.0 second. Fig. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 show the 

responses of receiver, turbine and compressor outlet parameters to the double step in salt 

temperature. We can see that all parameters of the system, pressure, temperature and 

mass-flow rates at the inlet and outlet of the components, change back to the exact points 



Table 4.1 Design Data for the Components in the Solar-Powered Closed 

Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle 

Receiver 
Phase-Change Material. ............................................................... LiF-CaF2 Eutectic 

Active Tube Length, (m) .............................................................. 2.5 
Number of Tubes .......................................................................... 82 

Inner Tube 00, (m) ...................................................................... 2.22xl0-2 

Tube Wall Thickness, (m) ............................................................. 8.9xl0-2 

Tube material .................................................................................. Haynes 188 
Total Active Tube Weight (estimated), (kg) .................................. 150.0 

Heat Exchanger (Recuperator) 

Flow Length, (m) .......................................................................... 3.66xl0-1 

Flow Width, (m) ............................................................................ 3.18xl0-1 
High Pressure Side Fin 

Height, (m) .......................................................................... 3.2xl0-3 

Fins per m ........................................................................... 630 

Thickness, (m) ..................................................................... I.5x 1 0-4 

Number of Sandwiches ........................................................ 62 
Type: Rectangular Offset 

Low Pressure Side Fin 

Height, (m) .......................................................................... 3.9xl0-3 
Fins per m ............................................................................ 630 

ThiCKness, (m) ...................................................................... 1.5xl0-4 
Number of Sandwiches ......................................................... 63 
Type : Rectangular Offset 

Material ........................................................................................... CRES 304L 
Total Recuperator Weight (dry), (kg) .............................................. 162 

Gas Cooler 

Gas Flow Length, (m) ................................................................... 2.68xl0- 1 

Liquid Flow Length (per pass), (m) ............................................... 2.54xlO-1 

Number of Liquid Pass .................................................................. 8 
Gas Side Fins 

Height, (m) .......................................................................... 2.3xl0-3 

(Table 4.1 continued on next page) 
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Table 4.1 Design Data of the Components in the Solar-Powered Closed 

Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle (continued from previous page) 

Fins per m ........................................................................... 470 
Thickness, (m) ..................................................................... 1.5xlO-4 

Type : Rectangular Offset 
Uquid Side Fins 

Height, (m) .......................................................................... 1.9xlO-3 
Fins per m ........................................................................... 790 

Thickness, (m) ..................................................................... 1.5xlO-4 

Type : Rectangular Offset ' 
Number of Gas Sandwiches ........................................................... 103 
Material ........................................................................................... CRES 304L 
Total Gas Cooler Weight (dry), (kg) .............................................. 85.3 

Radiator 

Panel Size, (m2) ............................................................................. 2.3x8.0 
Number of Panels ........................................................................... 8 
Material ............................................................................................ Aluminum 
Total Panel Weight (dry), (kg) ........................................................ 825 

Turbine 

Inlet Normal Area, (m2) .................................................................. 4.0xlO-3 

Middle Nonnal Area, (m2) .............................................................. 5.058xlO-3 

Outlet Normal Area, (m2) ................................................................ 5.648xlO-3 

Volume of Turbine, (m3) ................................................................. 1.OxlO-4 

Tip Radius, (m) ................................................................................ 9.49x10-2 

Middle Radius, (m) .......................................................................... 5.26xlO-2 

Compressor 

Inlet Normal Area, (m2) .................................................................. 3.6xlO-3 

Middle Nonnal Area, (m2) .............................................................. 3.05xlO-3 

Outlet Normal Area, (m2) ................................................................ 2.5xlO-3 

Volume of Compressor, (m3) .......................................................... 6.0xlO-5 

Tip Radius, (m) ................................................................................ 6.654xlO-2 

Middle Radius, (m) .......................................................................... 3.739xlO-2 
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after the double step change in salt temperature. This verifies that the iteration scheme is 

correctly locating a new operating point of the system. This test was important for 

proving the validity of the iteration scheme and logic of the program. 

4.2 Transient Simulation with Dynamic System Models 

The dynamic system models developed in chapter 3.3 and 3.4 were used to 

simulate the transient processes in the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine

Engine Cycle. The simulation results with the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady 

turbomachins system model and the dynamic heat exchangers/dynamic turbo machines 

system model were compared for the same transient processes. 

4.2.1 Performance Simulation by the Dynamic Heat Exchangers/Quasi-Steady 

Turbomachines System Model 

Since response times for the turbine and compressor are many orders of magnitude 

smaller than the heat exchangers, the assumption of instantaneous response 

turbomachinery has been used in the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady 

turbomachines system model. To verify the performance of this model, the transient 

response of the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle to a single 

step, double step and sinusoidally varying receiver salt temperature was simulated with 

the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines system model. The integrator 

time step used for the simulation was 1.0 second. 

4.2.1.1 Response to a Step Change of Receiver Salt Temperature 

The system is initially working at a steady-state operating point. At the 10th time 

step, the perturbation is provided by a step of receiver salt temperature from 1042 K to 

1062 K. The response of the outlet parameters of receiver, turbine, compressor and gas 
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cooler are shown in Fig. 4.4 to 4.8. The outlet temperatures of the components lag from 

up-stream components to down-stream components as shown in the figures. The outlet 

temperature of recuperator at low-pressure side lags the receiver outlet temperature. The 

outlet temperature of the gas cooler in turn lags the outlet temperature of recuperator. 

We can see that the response of recuperator outlet temperature at low-pressure side is 

much slower than the response of the recuperator outlet temperature of the high-pressure 

side as shown in Fig. 4.8. This is because that the high pressure side fluid at the outlet 

exchanges heat energy with the turbine outlet flow at up stream position. At the starting 

period of the transient, because of the lag in temperature, the inlet temperature of the 

compressor does not change much even though the salt temperature was given a big step. 

But the mass-flow rate in the compressor is changing (increasing in this case) with the 

same response as the up-stream components. The change in mass-flow rate causes the 

change in compressor efficiency which is determined by the characteristic map. The 

change in compressor efficiency causes the changes of outlet temperature and pressure 

even with unchanged inlet temperature. For the given process, the increase of mass-flow 

rate causes the increase of compressor efficiency. Because the change in compressor 

inlet temperature is small, the increased efficiency causes the slight decrease of outlet 

temperature at the beginning period as shown in Fig. 4.6. Since the compressor is at the 

most down-stream position along the flow path from the receiver, the responses of 

compressor outlet temperature and pressure are the most slow ones compared to the other 

components. But the system pressure level is much affected by the pressure ratio of the 

compressor, this explains the slow pressure response in the system. It can be seen that 

the response time of the system to the perturbation is greater than 2500 seconds. This 

supports the assumption that the instantaneous response turbomachinery can be a good 

assumption for studying system performance. 
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4.2.1.2 Response to a Double Step of Receiver Salt Temperature 

This test resembled the previous one, except that the salt temperature was stepped 

down to the original 1042 K after 1000 seconds. The system response to the double step 

is shown in Fig. 4.9 to 4.13. The simulation results of the quasi-steady system model for 

the same perturbation in receiver salt temperature are also plotted in Fig. 4.9 to 4.13. 

Since the mass in a component is calculated with the averaged temperature and pressure 

at the inlet and outlet positions of the component for the quasi-steady system model, this 

causes the error of calculated mass in the system compared with the dynamic heat 

exchanger/quasi-steady turbomachines system model. The differences in calculated mass 

cause the differences in the calculated mass-flow rate and other parameters which can be. 

seen from the responses to the step in the salt temperature as shown in Fig. 4.9 to 4.13. 

We can see that the quasi-steady system model cannot predict the lag in parameters. It is 

shown in Fig. 4.11 that the outlet temperature of compressor keeps increasing after the 

salt temperature stepped down from 1062 K to 1042 K. This is caused by the dropping 

of efficiency of the compressor and the lag of gas cooler outlet temperature. The drop in 

the efficiency is caused by the drop of mass-flow rate. The increased compressor-outlet 

temperature in turn causes the increase of the recuperator outlet temperature at the low

pressure side as shown in Fig. 4.12. The simulation results show that the operating 

points predicted by the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines system 

model and the quasi-steady system model are very close at the end of transient process. 

This agreement provides confidence in the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady 

turbomachines system model. 
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4.2.1.3 Response to a Sinusoid of Receiver Salt Temperature 

A sinusoid variation of receiver temperature produces the transients shown in 

Fig. 4.14 to 4.19. The frequency of the sinusoid is 0.016 Hz. The receiver outlet 

temperature lags the salt temperature. The gas cooler outlet temperature lags the 

recuperator outlet temperature which in turn lags the receiver outlet temperature. The 

outlet temperature of the down steam components are not a sinusoid response for the fIrst 

few cycles of the receiver salt temperature because of the lag. The mass-flow rate and 

pressure variations in the system also lag the salt temperature. As shown in Fig. 4.19, the 

response of radiator outlet temperature lags the gas cooler outlet temperature. The 

amplitude of the radiator outlet-temperature oscillation is small because of the bigr-~r 

heat capacity of the coolant and the large radiator panels. At the beginning of the 

transient process, there is a "starting transient". After several cycles in the salt 

temperature, the sinusoidal variation of other parameters established with various phase 

lags from component to component. 

4.2.1.4 Response to a Ramp of Net Mechanical Power Output of the Turbomachinery 

The responses of parameters in the system to a ramp change of net mechanical 

power output are shown in Fig. 4.20 to 4.25. The net mechanical power demand was 

increased 1.0 kW over a 0.25 second period, which means that the compressor input 

power was decreased 1.0 kW. The integrator time step is 5.0xlO-5 second. It can be 

seen that the ramp variation of the net output mechanical power causes a ramp variation 

of compressor outlet temperature. It can be seen in Fig. 4.21 that the turbine outlet 

pressure and temperature increased at the beginning of the transient process. This is the 

result of the decrease in pressure ratio of the turbine which is caused by the decrease of 

mass-flow rate and the lagging of the receiver outlet temperature. 
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4.2.2 Perfonnance Simulation by the Dynamic Heat Exchangers/Dynamic 

Turbomachines System Model 
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The dynamic heat exchangers/dynamic turbomachines system model described in 

section 3.4 is used to simulate transient processes in the Solar-Powered Closed 

Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle. The integrator time-step had both an upper bound 

of 8xlO-5 second and a lower bound of lxlO-5 second. The upper bound is imposed by 

traditional numerical stability considerations. The lower bound is required to prevent the 

procedure for computing mass storage in the machine from producing a negative (inflow) 

velocity at the component exit. Following the discussion in section 2.2.4, the minimum 

wtegrator time-step was chosen as 2.5xlO-5 second. The iteration required for the 

dynamic turbine and compressor models and the small integrator time step greatly 

increased the CPU time needed for simulation. This limits the usage of the dynamic heat 

exchangers/dynamic turbomachines system model for long elapsed time simulation. 

4.2.2.1 Response to a Step of Receiver Salt Temperature 

The response of the system parameters to a 10 K step of receiver salt temperature 

are shown in Fig. 4.26 to 4.31. The elapsed time for the simulated transient process is 5 

seconds. It can be seen that the process is dominated by the slow transient process in the 

heat exchangers. The responses of parameters in the system to the perturbation in salt 

temperature in the receiver are very slow as shown in Fig. 4.27 to 4.31. 

4.2.2.2 Response to a Sinusoidal Variation of Receiver Salt Temperature 

The transients produced by a sinusoidal variation of receiver temperature are 

shown in Fig.4.32 to 4.37. The amplitude of the sinusoid is 50 K and the frequency of 

the sinusoid is 1.6 Hz. As shown in Fig. 4.32, the outlet temperature of the receiver 
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follows the sinusoid with a much smaller amplitude compared to the amplitude of the 

sinusoidal variation in the salt temperature. The lagging of outlet temperature to the salt 

temperature is obvious even in the same component. It can be seen that the pressure and 

mass-flow rate are oscillating with very small amplitude during the transient. This 

oscillation is caused by the compressibility incorporated in the turbine and compressor 

model. 

4.2.2.3 Response to a Ramp Change of Net Mechanical Power 

Output of the Turbomachinery 

The transient responses produced by a ramp of net mechanical power output are 

shown in Fig. 4.38 to 4.43. The net mechanical power output increased by 1.0 kW 

within 0.25 second. The integrator time step is 5.0xlO-5 second. It is shown that the 

responses of the parameters in the system to the ramp change of net mechanical power 

output of turbomachinery are faster than the responses of parameters in the system to the 

step change of salt temperature. It can be seen that the predicted transients have the same 

trends as predicted by dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines system 

model. The difference between the results predicted by the two system models is small. 

4.2.3 Discussion of Results Predicted by the Dynamic System Models 

with and without Turbomachinery Dynamics 

The transient responses predicted by the two system models (with and without 

turbomachinery dynamics) are shown in Fig. 4.44 to 4.49. The transient process is 

produced by a ramp (from 1042 K step to 1092 K) change of receiver salt temperature. 

The same integration time step is used for both two system models. It can be seen that 

the differences in the simulation results are small. This shows that the instantaneous 

turbomachinery is a good assumption for such a transient. Further the dynamic heat 
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exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines system model can be run with a much larger 

integration time step than the dynamic heat exchanger/dynamic turbomachines system 

model. Fig. 4.50 to 4.55 show the simulation results predicted by the dynamic heat 

exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines system model with 1.0 second and 2.5xlO-5 

second time steps respectively. The difference in transient responses predicted using the 

two time step size is small. This verifies the conclusion of the discussion of the 

integration time step in section 2.2.4 is right. Therefore, for sufficiently slow transients, 

the CPU time required for the transient simulation of the Solar-Powered Closed 

Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle can be greatly reduced by using the dynamic heat 

exchanger/quasi-steady turbomachines system model. 
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5. Summary and Conclusions 

Quasi-steady and dynamic models were developed and written in FORTRAN for 

the components (receiver, gas cooler, recuperator, radiator, compressor and turbine) used 

in the Solar-Powered Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle. The component 

models were integrated into the quasi-steady system model, the dynamic heat 

exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines system model, and the dynamic heat 

exchangers/dynamic turbomachines system model. The system models were written in 

FORTRAN and based on the equations for conservation of energy and the equation of 

conservation of mass. 

The quasi-steady system model was used to calculate the steady-state performance 

and to debug the iteration scheme during the development of the system model. The 

"mixed" (dynamic heat exchangers and quasi-steady turbomachines) system model and 

the dynamic components system model was developed on the basis of the quasi-steady 

components system model. 

The transient processes simulated by the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady 

turbomachines system model include: 

(1). Transient process caused by a step increase in the receiver salt temperature 

(2). Transient process caused by a double step in the receiver salt temperature 

(3). Transient process caused by a sinusoid function in the receiver salt 

temperature 

(4). Transient process caused by a ramp of the net mechanical power output of 

the turbomachinery. 

The time lag of the temperature response can be seen from component to component 

downstream of the perturbation location. It can also be seen that for the above transient 
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processes, the response of mass-flow rate and pressure lags the receiver salt temperature. 

System simulation showed the response time of the system to a step of the receiver salt 

temperature to be greater than 2500 seconds. The system transient response was also 

slow in the transient process (4) which was caused by a ramp of the net output 

mechanical power (i. e., a ramp of the compressor input power). These analyses 

provided evidence that the response time of the system is dominated by the heat 

exchangers. To verify this, the dynamic heat exchangers/dynamic turbo machines system 

model was used to simulate the system response. Comparison between the simulation 

results of the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines system model and the 

dynamic heat exchangers/dynamic turbomachines system model showed only very small 

differences. It is therefore concluded that the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady 

turbomachines system model can be used to simulate the transient perfonnance of the 

Closed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle with sufficient accuracy for these types of 

events. 

The simulation results of the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines 

system model with different integration time steps (2.5xlO-5 second and 1.0 second) 

showed very small differences. This demonstrates that the larger integration time step 

can be used by the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines system model 

with satisfactory accuracy. The CPU time needed for the transient simulation is 

therefore greatly reduced when using the dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady 

turbomachines system model. The dynamic heat-exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines 

system model has shown the capability for simulation over a wide range of transient 

processes. 
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6. Recomendations for Further Study 

The system transient response to the change in space temperature and the change in 

inventory (tota! mass in the system) have not yet been simulated. Since the existing 

dynamic heat exchangers/quasi-steady turbomachines system model and dynamic heat 

exchangers/dynamic turbomachines system model were designed to be able to simulate 

these transient processes, execution of such analyses is a logical step in studying the 

perfonnance of the power generation system. Improvements in model perfonnance can 

be obtained by increasing the accuracy and the range of transient perfonnance simulation 

by component-model refinement and system-model expansion. 

A simplified transient turbornachine model should be the subject of further 

investigation. The dymamic turbine and compressor models may be refmed to increase 

the integration time step by carefully selecting the iteration scheme and the assumptions 

in the models. 

The component models can be refined further by using more design details of the 

actual construction. The receiver model can be refmed by including the behavior of the 

phase-change material as more details of the property of the phase change material 

become known. Actual perfonnance maps can be incorporated into the compressor and 

turbine models to predict the perfonnance more accurately. 

The modular construction of the existing FORTRAN program of the system model 

makes it easy to add component models into the system model. An accumulator model 

can be added into the system model to simulate the response to inventory change. The 

system model can be improved to become variable-speed system model by including the 

rotating-unit dynamics. This would greatly increase the range of possible analyses. 
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Dynamic models of the ducting can also be added into the system model. Finally, the 

control-system -model, can be integrated' into the thennodynamic system model, to 

produce a complete Solar-Powered Oosed Regenerative Turbine-Engine Cycle system 

model. 
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D. Zou - Model Refinement, Control Algorithm 
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1. Introduction 

2. First Component & System Models 
- System fabric and component models 
- System transients 

3. Improved Turbomachinery Models 
- Sequence of models 
- Component transients 

4. Final System and Component Models 
- Improved component models 
- System modeling 
- Transients 

5. Conclusions 
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• Solar Dynamic Power Generation Sys+em (SDPGS) proposed for 
higher electrical power demands of 'Space Station freedom. 

• Early candidates for thermodynamic system 
- Rankine Cycle 
- Closed Brayton Cycle 

• Directed by NASA to use EASY5 program as modeling tool 
- Motivation was to provide consistent basis for mechanical 

and electrical models 

• Initial effort focused on Rankine Cycle 
- Built system fabric in EASY5 
- Developed thermodynamic properties block 
- Stopped work when Brayton cycle selected by NASA 

• Balance of effort devoted to Closed Regenerative Brayton Cycle 
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• Commercial software for system modeling available from Boeing 

• At various times, installed on: 
- Cray XMP (LeRC) difficult to use interface & missing features 
- VAX 111780 (WU) errors in manual 
- VAXstation 2000 (WU) buggy implementation 
- MicroVAX II (WU) final installation, bulk of analyses 

• Strengths: - establishes standard interface 
- "standard" component models provided 
- facilities for graphical display of results 

• Negatives: - large computational overhead (slow) 
- "standard" components net suitable for this study 
- "loop" procedures not suitable for iterative solutions 

INAG3-817128JAN91/Sof361 
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Searched: - Standard printed indices 
- Electronic databases 

Results: 

- Personal contacts 

- Few papers, focused primarily on CFD analyses 
measured performance, axial flow components 

Conclusion: Modeling of dynamic performance of dynamic 
performance of power generation systems has not 
been reported in the open literature. 

In particular, no models of transient performance of 
centrifugal turbomachinery were found. 

1NA1n-817128JAN9116of361 
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Closed Regenerative-Brayton Cycle 

- Heat source: incident solar radiation captured by collector 

- Heat sink: gas cooler transfers heat to liquid cooling loop, 
which rejects heat to space through radiator 

- Combined Rotating Unit: centrifugal compressor, centrifugal 
turbine, alternator 

- System designed to function at fixed operating speed; 
excess electrical power consumed by parasitic load to 
present a constant power demand to the power 
generation system 
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radiator 
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First models based on steady or quasi-steady assumptions for all 
components. 

Coding development cycle for component models: 
- Write standard FORTRAN model as a subroutine and test 
- Convert subroutine into EASY5 FORTRAN block and test 
- Convert FORTRAN block into Macro if appropriate 
- Install component model in system fabric 

Coolant Loop: 
• Built system fabric: identify & name each component 

name each input & output variable 
establish connectivity between components 

• First radiator model: 
- single element 
- explicit Euler solution of energy equation 
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• Gas-Liquid Heat Exchanger 
- 20 Multi-element 
- Fully implicit (Gauss with partial pivoting) 

SDPG 
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- Tested sensitivity to time-step size and number of elements 

• Second Radiator Model 
- Multi-element 

- Fully implicit (split T4 term and iterate) 
- Test model sensitivity to 8t and number of elements 

• Develop simple component models for: 
- connecting ducts (specified heat flow, simple friction loss) 
- pump (specified flow rate) 
- manifold (specified flow ratios) 

• Assemble and test coolant loop 
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Gas Cooler 
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Fluid 8 Transient Performance 

8 Outlet Temp (K) 

o 50 

A Intemp-400 K. B Intemp-300 K 
# of segments-5. 
A. Iqbal 11/8/89 SMALl.FOR 

100 150 200 
Time (seconds) 

I , 

."'" ..... ,,1 
Time Step 

1 sec 

5 sec 

10 sec 

I 20 sec 

.~ 
250 300 
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Gas Cooler 
Number of Segments Convergence Study 

Temperature (K) 
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400r-------------------------------------------~ 

380 1----------- - ----

3601----------

::: f-r-______ .~ __ -- __ . ~-.. - --- -- -

.------------

300~------~1-------~'--------~1----------~ 

o 5 10 15 

# of Segments 

~ "b" Outlet Temp -+- "a" Outlet Temp I 
·a· Intemp-400 K, ·b" Intemp-300K 
Delta T-10 s, 
A. Iqbal 11/9/89 SMALL.FOR 
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Response to a Sinusoidal Variation in Salt Temperature 
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Gas Loop Components: 

• Receiver 
- Multi-element 

GAS Loop 

- Fully implicit solution of energy equation 
- Specified uniform salt temperature 

• Combined Rotating Unit: Turbine, Alternator, Compressor 
- Constant-speed operation 
- Quasi-steady model 
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· enforce steady state balances for mass and energy-
· use steady state performance parameters (ie 11) 
· neglect mass storage in components 
· more details in turbomachinery modeling section 

- Also developed variable speed model to evaluate performance 
during an intentional change of speed 
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• Assemble and test gas loop against simple transient drivers 
(fixed coolant temperature in gas cooler). 

• Assemble Full Power Generation System 

• Run analyses of interest 
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Washington 
University Future Study 

• Model refinement with more accurate component data 

• Integrate thermodynamic model with control system model 

SDPG 
MODEUNG 

• Improve turbomachinery models by attacking "stiffness" to allow 
larger time-steps. 

INAG3-817128JAN911260.261 
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University FINAL COMPONENTS 

SDPG 
MODEliNG 

• Additional information became available on details of 
components and experience was gained with model 
performance. 

• Developed true steady-state model for system testing. 

• Developed new dynamic models 

• Developed new system integration logic 

• Run Dynamic Heat Exchangers/Quasi-Steady Turbo. model 

• Run Dynamic Heat Exchangers/Dynamic Turbo. model 



Washington 
University s.-s. MODELS 

Steady-State Models 

• Heat Exchangers 
- E-NTU model 
- improved ~p calculation 

• Radiator 
- direct solution of energy balance 

• Turbine and Compressor 
- better information on performance 

SDPG 
MODEliNG 



Washington 
University DYNAMIC MODELS 

SDPG 
MODEUNG. 

Dynamic Component Models 

• Heat Exchangers 
- Obtained new data on cross-counterflow heat exchangers 
- Multi-element 20 finite-difference model 
- Developed compressible flow analysis to substantiate 

assumption of no mass storage within a component 
during a trans·ient flow 

• Radiator 
- Improved model details 
- Reformulated as explicit model to avoid iterative solution 

• Turbine and Compressor 
- Based on developments of previous section. 
- Improved estimate of actual geometry 

INAG3-817128JAN91130f261 
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University SYSTEM ASSEMBL Y 

SDPG 
MODEliNG 

Steady-state and quasi steady state models assembled by logically 
connecting component models. 

This could be accomplished using either EASY5 or a 
FORTRAN main program. 

A system model which includes mass storage in the components 
requires an iterative procedure to solve for the system state at 
each time-step and CANNOT BE IMPLEMENTED IN EASY5. 

System Integration Constraint 
Conservation of mass for the entire gas loop must be satisfied. 
- begin time-step by using dynamic models to compute a first 

estimate of new time-level state for each component 
- adjust inlet mass flow rate to the receiver using under

relaxation formula 
- iterate until system mass conserved to within specified 

tolerance 
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Washington 
University COMMENTS 

• EASY5 was: - a time sink, not a time saver 
- not suitable for iterative looping 

SDPG 
MODELING 

If mandated for use in total system model (to match electrical 
system), it is recommended that entire thermodynamic model be 
introduced as a single FORTRAN block. 

• Considerable effort expended, and time wasted, in guessing hardware 
geometry and performance. 

• Negative consequence of "emergency" mode at start-up and 
cancellation of support prior to scheduled completion. 

INAG3-AI7I?AJAN<l11?4n.?RI 
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University CONCLUSIONS 

SDPG 
MODELING 

• Successfully developed models of components of Solar Dynamic 
Power Generation System. 
- Turbomachinery 

Quasi-Steady (immediate response), Full Dynamic 
Identified suitability according to driving transient 

- Heat Exchangers 
Steady, Dynamic 

- Other Components (pumps, pipes, manifolds, etc.) 
- Tested for sensitivity to assumptions and to analyst selected 

parameters 

• Successfully integrated components into system model using 
conservation of mass as system constraint. 
- Tested predictions against simple transients 

(step, double-step, etc.) 
- Analyzed transients of interest (orbital fluctuations, failures) 
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